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This thesis reports the results of studies into the 
effects of various growth inhibitory metabolites upon 
a murine hybridoma cell line. The cells were examined 
in vitro and subjected to many different such 
metabolic stresses as the effects of waste products of 
normal metabolism such as lactic acid and ammonia. 
Data presented suggests that these factors alone are 
not soley responsible for the inhibitory effects 
observed upon cell growth at high cell concentrations. 
A cytotoxic effect was also produced by the hybridomas 
on addition of a dilution of medium that had been 
exposed to a high concentration of the test cell line 
for a short period of time. The effect was determined 
to be not due to the concentrations of lactic acid and 
ammonium ions present, and further analyses of this 
medium were carried out. Separation was effected by 
means of F.P.L.C. and cytotoxic materials were 
identified in several peaks derived from the medium. 
The material was identified as being proteinaceous, 
and proved cytotoxic at high dilutions.
The presence of such proteins may be of importance in 
high cell concentration bioreactors, as they may be 
retained and so accumulate and prevent optimisation 
of culture conditions and hence product formation. 
Further studies may prevent such products being formed 
or alleviate their effect upon cellular growth.
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CHAPTER 1.
Introduction.
1.1. History and nature of tissue culture.
The mammal ian body is made up of many millions of 
cells, each cell containing enough DMA for one to 
three million genes. In specialised tissue a limited 
number of genes will be active, and the majority will 
be suppressed. Each tissue has its own specialised 
function. It is difficult therefore to elucidate the 
multiplicity of metabolic reactions occurring in one 
cell by studying the whole animal.
The advent of cell culture provided an effective tool 
to investigate cellular metabolism more fully. By 
growing each cell type in culture its physiology can 
be observed alone, or in response to various other 
stimuli, for example other cells, chemicals, hormones, 
and growth factors. The technique developed quite 
naturally from some of the established techniques of 
embryology which were in use during the last century. 
Wilhelm Rouxs' experiment of maintaining the medullary 
plate of a chick embryo in warm saline for a few days 
in 1885 was the first recorded instance of successful 
explantation CRoux <1885)3. This was followed by a 
series of similar experiments documenting the first 
detailed observations of cell survival and division in 
vitro [Harrison (1907), Carrel <1912), <1913),
<1926)3. Many of these early studies anticipated 
techniques that are in general use today. At the time 
such experiments were difficult to repeat since the
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media used were generally unsatisfactory due to their 
irreproducibility and tendency to become
contaminated. It was demonstrated in 1907 by Harrison 
that the continuation of normal cellular function in 
vitro could occur, offering a reproducible technique 
generally accepted to be the beginning of tissue 
culture CHarrison <1907)3. The largest problem at that 
time was the maintenance of asepsis of the tissue 
culture. Carrel <1912), <1913), <1926) was responsible
for the application of established surgical asepsis 
techniques to tissue culture and was subsequently able 
to assert that he had been able to maintain a strain 
of cells in active multiplication for 34 years. The 
established techniques that are still used today were 
developed rapidly thereafter. An entirely different 
approach to Carrels' was adopted by the group working 
in the United States headed by Earle. This group was 
the first to grow cells directly on glass in large 
numbers and to grow cultures from single cells 
and also to cultivate them in suspension intentionally 
[Earle <1948)3. At an early stage in the development 
of the techniques of animal cell culture Lewis began 
investigating the factors in medium necessary for 
cellular growth and survival [Lewis and Lewis <1911)3. 
This work was continued by many other investigators , 
for example Parker, White, and Earle [ Parker <1960), 
White <1963),Earle <1948)3. A great variety of 
techniques became available as different investigators 
modified previous methods for their own requirements.
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Applications to such, areas as virology were shown as 
early as 1913 C Steinharat ei §JL< <1913)3, when it was 
demonstrated that vaccinia virus could survive for 
several weeks in explanted cornea. By 1928 a very 
simple method for virus multiplication had been 
developed CMaitland and Maitland <1928)3, which 
consisted of the suspension of fragments of tissue in 
a fluid medium. However in 1948 Enders and his group 
discovered that poliomyelitis virus could be cultured 
in vitro in a cell line C Enders ei. 3lL. <1948)3 . This 
observation allowed the field of virology to expand 
greatly. Originally tissue culture was concerned
almost entirely with the growth of tissue in vitro, 
but its potential value was appreciated at an early 
stage of development and many studies were carried out 
to extend its scope,
1.2, Applications of mammalian cell products.
Mammalian cell culture became important as it was 
possible to study many cell types grown outside the 
body to obtain further information upon cellular 
structure and function. Applications of these studies 
led to the production of a multiplicity medical 
veterinary and agricultural products that would not be 
possible by any other means. With the advent of 
improved downstream processing and process 
intensification that is available by the use of high 
concentration cell culture methods the uses of 
hybridoma technology is seemingly limitless, provided 
statutory controls are adhered to.
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A great variety of products can now be made from
animal cells. These may be divided into five major
groups:-
1. Viral vaccines
e.g. polio, rabies, mumps, foot and mouth
disease (FMD), rubella.
2. Immunological reagents
e.g. monoclonal antibodies, interferons, 
interleukins.
3. Cellular biochemicals
e.g. chalones, collagen, laminin, fibronectin
(attachment factors) enzymes.
4. Hormones
e.g. Insulin, growth factors
5. Recombinant proteins.
The factors that control the use of products derived 
from animal cells are complex. In most countries 
regulations have been formulated to protect the 
population against the use of ineffective or unsafe 
agents. Every new process for generating a product 
from a tissue culture cell is examined in great detail 
by a regulatory agency in the area where the product 
is to be used. Each product made from a cell in 
culture must be granted a licence prior to sale, 
these are only granted on the basis of demonstrated 
safety, efficacy, and consistency of product quality 
for which there are no defined rules. There are a
series of guidelines however, governing the many 
aspects of the protocols, training, documentation and 
facilities in which the product may be derived. 
Hybridoma culture therefore has great potential in 
this market. With the availability of dense culture 
bioreactors and the increased uses for therapeutic and 
diagnostic MCA it has become possible to scale up 
production with demand.
1.2.1. Potential of monoclonal antibody technology,
a) History of hybridoma culture.
Hybridomas are suspension cells and great interest has 
been shown in their scale-up potential for the 
production of therapeutics and diagnostics. They are 
formed by the fusion of an antibody secreting cell <B— 
lymphocyte) to a lymphoid tumour cell, hence combining 
the secretory function of the lymphocyte with the 
immortality of the tumour cell [Figure 1.1], The first 
report of hybridoma production was by Sinkovirs al. 
<1970)3 where virus specific lymphocytes were fused 
together with tumour cells, and several other reports 
were published [Schwaber and Cohen <1973), Bloom and 
Nakamura (1974)3, prior to Kohler and Milstein <1975) 
discovering a technique whereby the fusion of a B 
lymphocyte (antibody secreting cell) to a myeloma 
(tumour cell) made it possible to combine the 
"immortality" of the tumour cell with the lymphocytic 
property of secreting antibody. It was Kohler and 
Milstein who realised the potential of such a
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•technique. In the early days the fusogen was an 
inactivated virus, most commonly Sendai virus [Harris 
and Watkins <1975)3. However with refinement of the 
technique the use of chemical fusogens has become more 
common, polyethylene glycol (PEG) being most
frequently used [Pontecorvo <1976)3.
b) Hybridoma production.
Initially the animals are immunised with antigen. Once 
an antibody response is detected the spleens are 
removed and gently disrupted to form a cell
suspension. These cells are fused with the myeloma 
cell line by the addition of a fusogen such as PEG 
which makes the cell membranes permeable, and promotes 
membrane fusion. The cells are transferred to a 
culture medium supplemented with hypoxanthine,
amniopterin, and thymidine (HAT) [Figure 1.13. The 
amniopterin blocks the normal anabolic pathway of 
cellular metabolism and therefore the cells must adapt 
to bypass this. This is possible by the utilisation of 
thymidine and hypoxanthine. The myeloma cell line is 
selected so that it is unable to utilise this salvage 
pathway tit is deficient in the enzyme hypoxanthine 
phosphoribosyltransferase <HPRT)3 and therefore any 
unfused parent myeloma cells will die in this medium. 
The spleen cells are able to utilise this pathway but 
are unable to survive in culture for more than a few 
days. Therefore using this selection procedure the 
fused, cells are the only ceils able to utilise the 
salvage pathway and survive culture. Some of these
- 6 -
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fused cells will have the same ability to produce 
antibody as the parent spleen cells. The supernatant 
medium can be tested for production of the relevant 
antibodies for example by radio-immunoassay or enzyme 
linked immunosorbent assay. Any positive cells may be 
cloned by means of limiting dilution such that one 
cell is present in each well of a micro-titre plate. 
In practice this may involve supplying such cells with 
macrophage feeder layers, usually obtained by means of 
a peritoneal lavage of a mouse. The feeder layer cells 
are plated out in a micro-titre plate and allowed to 
adhere to its surface before the cloned hybridomas are 
added. The purpose of such feeder layers is to provide 
growth factors and other factors that are required for 
cellular division.
c) Potential uses of monoclonal antibodies.
Hybridomas are useful since once generated they 
provide a perpetual source of unique molecular species 
of antibody. In many ways monoclonal antibodies may 
be used similarly to a conventional antiserum, but one 
cannot be automatically substituted for another. 
Antisera derived from infection of animals are 
polyclonal in nature and are a complex mixture of many 
antibodies with different affinities for various 
antigenic determinants. One of the advantages of using 
a monoclonal reagent is that it is not necessary to 
treat it in any way in order that it should be 
specific, conventional antisera oi'ten cross react and. 
therefore such cross reactivity is removed by addition
8
ox some of the serum prior to use. This may therefore 
result in a loss of titre. Monoclonal antibodies are 
not necessarily monospecific and may react with 
similar antigens to the required one. Cross-reactivity 
observed with a monoclonal antibody however 
demonstrates shared determinants that are indicative 
of structural similarities and enables examination of 
cross reactive products that are usually absorbed from 
conventional antisera. This may enable investigations 
into the functional and evolutionary relationships 
between some macromolecules.
Monoclonal antibodies are able to influence the 
antigenicity of their targets [Howard aJL. (1979)3. 
In some cases binding of a monoclonal antibody to one 
site may enhance or decrease the binding of a second. 
Also MCA are able to generate specific antibodies to 
even impure antigens because ceils reacting to 
impurities are discarded during the initial screening. 
Secher and Burke (1980) set out to produce a MCA to an 
antigen not available in pure form to screen assays of 
human leucocyte interferon. Interferon appears to 
confer some antiviral protection to human cells in. 
vitro and in, vivo [ Gresser et &1_. (1977), (1978)3. 
Interferon also appears to inhibit the replication of 
some oncogenic viruses and transplantable tumour cells 
and developing spontaneous viral associated neoplastic 
disease. There are several problems associated with 
the production of antibodies against interferon. 
Interest in the action between interferon and the
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immune system [ Gresser <1977)3 has led to the need 
for low titre assay for leucocyte interferon in serum 
and other body fluids.
MCA have been used extensively in diagnosing viral 
disease and studying their epidemiology. The frequent 
changes in antigenic structure of the influenza virus 
has been studied extensively. MCA have been used to 
map antigenic determinants and to isolate and study 
mutant proteins. Gerhard and Koprowski (1977) were 
among the earliest workers to employ this technique 
using the influenza virus. MCA proved extremely useful 
in generating and detecting single amino acid 
substitution in mapping antigen sites on the protein, 
also enabling the study of the mechanism of antigenic 
drift, classifying strains of virus, and 
epidemiological studies.
The usefulness of MCA as probes of molecular fine 
structure has led workers to generate MCA against 
other viruses and infectious agents. Due to the 
enormous impact of parasitic diseases and the 
potential of vaccination, the role of immunity to such 
diseases is receiving much consideration. Studies have 
been difficult due to the complex life cycles of such 
organisms. MCA offer a simple attractive approach. 
Hybridoma technology is applied to the field of 
parasite immu nodiagnostics, and has produced MCA 
against a variety of species for example entamoeba 
histolytica C Lopesgi aJL- <1982)3, and trichomonas 
vaginal is [Desmond e±_ aJL. (1983)3. Other examples
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include investigations into malaria CYoshida (1980), 
Rener (1980)3 and Leishmania sp. , CFreeman et aJL 
'1981)3. As this technique becomes more widely used it 
should become easier to increase specific diagnosis by 
elimination of cross reactions between closely 
reacting species and enable treatment to begin as 
quickly as possible. These techniques also allow 
investigation of the disease in greater depth and also 
enable the specific stages of the life cycle to be 
differentiated as antigens are expressed at different 
times.
There are several means by which MCA may be applied to 
the treatment of neoplastic disease, CDillman et 
aJL<1983, 1984)3. These include passive therapy, (which
may be either cytotoxic or regulatory in nature), 
cytotoxic MCA immunoconjugates including
radioisotopes, chemotherapeutic agents or natural 
toxins, and various applications of MCA in bone marrow 
transplantation. One application may be the use of 
anti-idiotype antibodies as regulatory therapy of B- 
cell disorders, A second area of regulatory therapy 
may involve the use of MCA directed against growth 
factors or growth factor receptors since some of 
these are more essential for activated proliferating 
ceils than normal resting ceils. Numerous 
investigators have demonstrated MCA binding to 
peripheral blood and bone marrow tumour cells in vitro 
using fluorescein conjugated anti-mouse antibodies and 
have analysed these using fluorescence microscopy or
cytof' luorimetry [Miller e±_ gJL. <1983)3. Xn, vivo 
binding of MCA to tumour skin biopsies in cutaneous T 
cell lymphoma have been demonstrated by
immunofluorescence and/or uptake of
radioimmunoconj ugates CDillman £t_ ai.. <1983), Janossy 
<1982), Tayior-Papadimitrou <1981), Epenetos <1982)3. 
Radioimmunoconjugates have also been successfully used 
to image a variety of human solid tumours including 
melanoma, colorectal carcinoma, and breast cancer 
[ Farrands el. aJL. <1982), Mach ei_ <1983), Smedley
et al. <1983), Epenetos et sJL. <1982), Koprowski et
ai. <1978), Herlyn ei. ai.. <1979)3. Antibodies to
tissue or cell type specific antigens have great 
potential for diagnosis, and also for monitoring the 
progress of the disease and effects of therapy.
MCA may also be used in immunological tissue typing 
and are being used in many laboratories C Brodsky 
<1979), Trucco <1979), Howard <1979)3.
The therapeutic applications have so far mainly 
utilised murine MCA due to the inherent problems 
producing human monoclonal antibodies. Murine MCA have 
the disadvantages however that they are foreign to the 
human immune system and are likely to lose efficacy 
once the immune response is stimulated, and also may 
lead to host serum sickness. Other problems 
concomitent with any targeting approach such as MCA 
therapy are the access to the site of action, for 
e>££±rirp±e tine tumour, and also the possibility of 
combination with free antigen before reaching the
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target and therefore inactivation occurring. Human MCA 
are likely to prove of considerable value in 
immunosuppression in kidney transplant recipients, and 
also in the control of autoimmune disease, therapy of 
viral diseases such as hepatitis and poison treatment 
such as for snake venoms.
Undoubtedly other product concepts could also be 
developed. In the food industry MCA may be an aid to 
optimising processing and packaging technology as 
freshness indicators. They may also be useful in 
detection of pathogens and other contaminants, as for 
plants, and become useful in safety protection and 
therefore be cost effective and rapid. However at 
which level in distribution systems the MCA products 
may be used will largely determine the market size for 
the products, "While a great number of farmers could 
use and make up a large market for an aflatoxin 
detection service (for example), it may not be viable 
for individual farmers to use the test. The ability to 
develop reusable MCA products would have a large 
bearing on the market size for the products. The 
criteria therefore to be considered are:-
a. Potential market size.
b. The availability and cost of alternative competing 
technology.
c. Market requirement for simple technology,
a. Target product value
e. Time-urgent application.
Some products may require regulatory agency approval 
for certain applications adding time and monetary 
investment before commercialisation,
1.3.Nutrition of mammalian cells,
a) Medium composition.
As mammalian cells were studied it became more clear 
that their nutritional requirements were more complex 
and stringent than first envisaged. The first 
practical approach to the growth of mammalian cells in 
a fluid suspension culture was by Earle <1954), 
(1956). The amino acid composition of cell culture 
medium was determined initially by using levels 
similar to those found in biological fluids. 
Alterations of such levels were based on the findings 
of the growth and survival of the cell populations 
tested.
The formula on which most cell culture media are based 
include a variety of essential amino acids, an 
additional carbon source, vitamins, inorganic ions 
and also a requirement for serum. There are thirteen 
amino acids that have been determined to be essential 
for cellular growth in culture. These are tyrosine, 
valine, tryptophan, threonine, methionine,
phenylalanine, lysine, isoleucine, leucine, histidine, 
cystine, arginine, and glutamine.
Glutamine is the growth limiting amino acid in most 
tissue culture media since it is the first to be 
exhausted. Griffiths and Pirt (1967) showed that 98%
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of the glutamine and 20-80% of the other amino acids 
disappeared from media in a 120 hour batch culture. 
Glutamine is catabolised to produce energy. The tota3 
production of energy in the form of ATP is dependent 
upon the utilisation of glutamine via three pathways. 
It may be completely oxidised to carbon dioxide 
producing 21 mmol ATP/ mmol glutamine, or incompletely 
oxidised to aspartate or lactate producing 12 mmol 
ATP/mmol glutamine and 6 mmol ATP/mmol glutamine 
respectively [ Glacken et al. <1986)3. The levels of
energy produced is dependent upon the cell line. This 
however does not only reflect the central role of 
glutamine in cellular metabolism but also shows its
instability in - media. Glutamine spontaneously 
decomposes to form glutamic acid and ammonia at a rate 
of 10% every 24 hours at [ Trisch Ski.. <1962)3 .
Some cells are able to produce sufficient glutamine 
from glutamic acid provided that the cell density is
high CEagle gjL., <1956)3 and the glutamine
synthetase levels are sufficient to allow conversion
to glutamine £ Paul ei. aJL- <1963)3. The levels of 
glutamine are therefore important to consider in 
mammalian cell culture, but care must be taken that 
ammonium ions do not accumulate to toxic levels in the 
medium.
It was found that proliferating cells had a different 
amino acid requirement to non-proliferating 
differentiated ceils such as liver and endocrine 
tissues £ Green and Todaro <1967)3. Cell density may
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also alter metabolic pathways and change the cellular 
nutrition in several ways by conditioning the 
environment, causing adaptive changes in nutrient 
transport by producing inhibition of cellular growth 
and therefore encouraging metabolic cooperation of the 
cells in culture. Eagle C1966) showed that certain 
cells lose their requirement for cystine and other 
studies [Patterson gJL al. <1967), Foley &£_ ajU_ <1969)3
showed a loss of requirement for glycine, serine, 
glutamine and asparagine at high population densities.
Many tissue culture media also rely on supplementation 
with animal serum. Serum provides a complex mixture of 
components required by the cell for example hormonal 
factors for cell growth and metabolism, transport 
proteins, and attachment and spreading factors 
[Lambert et. aJL« <1985)3. The growth factors are 
present at low concentrations in serum typically in 
the low nanogram per ml range. Serum also supplies 
factors such as collagen and fibronectin which enable 
the attachment of adherent cells to the substratum in 
order that they can spread out and grow. Transport 
proteins are provided by various lipids present in the 
serum and albumin which acts as a carrier protein for 
low molecular mass factors. There are obvious problems 
associated with this, not least that the system is 
undefined and vulnerable to the effects of batch to 
batch variations in Quality of the serum used, and 
also downstream purification of products produced by
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mammalian cells is more complex. Many attempts have 
been made to produce effective serum free media, but 
one single serum free medium has not yet been 
formulated that is applicable to all cell lines. Serum 
is generally replaced by serum supplements, which are 
essentially mixtures of complex proteins, lipids, 
trace elements, polypeptide growth factors and other 
nutrients. There are therefore many commercial 
varieties available but all must be tested and
optimised for each cell line [Lambert aJL. (1985)3.
The carbon source typically used in tissue culture 
medium is glucose. Glucose is utilised by mammalian 
cells in. vitro and converted into pyruvate via
glycolysis. Pyruvate is either converted to lactate
producing only 2mmol ATP/ mmol Glucose or may enter
the Krebs cycle via acetyl CoA producing 36mmol 
ATP/mmol glucose depending upon the amount of ATP
required by the cell for its metabolism. Glucose may
also be used to generate NADPH and ribose via the
pentose phosphate pathway. The relative requirements
of energy are dependent upon the cell line. 
Carbohydrate availability in tissue culture medium 
therefore leads to a build up of lactic acid. The 
accumulation of lactate lowers the pH of the culture 
medium and inhibits further cellular growth [ Glacken 
al. (1986)3. This has lead to the development of
several strategies to limit the build up of such 
concentrations by feeding sugars that were more slowly
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Figure 1.2. Glycolysis and the tricarboxylic acid 
cycle,
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utilised [Eagle et al. <1958)3, or feeding glucose at 
lower concentrations [ Glacken et al. <1986)1 .
b) Oxygenation.
The supply of oxygen to the cells in culture is an 
important factor to be considered as under certain 
conditions oxygen availability to the cells limits 
their growth. However if too much oxygen is supplied 
this may damage the cell or decrease its ability to 
produce end product [Fleischaker et a_jL<1981)3. It has 
been determined that an optimal level for some 
cultures is achieved when the medium is equilibrated 
with an oxygen nitrogen mixture such that the 
dissolved oxygen partial pressure is about 10% of the 
total pressure [Spier ai. &JL. <1984)3, This is 
dependent upon the cell type and culture size and must 
be determined for each system used.
c) Nutrient uptake.
Nutrients enter cells by various mechanisms which may 
be divided into two categories, passive (those not 
requiring energy) and active (those requiring energy). 
The regulation of nutrient uptake is a major site for 
control of cellular processes such as survival 
multiplication and expression of differentiated
function. Passive transport of nutrients occurs by 
diffusion down a concentration gradient into the cell, 
the driving force being the gradient itself. This may 
therefore be reversible. However, in physiological
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processes there may be an energy requiring step that 
controls the rate of uptake and also the direction.. 
For example glucose is phosphorylated after entry into 
the cell and the rate of uptake accumulation are 
dependent on this energy requiring enzymatic reaction 
[ Wohlhueter gt_ aJL. <1980)3. Similarly the surface of 
the cell may be modified for receptors to chemical 
signals. The modification rate of the cellular surface 
may. also influence the nutrient uptake rate [ Makan 
<1981)3. Active transport is unidirectional and can 
proceed with or against a metabolic concentration 
gradient as it requires energy. Primary active 
transport derives energy from the progress of a 
reaction with a decrease in free energy, and secondary 
active transport by the flow of a nutrient down an 
electrochemical gradient. Many nutrients, for example 
amino acids and glucose, enter the cell by a diverse 
array of routes CGjedde <1981), Christensen <1977)3.
d) Excretion.
Movement of substances out of the cell also occurs by 
both active and passive transport mechanisms. Products 
of metabolism such as carbon dioxide, ammonia and 
lactic acid are detrimental to the cell at high 
concentrations £ Albers ei aJL. <1981), Seglen et al. 
<1978), Zielke et al. <1980)3 and must be removed
before they exert a toxic effect upon the cells in 
culture. There is little evidence for active secretion 
of these metabolites: from mammalian cells, however
some membrane carriers for lactate have been described
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in erythrocytes and rat hepatocytes .£Deuticke gi. &_!_• 
<1982), Monson gJL SlL* <1982)3. These compounds are 
thought to leave the cell due to passive transport 
driven by chemical gradients across the cell membrane 
CKleiner <1981)3. Some metabolites are prevented from 
diffusing from the cell by their size and shape, for 
example phosphorylated intermediates of metabolism. 
Other intermediates for example acetate and pyruvate 
are able to leave the cell by passive transport. 
Extensive active transport mechanisms have evolved for 
excretion of specific ions especially sodium and
calcium against high concentration gradients in 
extracellular fluids. Such ATP dependent pumps for 
sodium and calcium have been extensively characterised 
biochemically £ Dahl aJL. <1974), Shatzmann <1983),
Tanford <1983) 3 . Investigations by Balaban ei. aJL« 
<1983) <1984), showed that the sodium pump excretes
three sodium ions in exchange for two external 
potassium ions. The causes of change in direction and 
activity of these two pumps, resulting in
intracellular concentration fluctuations, are thought 
to be consequences of the presence of hormones and 
growth factors at the cell surface £Hesketh al.
<1985), Kaplan <1978), Reznik g±_ aJL. <1983)3. 
Exocytosis is an active process by which the cell 
moves water soluble metabolites out of the cell. It 
involves encapsulation of materials in a membrane 
vesicle, fusion with the cellular membrane and
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subsequent lysis and release of the components into 
the extracellular medium C Pollard aJL. (1981).
1.4. Cell culture systems, 
a) Established cell culture systems.
The metabolic requirements for mammalian cells in 
culture are therefore very diverse. Recently there has 
been a large increase in the applications of animal 
cell technology. There has been an increased need to 
utilise the facility of genetically engineered 
mammalian cells to produce the proteins required at a 
large scale for pharmaceutical, veterinary and 
agricultural uses. Many complex proteins of particular 
industrial interest have precise glycosylation and 
secondary structures that cannot be achieved by the 
use of other forms of fermentation systems such as 
genetically engineered bacteria and yeast. Therefore 
although mammalian cells have a relatively slow 
doubling time (in comparison to bacterial systems) it 
has therefore become important to utilise bioreactor 
systems that are able to produce maximal yield of the 
desired product. The optimal bioreactor configuration 
is largely dependent upon the nature of the cell type. 
Cell culture systems fall into two types. one for 
ceils that require a surface to adhere to and a second 
for cells that grow in suspension. Ceils that are 
anchorage dependent such as epithelial, fibroblastic 
and. endothelial must spread out in order to grow, 
others such as lymphocytes are able to grow in
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suspension. Transformed cells (or cells that have been 
genetically altered) are able to grow in suspension or 
as a monolayer attached to a surface. These cells are 
mostly derived from the anchorage dependent types. 
Anchorage dependent cells attach to substrata by a 
multistep process. This involves the initial 
adsorption of attachment factors to the substratum, 
contact between the cells and the surface, attachment 
of the cells to the coated surface and then the cells 
begin to spread out shortly afterwards. The cells 
become elongated and may align with each other in a 
polarised manner. Cellular growth may be inhibited at 
high cell densities when the cells grow so closely 
together that they touch each other. This phenomenon 
was called density dependent inhibition by Abercrombie 
as a result of his observations [Abercrombie g£_ aJL- 
<1962)3.
There are various methods of culture for anchorage 
dependent cells, all of which must supply a large 
surface area for cellular attachment and spreading. 
To enable cellular attachment to occur a wettable 
surface is required. Initially glass was used as it 
contains negatively charged borate or silicate groups 
and also is wettable. Irradiated plastics are now the 
most commonly used substrates. The first technique to 
be routinely used to grow such cells were Carrel 
flasks LCarrel <1926)3, these were flattened bottles 
that were rested upon their sides to enable cellular 
attachment. The natural progression from this
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technique was to use round bottles called roller 
bottles and to grow cells on the inner surface [ Gey 
<1933)3. These bottles or tubes were rotated slowly on 
rollers to allow maximum surface area contact for 
cellular growth on the inner surface. The cells must 
be rotated sufficiently slowly to allow for cellular 
attachment but fast enough to prevent the cell sheet 
from being subjected to build up of waste products or 
lack of nutrients.
Scale up of this technique involves handling large 
numbers of small units. This lead to the development 
of alternative methods for growth of anchorage 
dependent cells. An alternative method for providing a 
large surface area for cell growth was by the use of a 
solid matrix perfusion system [McCoy <1962)3, This 
consisted of a culture chamber with glass columns 
containing glass helices that could be perfused with 
medium, the flow rate increasing at the same rate as 
cell growth, supplied by a perfusion pump. Later 
another system was introduced by Weiss and Schleicher 
<1968). This was based upon the same design as McCoys 
but instead of a continuous matrix, the culture 
surfaces were stacks of glass plates maintained in a 
support rack within a glass vessel, which could be 
inoculated by pumping in a suspension of cells.
Other methods that have been suggested include the use 
of spirals of flexible plastic within a roller bottle 
on to both sides of which the cells are allowed to 
settle by placing the ceils upon a rolling drum [House
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et gJL. <1972)3. The rotary column method invented by 
Santero <1972) enabled the scale of the mechanism to 
become larger. It consisted of a sheaf of columns 
clamped together enabling the device to be placed 
vertically or horizontally to be rotated. Van Wezel 
demonstrated the use of microcarrier beads in 1967 
[Van Wezel <1967)3, however this technique has been 
utilised and expanded greatly and is covered in 
section b).
Hon adherent suspension cells such as hybridomas may 
be grown in several bioreactor systems. They may be 
cultured in static tissue culture flasks, in stirred 
tank bioreactors, in airlifts, and also in a variety 
of immobilised forms. The stirred tank and airlift 
bioreactors are homogeneous systems, mixing and mass 
transfer being achieved by mechanical agitation and 
aeration in the former and gas bubbles in the latter. 
These systems are generally used for batch operations 
of suspension cells. The densities employed for these 
type of vessels are relatively low <1-3 x 10s cells 
ml~"‘ ) and product yields are therefore low as they are 
diluted in a large media volume. This makes downstream 
processing more difficult . Stirred tanks may also be 
operated continuously by medium perfusion, enabling 
continuous product harvesting. However the product may 
be dilute or contaminated by cellular debris 
complicating downstream purification.
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b> Hovel immobilised, systems.
There are many heterogeneous methods available for 
culturing mammalian cells. These techniques involve 
the containment of the cells and sometimes the product 
in a fixed part of the system. Bioreactors have been 
developed for many types of immobilisation providing 
gentle agitation (if required), perfusion of nutrients 
and removal of waste products. These types of 
bioreactor utilise high cell concentrations, typically 
10s cells ml"'1 , and as a result of cell immobilisation 
the medium volume is reduced and the product 
concentrations achieved are higher. Other advantages 
include a continuous product stream, low serum 
utilisation and facilitated downstream processing due 
to the separation of the product from the cells.
Cells may be grown on spongy polymers, or on arrays of 
thin tubing, hollow fibre membranes or on 
microscopically small beads called microcarriers, 
microporous matrices C Young g£_ aJL. <1987)3, 
immobilised by gel entrapment [Schierer et al. 
<1982)j , and microencapsulation [ Goosen gt. aJL.
<1985)3.
Knasek et al. <1972) was the first to report the
successful use of hallow fibre membranes for growth of 
mammalian cell lines. Various studies and applications 
of hollow fibres have been reported. The fibre system 
grows large numbers of cells and in effect builds up 
an artificial tissue as the cells proliferate. Using 
this method large numbers of cells may be maintained
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for a long time, during which the product may be 
synthesised continuously, and harvested with the 
spent medium. Once maximum growth has been attained it 
may be feasible to substitute a simple maintenance 
medium containing little or no serum instead of the 
more expensive supplemented growth medium. This 
culture system may be used for adherent or suspension 
cell types CKu <1981)3.
The microcarrier method was demonstrated in 1967 by 
Van Wezel. Many variations of this approach have since 
been investigated and exploited for industrial 
production. The microcarrier beads are composed of the 
natural glucose polymer dextran or one of the various 
synthetic polymers including polyacrylamide [ Reuveny 
et aJL. <1983)3 and polystyrene [Johansson sJL.
<1979)3. The beads are small (0.2mm), and therefore 
supply large surface area for attachment of adherent 
cells. Cellular attachment and growth will only occur 
over a narrow charge range on the beads therefore the 
polymers are charged sufficiently to produce optimal 
attachment and growth. The cells and microcarriers are 
mixed in the bioreactor and adsorption is promoted by 
either a static period in the absence of any agitation 
or by using the agitation to provide random collisions 
between cells and beads. This procedure has been 
adapted to include the use of suspension cells by 
providing microcarriers with porous surfaces such that 
non adherent ceils are retained within them. The 
microcarriers are suspended in the culture medium by
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gentle agitation. Cell growth and subsequent product 
formation occur at the surface of the bead and 
therefore nutrient or product gradients are not able 
to form. Disadvantages of this system may be that
there is a delicate balance for attachment in the 
early stage, and it may be hard to remove the cells 
from the beads without damaging them. Removal of the
cells is effected by the use of trypsin, which
destroys the cell surface. Each bead must be 
inoculated with a certain number of cells as migration 
of cells from bead to bead does not occur, therefore 
once the bead surface is occupied cellular growth
ceases. However, the benefits of high density cell 
growth and efficient scale up produce impressive 
results. This type of microcarrier is not suitable for 
suspension cells as the weak forces of adsorption are 
not sufficient to keep these cells attached when 
subjected to the forces of agitation. The problems of 
the solid microcarrier have been partially solved by 
the introduction of macroporous microcarriers. These 
are applicable to the same systems as the solid 
microcarriers. They have a rough surface and possess 
small cavities which aid cellular attachment by 
entrapment and by presenting a larger surface area, 
and also provide a degree of protection against 
mechanical damage.
Lyderson <1985) discovered a ceramic matrix system 
with a high degree of surface area to unit volume, 
which was proposed to have some use in the large
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scale culture of mammalian cells. The surface of the 
ceramic matrix provides for the adhesion and growth of 
a wide variety of cells to densities equal to or 
greater than those obtained with other methods such as 
roller bottles or microcarriers. The matrix used is 
cylindrical in shape, with a multiplicity of uniform 
square channels passing in parallel through its 
length. The routine recovery of cells is by 
trypsinisation from the ceramic matrix. This matrix 
has been shown to have potential for large scale 
cultures. The configuration of the matrix provides for 
the even distribution and growth of cells. Medium 
flows uniformly without restriction through the matrix 
and cells may be continuously exposed to optimum 
levels of oxygen, pH and nutrients.
Gel entrapment may be achieved by means of calcium 
alginate gelatin beads. The sodium salt of alginate 
(derived from the extraction of brown seaweed) is 
soluble in water, but its calcium salt is not. 
Therefore by mixing a cell suspension with sodium 
alginate and dripping this into a calcium chloride 
salt solution, insoluble beads of calcium alginate are 
formed. By combining gelatin particles into the beads, 
and by incubating the beads at 37<Z'C> the gelatin 
dissolves leaving cavities in the alginate matrix 
allowing cell growth within the bead. This technique 
has been successfully used in plant CKnorr et al. 
<1985)3, microbial £Chibata <1981)3, and animal cells 
CShirai g£_ &i_. < 1987) , HiIsson et a_L (1987).
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Cells can also be constrained by isolation from the 
bulk of the medium by means of semi permeable 
membranes CKlement et al. <1987)3. The membrane allows
transport of soluble nutrients, and constraint and 
protection of the ceils themselves. Hollow fibre 
bioreactors have made use of this method of cell 
entrapment, with some success. It is possible to 
select the molecular weight cut off of the fibre to 
control the flux of molecules of different molecular 
weight across the fibre.
With high density cultures it is important to consider 
the control of parameters such as pH and dissolved 
oxygen. The problem for the mass transfer of oxygen is 
particularly important as it has a low solubility in 
medium [7.6/ig/ml Spier and Griffiths <1984)3. Usually 
pure oxygen is required to maintain the desired 
dissolved oxygen levels which may be sparged directly 
into the cultures or supplied via gas permeable 
membranes [ Arathoon gJL. <1986), Tyo and Spier
<1981)3. The major advantages of such systems
therefore are the higher productivities <due to high 
density and more efficient utilisation of medium 
components such as serum, and also long culture runs), 
more rapid downstream processing <due to a product 
that is not contaminated with cellular debris), lower 
capital costs (due to a reduced requirement for serum 
at high cell concentrations) , and less down time
between each fermentation. However some of the
disadvantages of such methods include the inherent
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complexity of the bioreactor systems, an increased risk 
of contamination and cellular instability due to the 
length of the culture times, nutrient and waste 
product gradients therefore leading to exposure of the 
cells to high local concentrations of potential toxic 
products, premature cell death and decreased product 
yield, and high volumes of medium required for 
continual operation. Considering the potential 
advantages of having the use of such potentially high 
producing bioreactors it has become important to study 
the effects of high concentration upon cellular 
metabolism, to enable process optimisation to occur,
1.5. Factors "involved with growth inhibition in 
culture.
The rate of proliferation of a normal cell culture is 
dependent upon the initial cell concentration that is 
used to inoculate the culture vessel CEarle at. al. 
<1951)3 There is therefore an optimal cell density 
that can be used to initiate a culture, [which was 
called the 'feeder density' by Stoker <1967)3, where 
the rate of proliferation achieved is maximal. However 
Eagle <1963) showed a sparing effect of media 
components at high cell concentrations. Normal cells 
show density dependent regulation of growth and stop 
dividing at a certain saturation density. The culture 
will remain viable for a while and then the cells will 
begin to die . Highly transformed cells appear to have 
lost this ability to become density inhibited and
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multiply continuously in culture until the nutrients 
are exhausted. These cell types do not exhibit a 
quiescent phase prior to cell death, and the cells die 
immediately unless they are fed with fresh medium. 
However the saturation densities that appear critical 
for normal cell lines are dependent on the cell line 
itself. For example mouse 3T3 cells were isolated and 
selected for low saturation densities, and these cells 
ceased to grow just before the culture became 
confluent [Todaro and Green (1963)3. Similarly this 
phenomenon has been shown in high concentration cell 
culture systems. The cells appear to reach a critical 
density and then are no longer able to grow and begin 
to die. When this happens in a bioreactor product 
recovery becomes more complex due to contamination and 
degradation of the product by intracellular enzymes. 
There are many different hypotheses as to why this 
inhibition should occur. Initially it was thought that 
the dense cultures modified the medium more rapidly 
than sparse ones. This therefore would mean that the 
medium becomes more acidified by the production of 
lactic acid. Since proliferation is dependent upon the 
pH of the culture medium this was thought to account 
for the inhibition of the dense cultures [ Ceccarini et 
gjL. (1971), Froelich et. qjL. (1974)3. Ceccarini 
suggested that the optimal pH for cultures was between
6.9-7.8, but the saturation density may be increased 
by the stabilisation of pH. However if has been shown 
[ Fodge aJL« (1975) a, b, 3 that neither the
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intracellular or extracellular accumulation of lactic 
acid and the concomitant pH decrease was sufficient to 
explain the density dependent inhibition observed in 
chick cells. Together with the modification of the 
medium it may also be assumed that dense cultures 
become depleted of growth factors more rapidly.
Dense transformed cells have a reduced requirement 
for serum growth factors and do not show density 
dependent inhibition [Holley aJL« <1975)3. However
it has been shown that this may not be the 
explanation. When the supernatant medium is removed 
from a quiescent culture of cells it is able to 
support the growth of actively growing cells, and when 
a confluent quiescent monolayer is ’wounded1 the wound 
is repaired by the local cells but the rest of the 
culture remains inhibited C Todaro et gJL. <1965)3. This 
differential stimulation shown by normal cells was 
called topoinhibition by Dulbecco <1970). It appeared 
that the medium depletion itself was not responsible 
for the observed phenomenon. The inhibition was then 
considered to be due to the contact between the cells 
themselves. This was based on observations by 
Abercrombie qX. §uL. <1962) . Many workers have shown 
this is not so [ Canagaratna et &X- <1975), Clarke et
SlL. <1970)3. These workers determined that if the 
number of cell to cell contacts were a factor the rate 
of DNA synthesis would be proportional to the square 
of the cell density. When such studies were carried 
out under conditions where nutrient supply was not
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limiting the rate of DHA synthesis was inversely 
related to the square root of the cell density.
It was also proposed that nutrient uptake might be the 
limiting factor [Holley <1972)3, based on results 
obtained by Cunningham et al, <1969), and Pardee
<1965), that showed a correlation between cell density 
and nutrient uptake in normal cells. In these cells 
nutrient uptake became inhibited as cell density was 
increased. This was not observed however in 
transformed cells. Holley <1975) also proposed that 
the factors that controlled the growth of the cells 
were hormones or hormone like compounds. Later <1977) 
he found that serum could be replaced to some extent 
by epidermal growth factor <EGF), and low density 
cells in culture bind more radiolabelled EGF than 
those from high concentration cultures. He suggested 
that this was due to the decrease of EGF receptor 
sites and therefore the cells at high concentration 
were less sensitive to the growth stimulating effects 
of the factor, which could contribute to their 
inhibition. A hypothesis for the decrease in frequency 
of these receptor sites was not suggested.
However, early studies by Stoker and Piggott <1974) 
suggested that cultures of quiescent confluent cells 
could be stimulated to grow by shaking them. They 
concluded that the observed effect could not be only 
due to cell contact and that it was possible that 
diffusible inhibitory factors were released into the 
medium [Stoker <1967)3. Therefore there remained the
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question of the identity of the molecules causing the 
inhibition and hence this was initiated to study this 
problem in greater depth.
M m s .  of_ p ro -i ec.t ,
The work contained in this thesis was undertaken in 
order to obtain further information regarding the 
factors which cause limitations of cellular growth and 
replication by testing a number of hypotheses. These 
were:-
1. The lactic acid and/or ammonium ions or other 
primary metabolites could account for all the growth 
inhibition observed.
2. That there were other biomolecules made by the 
animal cells which were involved in growth inhibition 
under different conditions of cell concentration.
The hypotheses would be studied by measuring various 
metabolic parameters which would affect cell growth 
and replication under conditions which involved the 
natural or artificial accumulation of putative 
inhibitory materials.
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CHAPTER 2. MATERIALS AMD METHODS.
2.1 CELL CULTURE TECHNIQUES.
2.1.1 Cell line.
The cell line used throughout this work was a murine- 
murine MS-1 hybridoma ceil line 321,which secreted 
IgG'l to the herbicide paraquat (Wright et. al 1987). 
This ceil line was kindly donated by Dr. Andrew Wright 
ICI pic.
2.1.2 Ceil number.
The viability and cell concentration of cultures were 
assessed by means of trypan blue dye exclusion. This 
technique is based on the observation that the surface 
membrane of living cells is able to selectively 
exclude certain substances whereas dead cells permit 
them to enter easily. By using dyes the viable and non 
viable cell numbers may therefore be determined. The 
dye was kept at a stock concentration of 0.2% made up 
in 0.15M sodium chloride (B.D.H. Chemicals Ltd, Poole, 
Dorset). The stock solution was warmed to room 
temperature prior to use, otherwise it was stored at 
+4°C. A 0.2ml sample of the culture media containing 
the cells was taken and added to 0.8ml stock trypan 
blue solution. The two solutions were mixed and the 
cells were visualised microscopically using a Fuchs- 
Rosenthal modification haemocytometer. The total
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Figure 2.1. Diagrammatic representation of a Fuchs- 
Rosenthal counting chamber.
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Cells are counted that are contained within the large 
squares indicated by diagonal dotted lines in the 
above diagram. The appropriate calculation is applied 
to determine the number of viable and non-viable cells 
per ml of culture medium. Live cells appear colourless 
and ‘dead’ cells are stained by uptake of the trypan 
blue dye.
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number of cells and “the number of stained (“dead”) 
cells were counted in the squares as indicated (Figure
2.1.). The total number of cells was determined by- 
means of the formula:
N = Total number of cells observed .D. 103 
where D = dilution factor = 5
U = total number of cells per ml.
The percentage viability of the culture was determined 
by using the formula:
% viability = (Total cells - dead cells) x 100
Total cells
2.1.3 Culture medium.
The cell line was routinely cultured in RPXI 1640 
medium (Flow Laboratories Ltd.,Rickmansworth,
Hertfordshire, U.K.) supplemented with 2mK glutamine 
(Sigma Chemicals Ltd., Poole, Dorset, U.K.), 0.2%
sodium hydrogen carbonate (B.D.H. Chemicals 
Ltd. , Poole, Dorset, U.K.), and 5% newborn calf serum 
(Flow Laboratories Ltd., Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire, 
U.K.), unless otherwise stated. The cultures were 
maintained at 37°C either at 5% carbon dioxide in air 
in a gassed incubator in tissue culture flasks 
(Falcon, Becton Dickinson, Between Towns Road, Cowley, 
Oxfordshire), or in spinner flasks. The spinner 
flasks used were Duran bottles (Schott Glaswerke, 
Germany) fitted with air filters (0.2 p. Gelman
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Sciences Inc. ,Flow Laboratories Ltd, Rickmansworth 
Hertfordshire) containing magnetic followers. The 
cultures were agititated typically at 40 r. p. m. and 
were maintained without the use of antibiotics.
The bulk RPMI 1640 medium used for large scale work 
was made up in volumes of 20 litres. 200g RPKI 1640 
powder supplied without glutamine or sodium
bicarbonate (Flow Laboratories Ltd. , Rickmansworth, 
Herts.) and 40g sodium bicarbonate were added
gradually to approximately 15 litres of distilled 
deionised water. To facilitate the dissolution of the 
powder the pH of the liquid was reduced to pH 5-6. The 
solution was mixed by means of a magnetic stirring 
bar. When mixing was complete the volume was made up 
to 20 litres by the addition of distilled deionised 
water and the solution was filtered through a 0 .2 /ji 
filter (Flow Laboratories Ltd., Rickmansworth,
Herts.). A sample of the filtrate was taken halfway 
through and at the end of the filtration process to 
test for sterility (Section 2.1.7). The filtered 
medium was stored at +4'-;,C until the sterility checks 
had been carried out on the samples taken, and the 
medium was required for use. Immediately before use 
the medium was warmed to 37c;,C and used as required. 
Serum and glutamine were added to the medium as 
appropriate.
The serum free medium used in some experiments was 
made up from RPMI 1640 (Flow Laboratories Ltd, 
Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire) as a basal medium. This
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was supplemented, with 400/ig/ml bovine serum albumin 
(essentially globulin free), 5pg/ml human transferrin, 
2.5pg/ml bovine insulin (Sigma Chemicals Ltd, Poole, 
Dorset) . This medium was also supplemented with 
glutamine and sodium hydrogen carbonate as above. 
Cells cultured in this medium were incubated under the 
same conditions as those in medium containing serum. 
The second type of serum free medium utilised was RPMI 
1640 supplemented as above with transferrin and 
insulin but instead of albumin, peptone was used 
(Sigma Chemicals Ltd., Poole, Dorset).This medium was 
supplemented with glutamine and sodium bicarbonate as 
above.
2.1.4. Laminar air flow cabinets.
All subculturing and cell manipulations were carried 
out in Gelaire BSB4 laminar air flow cabinets (Flow 
Laboratories Ltd, Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire). The 
filters in these cabinets were integrity tested 
routinely every six months to ensure efficient 
protection against contamination. Prior to any cell 
culture work the cabinets were swabbed down with a 2% 
solution of hycolin (William Pearson Ltd, Clough Road, 
Hull), and subsequently with a 70% solution of ethanol 
(BDH Chemicals Ltd, Poole, Dorset). The cabinets were 
then left to run empty for 10-20 minutes prior to 
carrying out any cell culture work. After use the 
cleaning procedure was repeated to ensure asepsis.
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2.1.5. Cryopreservation.
2.1.5.1.Cell line storage
The stock supply of the hybridomas was stored in 
liquid nitrogen. Prior to storage the cells were 
harvested from cultures in the exponential growth 
phase and resuspended at a concentration of 5 x 10s 
cells per ml, in a mixture of 10% dimethyl sulphoxide 
(DMSO, BDH Chemicals Ltd. ,Poole, Dorset) 20% newborn 
calf serum, (Flow Laboratories Ltd. , Rickmansworth, 
Hertfordshire) 70% RPMI 1640, pre-warmed to 37°C. 
1.8ml of this cell suspension was quickly aliquotted 
into plastic cryopreservation tubes (Munc, Gibco Ltd, 3 
Washington Road, Paisley, Scotland), these were 
sealed and placed in polystyrene racks at —70°C for 
two hours. The tubes were then removed and stored in 
liquid nitrogen until required.
2.1.5.2. Cell line revival.
The cells were revived by removing the vials from the 
liquid nitrogen and thawing rapidly in a 37°C 
waterbath. A sample of the cell suspension was removed 
for sterility testing. The cells were then counted, 
and mixed with 10ml RPMI 1640 at 37°C. The suspension 
was then centrifuged at 1000 r. p. m. for 5 minutes and 
the cell pellet resuspended in an appropriate volume 
of complete RPMI 1640 pre-warmed to 37°C containing 
20% newborn calf serum to give a final cell 
concentration of at least 2xl0~"per mi of medium. The pH 
of the medium was adjusted to pH 7.0 using 0.1M
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hydrochloric acid (BDH Chemicals Ltd, Poole, Dorset). 
The cells were incubated in a humidified gassed 
incubator at 37°C in an atmosphere of 5% carbon 
dioxide in air. After 24 hours the cells were examined 
microscopically for growth, and subcultured routinely, 
as described below. . The serum concentration was 
gradually reduced over a period of several weeks to 
5%.
2.1.6. Cell subculture.
The cells were subcultured routinely every 2 or 3 
days. This was achieved by gentle pipetting of the 
cell suspension to dislodge any cells that may have 
adhered to the side of the tissue culture flask. The 
cell suspension was then pipetted into a sterile 
conical bottomed centrifuge tube (Falcon Plastics, 
Becton Dickinson, Between Towns Road, Cowley, 
Oxfordshire) and centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 
minutes. The supernatant medium was discarded and an 
appropriate volume of fresh pre-warmed (37°C) medium 
was added to obtain a final cell concentration of 2 x 
lO^/mi. The pH of the culture was adjusted to pH 7.0 
by the addition of 0. 1M hydrochloric acid (BDH 
Chemicals Ltd, Poole, Dorset) and the cells were 
incubated as above.
The cells used throughout this work were passaged 
twenty times from the stock culture, before a new vial 
was revived from liquid nitrogen storage.
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2.1.7. Sterility Testing.
The sterility of all cultures was tested at each 
passage by the removal of a representative sample of 
the cell suspension, usually 10% of the total culture 
volume. This was centrifuged at 3000 r.p.m. for 10 
minutes and the supernatant was decanted. The cell 
pellet was streaked onto plates of nutrient again 
(Oxoid Ltd. Basingstoke, Hampshire,U. K. > and Sabouraud 
Dextrose agar,(Oxoid Ltd, Basingstoke, Hampshire, 
U.K.) and inoculated into nutrient broth and Sabouraud 
dextrose broth. These plates and broths were incubated 
at 37°C for at least 10 days. If any broths sustained 
microbial growth the broths were streaked out onto 
nutrient agar plates for further examination.
2.1.8. Mycoplasma Screening.
Tests for mycoplasma contamination were carried out at 
regular intervals. The test used was Mycotect (Gibco 
Ltd., 3 Washington Road, Paisley, Scotland, U.K.).This 
assay is based on an enzymatic difference between the 
mycoplasma and the host mammalian cell culture. 
Mycoplasma contain significant amounts of adenosine 
phosphorylase compared to mammalian cells (McGarrity 
and Carson 1982). Adenosine phosphorylase converts 6- 
raethylpurine deoxyriboside (6-MPDR) a non-toxic analog 
of adenosine into two products 6-methylpurine and 6- 
methyl purine riboside, both of which are toxic to 
mammalian cells. The presence of mycoplasma may be
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indicated by incubation with 6-MPDR and subsequent 
analysis of cytotoxicity,
Protocol.
The test uses an indicator cell line of 3T6 cells. For 
each five samples to be tested a 24 well tissue 
culture grade plate ( Rune, Gibco Ltd.,3 Washington 
Road, Paisley, Scotland, U. K. > was seeded with the 
indicator cell line. A cell suspension of 2 x lO** 
cells per ml in Dulbeccos Modified Eagles Medium 
(DMEM, Gibco Ltd,3 Washington Road,Paisley, Scotland 
U.K., supplemented with 2mM 1-glutamine, 4.5rag per mi 
glucose 10% newborn calf serum and ImM sodium 
pyruvate) was prepared and 1. 5mi was added to each 
well. These cells were incubated at 37°C in a 
humidified incubator at 5% carbon dioxide in air for 
two hours until they had attached to the bottom of the 
wells. The plates were removed from the incubator and 
the test samples, positive and negative controls were 
added. The 321 hybridoma cells were assayed for 
mycoplasma infection at least 48 hours after 
passaging, when the cells had achieved a maximal or 
near maximal density. A sample was removed from the 
culture and the cell number determined microscopically 
by means of trypan blue dye exclusion. A 1ml sample 
was removed for assay. Growth media was used as a 
negative control, and adenosine phosphorylase solution 
was used as a positive control. 0.2ml of test sample, 
positive control or negative control was added to each 
well. The cells were incubated at 5% carbon dioxide in
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air at 37°C for 24 hours. Then a lmM solution of 
’Kycotect* was added to the plate such that the two 
negative controls and duplicate wells of the tests had 
a final concentration of 30/iK. The cells were then 
further incubated at 37°C for 72-96 hours until the 
cells in the negative control wells were confluent. 
The plates were then observed under the microscope for 
confluency. The supernatant media was aspirated 
carefully . The wells were filled with 0.2% crystal 
violet in 10% phosphate buffered formalin, pH 7.0. The 
plates were incubated at room temperature for 10 
minutes. The stain was removed and the cells were 
washed well with distilled water, and allowed to air 
dry.
The plates were examined by eye. The negative control 
wells were indicated by the presence of a confluent 
monolayer. The positive control wells were indicated 
by a non existent or reduced monolayer due to the 
exogenous source of adenosine phosphorylase, which 
mimics the pattern observed when a culture is 
contaminated by mycoplasma. This assay is used as a 
routine screening assay for cell culture lines. Its 
sensitivity may be affected by the use of antibiotics 
and not all strain variants of mycoplasma species have 
been tested. However it has been shown to detect 97.7% 
of mycoplasma infections in an infected culture cell 
line. (Gibco Ltd.) Sensitivity levels were found to be 
comparable with the Hoechst stain method, which is
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based on detection of infection in serial dilutions of 
cultures.
2.2 Metabolic analysis.
2.2.1 Enzyme Linked Immuno-Sorbent assay (ELISA).
The cell line used throughout this work was a murine 
hybridoma that produced an IgG monoclonal antibody 
against paraquat. In order to assess the productivity 
of the cell line the antibody levels were measured by 
means of ELISA. This was achieved by means of a 
’sandwich’ technique. Anti mouse IgG antibody was 
immobilised onto microtitre plates by incubation in 
appropriate buffers overnight. Subsequently the test 
antibody samples were added to this, and any 
monoclonal antibody present should bind to the anti 
mouse IgG. In order to detect this reaction 
colorimetrically an enzyme (horse-radish peroxidase) 
conjugated to an antibody directed against the mouse 
IgG was added. This was measured auantitively by the 
addition of a colourless substrate such that the 
colour change observed as a result of enzyme action 
upon the substrate to form a col.oured product was 
proportional to the amount of IgG present in the test 
supernatant.
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2.2.1.1. Wash Buffer.
30.0ml 5. 0M sodium chloride (BDH Chemicals
Ltd, Poole, Dorset)
0.5ml Tween 20 (Sigma Chemicals Ltd.,Poole,
Dorset)
The above were dissolved in phosphate buffered saline 
(Gxoid Ltd. ,Basingstoke, Hampshire) to a final volume 
of 1 litre.The buffer was either used immediately or 
stored at +4°C,
2.2.1.2. Coupling buffer.
1.59g sodium carbonate (BDH Chemicals Ltd, Poole,
Dorset)
2.93g sodium hydrogen carbonate (BDH Chemicals Ltd,
Poole,Dorset)
The above were dissolved in distilled deionised water 
(Milli-Q, Millipore Ltd,Harrow, Middlesex) to a final 
volume of 1 litre.. The pH of the buffer was corrected 
as required to pH 9.6, and the solution was either
used immediately or stored at +4°C for up to one
month.
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2.2.1.3. Diluent Buffer.
30.0ml 5. 0M sodium chloride (BDH Chemicals
Ltd, Poole, Dorset)
10,0ml Tween 20 (Sigma Chemicals Ltd, Poole,
Dorset).
50. 0ml newborn calf serum
The above were added together and made up to a final 
volume of 1 litre in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). 
This buffer was routinely prepared for immediate use, 
and was not stored for subsequent use.
2.2.1.4.Citric Acid Phosphate.
24.3ml citric acid (19.2g/l,BDH Ltd, Poole,
Dorset).
25.7ml di-sodium hydrogen phosphate(28,4g/1,
BDH Ltd,
Poole, Dorset).
The above were mixed together and the volume was 
made up to 1 litre with deionised distilled water. The 
pH of the resulting solution was corrected if required 
to pH 5.0, and this was stored at +4°C for a maximum 
of one month.
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2.2,1.5.Substrate.
25mg o-phenylenedi amine (OPD, Sigma
Chemicals Ltd,
Poole, Dorset)
60. 0ml citric acid phosphate
The substrate solution was prepared by dissolving the 
OPD in the citric acid phosphate buffer. This was 
either used immediately or stored at -20°C until 
required.
Method
Tissue culture grade 96 well plates were used for all 
ELISA assays dune Immuno-plate 1, Gibco Ltd, Paisley, 
Scotland). The plates were coated with a 1/2000 
dilution of rabbit anti-mouse immunoglobulin antibody 
CDako Ltd, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire) in coupling 
buffer. lOOjul of this solution was added to each well 
on each plate. The plates were then wrapped in 
aluminium foil to prevent evaporation and incubated at 
+4°C overnight.
The plates were washed three times by means of 
immersion in wash buffer and any remaining liquid was 
drained from the wells. Samples to be tested were 
diluted appropriately in dilution buffer to give a 
range of dilutions, such that the final volume in each 
well was 100/Jtl. All samples were tested in 
duplicate,on each plate. Usually culture supernatants 
from cells that had been growing for 48 to 72 hours 
required an initial dilution of 1/200. Positive and
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negative controls were included in duplicate on each 
plate. The positive control used was a purified sample 
of antibody from a 321 hybridoma culture of a known 
concentration. After addition of the test samples and 
controls the plates were wrapped in aluminium foil and 
incubated on a rotary shaker at 37°C for 1 hour.
The plates were washed three times in wash buffer and 
drained. A 1/400 dilution of the conjugated antibody 
(horse-radish peroxidase conjugated rabbit anti-mouse, 
Eiako Ltd, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire) was made in 
dilution buffer immediately before use. IOOjjlI was 
added to each well on each plate. The plates were 
wrapped and incubated at 37°C for 1 hour.
The plates were washed as above. The substrate was 
prepared by rapidly thawing an aliquot in hot water, 
and immediately before use 24pl of 30 volumes hydrogen 
peroxide solution (Sigma Chemicals Ltd. , Poole, 
Dorset) was added to 60ml of substrate solution.. 
lOOul substrate was added to each well. The reaction 
was allowed to continue for approximately 5 minutes, 
depending on the intensity of the colour observed in 
the positive control wells. The reaction was stopped 
by rapid addition of lOOpi 25% sulphuric acid (BDH 
Chemicals Ltd, Poole, Dorset). The intensity of colour 
produced was measured by means of a spectrophotometric 
plate reader (MR600, Dynatech Ltd, Bi11ingshurst 
Sussex), at 490nm. Results were determined by 
construction of a standard curve from the results of 
the titration of the positive controls, from which the
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antibody concentrations of the test samples could be 
calculated.
2.2.2.Glucose Assay.
The glucose concentration in the culture supernatant 
was routinely monitored by means of a colorimetric 
assay. (Sigma Chemicals Ltd, Poole, Dorset, Procedure 
No 635) . This procedure is based on work carried out 
by Hyvarinen and Nikkila (1962), and Feteris (1965) 
using o-toluidine, a normally colourless substance, 
which in the presence of heat and acid reacts readily 
with glucose to form a coloured complex.
acid/heat
O-toluidine + glucose --------> coloured complex
The intensity of this colour may be monitored 
spectrophotometrically at 635nm and is proportional to 
glucose concentration. This reaction forms the basis 
for the assay.
Method
Samples of cell cultures were taken and the cells 
removed by centrifugation at lOOOrpm for 5 minutes. 
100/il of the supernatant was removed and pipetted 
into a glass test tube. Each sample was tested in 
duplicate. lOOpl of a glucose standard solution 
(lOOmg/100ml) was used as a positive control and lOOpl 
distilled water was used as a negative control in each 
test. 5ml of o-toluidine reagent (6% o-toluidine v/v
in glacial acetic acid, Sigma Chemicals Ltd, Poole, 
Dorset) was added to each tube. The solutions were 
mixed well, covered with aluminium foil, and placed 
in a boiling water bath for 10 minutes. The tubes were 
removed and cooled to room temperature by placing them 
into a tap water bath for approximately 3 minutes. The 
contents of the tubes were transferred to plastic 
disposable cuvettes and the absorbance of the standard 
and test were determined using the blank as a 
reference in a UltrospecII spectrophotometer (LKB- 
Pharmacia Ltd, Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire), at 
635nm. All readings were carried out within 30 minutes 
of coaling the samples. The values of the glucose 
content of the test samples may be calculated as; 
Glucose (mg/ml)= Absorbance 635nm test xlOO
Absorbance 635nm standard 
If the test sample contained a glucose concentration 
above 250mg/100ml the sample was diluted in an equal 
volume of o-toluidine reagent and the subsequent 
result derived from the absorbance multiplied by 2.
2.2.3. Glutamine Assay.
Glutamine is an important carbon source in mammalian 
cell culture [ Zeilke g_t_ <1984)3. In order to
measure the concentration of glutamine in cell culture 
supernatants it is necessary to convert it to 
glutamate, hence releasing free ammonia
stochiome tricai ly. The conversion is carried out by 
the enzyme glutaminase which is only active under
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relatively acidic conditions <pH 4.9), and the
subsequent release of ammonium ions is measured by 
means of an ammonia electrode. In order to measure the 
ammonia concentration by means of an electrode the 
samples must be alkaline so that the ammonia species 
present are present as free ammonia.
Method.
Samples of cell culture supernatants were harvested as 
above (Section 2.2.2). 500pl of each sample was
pipetted into separate test tubes in quadruplicate 
(two samples were used as blanks and two for test 
samples). 450pi of 0.1M sodium acetate buffer (BDH 
Ltd, Poole, Dorset) pH 4.9 and pre-warmed to 37°C, was 
added to each tube. 50pl glutaminase (Sigma Chemicals 
Ltd, Poole, Dorset) [at a concentration of 5U/ml in 
0. 1M sodium acetate buffer, and stored in aliquots at 
-20°C3 was added to the test samples, and 50/jl1 buffer 
was added to the control samples. The samples were 
mixed well and incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. The 
samples were immediately removed and placed on ice. 
Just before monitoring the ammonia emission with the 
probe 100/j.I 0. 1M sodium hydroxide was added. The
readings for the glutaminase free blanks and test 
samples were recorded. A standard curve of ammonium 
chloride (BDH Ltd, Poole, Dorset) was constructed for 
each assay run. This was used to determine the
ammonium content of both the blank and test samples. A 
dilution factor of 2 was also taken into account when 
calculating the ammonia concentrations of these due to
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the initial addition of buffer. The ammonia observed 
in the glutaminase free blanks was due to that already 
present in the cell culture medium. The ammonia 
present in the glutaminase treated samples was 
therefore due to both the residual ammonia present and 
also to the ammonia produced as a result of the action 
of the glutaminase. By subtraction of the blank value 
from the test for each sample the ammonia due to the 
breakdown of glutamine could be determined. As this is 
directly proportional, the glutamine concentration 
could therefore be determined.
2.2.4. Lactate Assay.
Lactate is produced as a waste product of metabolism 
in mammalian cell culture. The classic method for the 
determination of lactate was first applied to blood in 
1914 by wolf, and subsequently assays have been 
developed involving titration and photometric 
measurement. It was not until the advent of enzymatic 
assays that the sensitivity and specificity could be 
greatly enhanced. The assay protocol used routinely 
for the measurement of lactate was the Sigma Procedure 
No. 826-UV (Sigma Chemicals Ltd, Poole, Dorset), based 
on the technique first utilised by Henry in 1968. 
This method utilises the enzyme lactate dehydrogenase 
(LDH) which reversibly catalyses the conversion of 
pyruvate to lactate, in the presence of nicotinamide 
adenine dinucieotide CNAi)) , and its reduced form NADH. 
To measure lactate production excess NAD is required
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to convert lactate to pyruvate. To force the reaction 
to completion the pyruvate formed is trapped by the 
presence of hydrazine. The assay detects the increase 
in absorbance at 340nm due to the accumulation of the 
reduced form of NAD, that is NADH. This increased 
absorbance therefore is a means of measuring the 
amount of lactate contained in the sample.
Method
Samples of cell culture supernatant were harvested as 
above (Section 2.2.2). These samples were 
deproteinised by the addition of perchloric acid to 
remove any residual lactate dehydrogenase present. 1.0 
ml of each sample and a L+ lactic acid standard 
solution (Sigma Chemicals Ltd, Poole, Dorset, 
0.4mg/ml) was pipetted into a glass test tube 
containing 2.0 ml ice cold 8% perchloric acid (BDH 
Ltd, Poole Dorset) . The tubes were agitated gently to 
ensure thorough mixing and left on ice for 10 minutes. 
The tubes were centrifuged at 2000rpm for 10 minutes. 
200pl of the deproteinised supernatant of each sample 
and control was pipetted into separate test tubes. 
Each sample was tested in duplicate, and a blank 
containing perchloric acid only was prepared for each 
assay run. 2.5 ml of glycine - hydrazine buffer (0.4M 
hydrazine hydrate, 0.5M glycine (BDH Ltd,Poole, 
Dorset),made up in distilled deionised water, pH 9.0) 
was added to each sample. The buffer was pre-warmed to 
37°C prior to use. 200/jlI NAD (Sigma Chemicals Ltd, 
Poole, Dorset, made up in distilled deionised water at
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30mg/ml immediately before use) was added to each test 
tube. The tubes were thoroughly mixed and the initial 
absorbance of each sample was determined at 340nm on 
an Ultrospec II spectrophotometer <LKB-Pharmacia Ltd, 
Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire) against air. A 50pl 
aliquot of lactate dehydrogenase <Sigma Chemicals Ltd, 
Poole, Dorset supplied as an ammonium sulphate 
suspension at lOOOU/ml) was added to each sample, the 
tubes were mixed thoroughly, and incubated at 37°C for 
30 minutes. The absorbance of all the samples was 
determined as above. The lactate concentration in the 
samples was determined by applying the formula below:
Lactate concentration (mM) = £ a E-a B j V
eLv
Where AE = Change in absorbance at 340 nm for sample
a B = Change in absorbance at 340 nm for blank.
. V = Final volume in cuvette = 2.95 
e = Molar extinction coefficient of MAD at 
340nm = 6. 22 
L = Path length of cuvette = 1.0 cm, 
v = Volume of sample in cuvette = 0.67 mi 
The lowest practical level of lactate detectable using 
these methods is considered to be 0.013mM. Levels of
lactate above lOmM were measured as diluted samples by
tne ad.d.lt ion of distil led. deionised wafer, and the 
calculations were adjusted accordingly.
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2.2.5 Lactate dehydrogenase <LBH) assay.
Lactate dehydrogenase is an enzyme of cellular
metabolism that enables the reversible conversion of
lactate to pyruvate. This enzyme is normally found 
within the cell when the cell is viable. When the cell 
culture becomes senescent the cellular membranes
become more permeable and LDH is released into the 
culture medium. The level of this enzyme present in 
the medium is a good indicator of cellular integrity 
tSpier <1977)3. The method used for this assay was 
based on the original technique first utilised by 
Wrobleski and LaDue (1955). The reaction mechanism 
used for this assay is the same as for the lactate 
assay (Section 2.2.4). The principle is the conversion 
of the substrate, sodium pyruvate to lactic acid in 
the presence of the cofactor MADE. By monitoring the 
residual decrease in optical density at 340nm due to 
the conversion of NADH to NAD the concentration of LDH 
present in the cell culture supernatant may be
determined.
LDH
Pyruvate + NADH  ----> Lactate + NAD"1'
Method.
This assay was carried out at 37°C. 1.1ml 0. 05M sodium
phosphate buffer pH7.4 (BDH Ltd, Poole, Dorset) was 
added to a lOOpl sample of culture supernatant and
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40ul NADH <2.5mg/ml made up in deionised distilled 
water, Sigma Chemicals Ltd, Poole, Dorset) in a quartz 
cuvette, path length 1cm CGallenkamp Ltd).The cuvette 
holder in the spectrophotometer (Ultrospec II, LKB- 
Pharmacia Ltd, Milton Keynes) was thermostatically 
controlled at 37°C. The residual decrease in optical 
density in the absence of substrate was monitored at 
340nm for 5 minutes using a chart recorder. iOOpl 
sodium pyruvate <2.0mg/ml made up in distilled 
deionised water, Sigma Chemicals Ltd, Poole, Dorset) 
was added rapidly to the cuvette, and the contents 
mixed thoroughly. The rate of decrease of the optical 
density at 340nm was monitored for a further 5 
minutes. A LDH standard curve was constructed with 
each set of samples over an appropriate concentration 
range. By subtraction of the residual rate of reaction 
from the rate observed for each sample in the presence 
of sodium pyruvate it was possible to determine the 
concentration of LDH present by comparison with values 
obtained with known standards.
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2.2.6. Lowry protein assay.
This assay technique was used routinely for protein 
determinations. It is based on the assay as 
demonstrated by Lowry et al (1951).
Reagents 
Solution A
20. Og sodium carbonate (RDH Ltd, Poole, Dorset)
0. 5g sodium tartrate (BDH Ltd, Poole, Dorset)
4. Og Sodium Hydroxide (BDH Ltd,Poole,Dorset)
Solution B
l.Og copper sulphate (BDH Ltd, Poole, Dorset)
Folin and Ciolcalteau Reagent (BDH Ltd, Poole, Dorset) 
(diluted 1:1 with distilled deionised water)
Method
Both solution A and B were made up to 1 litre with 
distilled deionised water, and storage bottles were 
covered with aluminium foil to keep out the light. 
Lowry A and B working strength solution was made up 
as 9 parts solution A to 1 part solution B. If the 
samples to be tested contained detergent 5ml of a 10% 
solution of sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) was added to 
every 100ml of the mixture of solutions A and B. A 
standard curve was constructed for each set of test 
samples. The standard concentrations used routinely 
were dilutions of a Img/ml stock solution of bovine 
serum albumin (Sigma Chemicals Ltd, Poole, Dorset),
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made up in distilled deionised water. The test volume 
of each sample was 200pl, which were pipetted in
duplicate into separate clean glass test tubes. 3ml of
the Lowry A and B working strength mixture was added 
to each sample. The tubes were incubated for 15
minutes. 300pl of diluted Folin Ciolcalteau reagent
was added to each tube, and mixed well immediately. 
The tubes were incubated at room temperature for 30 
minutes. The contents of the tubes were transferred to 
disposable macro-cuvettes and the optical density for 
each sample was observed at 750nm. By construction of 
a standard curve of optical density <750nm) related to 
protein concentration (mg/ml), the protein
concentrations of the unknown samples could be 
determined.
2.2.7.Biorad protein assay.
Reagents
Biorad reagent (Biorad Laboratories Ltd, Caxton Way, 
Hertfordshire)
Method
The stock Biorad reagent was diluted 1:5 with 
distilled deionised water immediately prior to use. A 
standard curve was determined for each batch of 
samples tested. The standard curve was made from 
dilutions of a stock solution of img/ml BSA as above
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(Section 2.2.6.). lOO/il of each sample was taken and 
aliquotted into separate glass test tubes in 
duplicate. 5 ml of diluted reagent was added to each 
tube and the contents were mixed thoroughly. The tubes 
were incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes. The 
reaction mixture was then transferred into disposable 
plastic cuvettes and the optical density measured at 
595nm against a reagent blank. By construction of a 
standard curve the protein content of the unknown
samples could be determined,
2.2. S. Sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) .
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis is a technique
whereby proteins may be separated from each other upon
\
the basis of their molecular weight. The proteins are 
first dissociated into their peptide subunits by the 
sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), and take on a negative 
charge due to the SDS binding (1.4g SDS per gram of 
protein C Hames et. a2.(1981)j). All polypeptides 
therefore have the same charge density and migration 
through the gel and subsequent separation will depend
upon their size alone.Polyacrylamide gel is the result
of polymerisation of acrylamide monomers into long 
chains which in turn are cross-linked by 27, N' — 
methylene bisacrylamide. This polymerisation is 
initiated by the formation of free radicals by 
ammonium persulphate, catalysed by 27 , 27 , 27' , 27'-
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tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED). Oxygen inhibits 
polymerisation and so solutions are usually degassed 
prior to use. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis was 
carried out according to the method of Laemmli (1970)
Reagents.
2. 2. 8.1.Acrylamide stock solution.
29.25g acrylamide (Sigma Chemicals Ltd, Poole, Dorset) 
0.75g bis-acrylamide (Sigma Chemicals Ltd,
Poole,Dorset)
The above were weighed out in a fume hood with great 
care as free acrylamide is a potent neurotoxin. The 
bis-acrylamide and acrylamide were combined and the 
final volume was made up to 100ml with distilled 
deionised water. The resulting solution was stored in 
the dark at +4°C until required.
2.2.8.2. Resolving gel buffer.
181.5g Trizma base (Sigma Chemicals Ltd, Poole,
Dorset).
4. Og Sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS, Sigma Chemicals 
Ltd, Poole, Dorset)
The above were combined and the volume made up to 1 
litre with distilled deionised water. The pH was 
adjusted to 8.8 with 0. 1M hydrochloric acid (BDH Ltd, 
Poole, Dorset) .
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2.2.8.3. Stacking gel buffer
59. 9g Trizma base (Sigma Chemicals Ltd, Poole, Dorset) 
4.Og SDS
The above were combined and the volume made up to 1 
litre with distilled deionised water. The pH was 
adjusted to 6.6 with' hydrochloric acid (BDH Ltd, 
Poole, Dorset).
2.2.8.4. Electrophoresis buffer
6.32g Trizma base (Sigma Chemicals, Poole, Dorset)
4.OOg glycine (BDH Ltd, Poole, Dorset)
1.OOg SDS (Sigma Chemicals Ltd, Poole, Dorset)
The above were combined and the volume made up to 1 
litre with distilled deionised water. The pH of this 
buffer was not altered.
2.2.8.5. Ammonium persulphate
Ammonium persulphate (BDH Ltd, Poole, Dorset) was made 
up immediately prior to use in deionised distilled 
water as a 10% solution (i.e. O.lg ammonium 
persulphate /10ml water).
2.2.8.6. Stain solution.
2.Og Coomassie Brilliant Blue ( )
467.0ml distilled deionised water 
467.0ml acetic acid 
66.0ml methanol 
The above were mixed and filtered through Whatman Ho.1 
filter paper prior to use.
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2.2.8.7. Fixative solution 
467.0ml distilled deionised water 
467.0ml acetic acid
66.0ml methanol 
The above were mixed and used prior to the staining 
solutions.
2.2.8.8. Destaining solution.
800.0ml distilled deionised water 
100.0ml acetic acid
100.0ml methanol
The above solutions were mixed and stored at room 
temperature prior to use
2.2.8.9. Storage solution.
The storage solution for stained gels was made up as a 
3.5% solution of glacial acetic acid. Gels were stored 
in this solution prior to drying for subsequent 
photography.
2.2.8.10. Final sample buffer (FSB).
0.6g SDS
1.5ml j3-mercaptoethanol (Sigma Chemicals Ltd, Poole,
Dorset)
3.0ml glycerol (May and Baker Ltd, Dagenham, Essex)
0.15g Bromophenol blue (BDH Ltd, Poole, Dorset).
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The above were combined and the volume made up to 
10.0ml with 150mM Tris buffer pH 6.8 (Sigma Chemicals 
Ltd, Poole, Dorset).
Method
The glass plates that were to be used to form the gel 
were cleaned in a 1% solution of 7X detergent (Flow 
Laboratories Ltd) and washed with deionised distilled 
water and 70% ethanol. The plates were dried using 
tissues, and assembled vertically using 1mm spacers. 
The resolving gel was prepared as shown in table
2.1.using the appropriate volumes of stock solutions 
and buffers for the desired final concentration gel.
Table 2.1. Resolving gel preparation.
% Gel 5 10 15
Stock acrylamide (mi) 6. 7 13. 0 20. 0
RGB (ml) 10. 0 10. 0 10. 0
Distilled water (ml) 22. 8 16. 5 9.5
Ammonium persulphate (p.l) 400. 0 400. 0 400. 0
TEMED (p.1) 40. 0 40. 0 40. 0
The acrylamide, resolving gel buffer (RGB) and water 
were added together and the resulting solution was 
degassed for 10 minutes under vacuum. The ammonium 
persulphate solution and the TEiYEED (Sigma Chemicals 
Ltd, Poole, Dorset) were added rapidly. The solutions 
were thoroughly mixed and poured between the glass 
plates.The upper surface of the gel was overlayed with
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water saturated butan-l-ol <BDH Chemicals Ltd, Poole, 
Dorset) , to eliminate air. The gel was allowed to 
polymerise for 30 minutes.
The stacking gel was prepared similarly for each 
concentration of resolving gel. 5.0ml stock acrylamide 
was added to 7.5ml stacking gel buffer and 17.5ml 
distilled deionised water. These solutions were 
thoroughly mixed and degassed under vacuum as above. 
300pl ammonium persulphate solution and 30/j.l TEKED was 
added rapidly to the gel mixture. Prior to pouring the 
stacking gel the surface of the polymerised resolving 
gel was washed with a few ml of the stacking gel 
buffer. The stacking gel was then poured between the 
plates and the comb inserted carefully to avoid the 
formation of any air bubbles. The gel was allowed to 
polymerise for 30 minutes. The bottom spacer and comb 
were removed and the gel and plates assembled onto the 
electrophoresis apparatus. Electrophoresis buffer was 
poured into the top tank reservoir of the 
electrophoresis unit to ensure that there were no 
leaks into the lower chamber. The Level of buffer was 
adjusted such that it was 1cm above the top of the 
stacking gel. The gel surface was washed by directing 
a gentle stream of electrophoresis buffer into each 
well using a syringe. The lower tank reservoir was 
filled with electrophoresis buffer and any air bubbles 
formed along the base of the gel were removed by 
application of a gentle stream of buffer by means of a 
syringe.
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When using the SDS-PAGE technique it is important not 
to overload the samples onto the gel. If this occurs 
it may not only distort the protein bands observed in 
the overloaded track, but also interfere with the 
electrophoretic pattern of bands in adjacent tracks. 
Underloading however may not enable the determination 
of minor components after staining for a good 
photographic record. Therefore prior to loading a 
Lowry or Biorad protein assay was usually carried out 
on the samples to determine the optimal loading 
volume, containing l-10pg total protein in a final 
volume of 20/jl1 of final sample buffer. Several wells 
were loaded with a molecular weight marker protein 
mixture to act as a control. Prior to loading the 
samples that were to be run as denatured proteins were 
boiled for 2 minutes in a boiling water bath and 
allowed to cool. The samples were loaded onto the gel 
and the apparatus connected to a power pack. The gel 
was developed at either 8mA constant current for 16 
hours, or 3-4 hours at 40mA constant current. In both 
cases the gel was run at room temperature.
The gel was recovered after the electrophoresis by 
removing it from the apparatus contained within the 
glass plates. The plates were laid horizontally and 
the side spacers gently removed. The glass plates were 
slowly levered apart, and the gel removed and placed 
into a tray containing sufficient stain to cover it 
and agitated for 30 minutes. The stain was then poured 
off the gel and it was washed with fixative solution
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and agitated for 30 minutes as above. The fixative 
solution was then poured off and destaining solution 
was added. The gel was destained until the blue bands 
due to the presence of protein could be determined. 
The destaining solution was changed as soon as it 
became heavily coloured. As soon as the protein bands 
became visible the gel was either stored in 3.5% 
glacial acetic acid for subsequent processing, or was 
dried down and photographed. The gel was dried by 
means of a slab gel drier (Model 224, BioRad 
Laboratories Ltd. , Caxton Way, Watford,
Hertfordshire.) under vacuum. Industrial methylated 
spirit (IMS, BDH Chemicals Ltd, Poole, Dorset) dry 
ice water traps were used to prevent liquid entering 
the vacuum pump. The gel was left until completely dry 
which was about 1 hour, the vacuum released and the 
gel was quickly removed and sandwiched between two 
glass plates to keep it flat. The gel was then 
photographed or fluorographed as a permanent record. 
Approximate molecular weights of the sample proteins 
could be determined by comparison with the molecular 
weight marker proteins. This was done by calculating 
the Rf, or relative mobility value for each protein 
band where:
Rf= distance migrated by protein
distance migrated by dye in loading buffer(FSB)
When denatured by heating in the presence of a thiol 
agent such as j3-mercaptoethanol, most polypeptides
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bind SDS with the result that they have essentially 
identical charge densities and migrate in the gel 
according to size. A plot of log-, Opolypeptide 
molecular weight versus Rf should reveal a straight 
line relationship (Shapiro ei. al. 1967, Weber 1969).
Therefore by determining this relationship for a set 
of molecular weight marker proteins, the approximate 
molecular weight of the sample proteins can be 
evaluated.
2.2.9.Preparation of ’cell exudate' medium.
The 321 hybridoma cells were cultured under standard 
conditions (2.1.3) and monitored until they were in 
the mid-logarithmic phase of their growth cycle. The 
cells were counted and their viability assessed by 
means of trypan blue dye exclusion. Cultures were only 
used for subsequent processing if the viability 
obtained by this method was more than 95%. The cells 
were harvested by centrifugation at iOOOr. p. m. for 5 
minutes. The supernatant was discarded and the cells 
were washed in pre-warmed (37°C) PBS three times. This 
was achieved by gentle resuspension of the cell pellet 
and subsequent centrifugation. The cells were finally 
resuspended in an appropriate volume of serum free 
RPMI 1640 medium (see section 2.1.3 above) at 37°C to 
give a final cell concentration of at least 2-3 x 10 
cells per ml. The viability of the culture was 
recorded prior to final resuspension. The cells were
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incubated at 37°C in a humidified incubator in 5% 
carbon dioxide in air for 4 hours. They were then 
agitated gently and harvested by centrifugation as 
above. The supernatant was retained and aliquotted 
into sterile bijoux and stored at -20°C for subsequent 
analysis and experimentation.
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CHAPTER 3.
Characterisation of the hybridoma cell line.
3.1. Introduction.
To be able to characterise the cell line and determine 
the base line characteristics which define its 
metabolism and where appropriate its physiology it was 
important to determine the values of parameters which 
define cell metabolism under normal batch growth 
conditions. This was effected in a number of different 
ways. Static, stirred and packed bed reactor systems 
were used to compare the effects of the culture 
conditions upon the cell line. One of the most
important factors that influences a cell line JLjgl vitro
is the medium in which it is cultured. Most of the 
commonly used media available do not supply all the 
nutrients required for cellular growth and therefore 
require further supplementation. This may be done by 
the addition of serum or other factors that are more 
defined chemically such as transferrin and
ethanolamine to obtain maximal cell growth and
productivity. These supplements are often not cost 
effective to use at a laboratory scale and serum may 
be essential for the particular cell line to achieve 
cell growth. The use of a defined serum free medium 
facilitates downstream processing, product recovery 
and purification, and enables analyses to be carried 
out and interpreted more easily in the absence of 
serum proteins. These properties have encouraged the
use of serum free media wherever practical in 
production scale culture. Growth of hybridomas has 
been reported under both serum free [ Chang si. aJL 
<1980), Fazekas de St. Groth (1983)], and protein free 
conditions [Cleveland si. al_ <1983)3. Here a longer lag 
phase and a lowered requirement for oxygen and 
decreased cell yields have been observed.
Other factors that must be considered when 
characterising the cell line are the effect of the 
culture method utilised and the effects of such 
parameters as pH and dissolved oxygen tension, each of 
which must be optimised before it is .possible to 
maximise cellular productivity and growth.
There are many culture methods available to grow 
suspension cell cultures such as hybridomas. These 
include stirred tanks, static flasks and packed bed 
bioreactors. Stirred tanks and static flasks have been 
the most commonly used type of bioreactor for 
suspension cells in the past. It has recently been 
shown that it is possible to immobilise hybridomas in 
polyester or polyurethane foams, and to use this as 
the basis of a support matrix in a packed bed 
bioreactor system EMurdin g_t_ ai.<1987) <a,b),Lazar et
SlL<1987)j. The aim of the experiments reported in 
this chapter was to determine the effect of metabolism 
of the cells under investigation subjected to changes 
in medium and environment and also the optimum 
culture conditions, initially the effect of serum free 
and serum supplemented medium was investigated.
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Subsequently the effect of bioreactor design and 
metabolic control was determined. All culture 
conditions were as outlined in Chapter 2 unless 
otherwise stated..
3.2, The effect of serum concentration and bioreactor 
design on cellular metabolism.
3.2.1. Procedure
In order to determine the optimum culture conditions 
for the hybridoma cell line under investigation the 
effect of serum "type and concentration was 
investigated. Cells were harvested by means of 
centrifugation for 5 minutes at 1000 r. p. m. in mid­
log. phase of the growth cycle, and resuspended in an 
appropriate volume of culture medium to give a cell 
concentration of 2 x 10s cells per ml in a final 
volume of 150ml. The culture media tested were two 
types of serum free media (for details see Chapter 2 
section 2.1,3), and RPMI 1640 supplemented with 5% and 
10% newborn calf serum, adult bovine serum (Advanced 
Protein Products, Brierley Hill, U.K.), and horse 
serum (Flow Laboratories Ltd, Rickmansworth, 
Hertfordshire). Hybridomas were cultured in these 
media for a period of 120 hours in static, stirred and 
packed bed bioreactors. The static cultures were 
effected by the use of standard 170cm- plastic tissue 
culture flasks, and the stirred cultures by means of 
200 ml Duran bottles containing magnetic paddles. The 
packed bed bioreactor was based on the design by Spier
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and Whiteside (1976) (Figure 3.1). A vessel holding a 
bed (35mm in diameter, 35mm deep) of 5mm polyester 
foam cubes (Flexiplas Ltd. , Wisbech, U. K. ) was 
connected to a medium reservoir (c. 100ml) with
ancillary tubing connected to an air supply which 
acted as an airlift pump. Ports for inoculation, 
sampling, antifoam addition and gas outflow were 
provided at the top of the reservoir. The polyester 
foam was soaked overnight prior to use in a tissue 
culture grade detergent, and thoroughly rinsed in 
deionised water before being packed into the 
bioreactor. The assembled bioreactor was sterilized 
prior to use by autoclaving at 121c-‘C for 30 minutes. 
The bioreactor was prepared for use by clamping the 
packed bed and reservoir into position. The cell 
suspension was introduced asepticaily into the 
reservoir, and air bubbles were removed. The reservoir 
was sparged with 5% carbon dioxide in air at a flow 
rate of 30ml per minute which was sufficient to 
produce a medium flow rate in the bioreactor of c. 
50ral per minute EMurdin et sJL_. , (1987)3. Samples
of medium were removed for analysis at regular 
intervals throughout the culture period. The samples 
were analysed for cell number and viability, glucose, 
lactate, ammonia and glutamine levels and antibody 
titre. The cells in the serum free media were only 
sampled to record cell number and viability, and were 
not tested in the packed bed bioreactor (PBk ). Due to 
the configuration of the PBR it was not possible to
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obtain viability and cell counts without disruption of 
the cell bed. This was attempted on several occasions 
but it was unsuccessful, as despite copious washing of 
the foam particles removal of a meaningful cell sample 
proved impossible. The cell number present could have 
been calculated indirectly from glucose uptake for 
example, however it would then have to be assumed that 
all the cells were using up glucose at a constant rate 
throughout the culture period. It has been 
demonstrated CZeilke et al. , (1984)3 that cells take
glucose up at a faster rate in the exponential phase 
of growth and the rate of uptake decreases over the 
remainder of the cycle. It was therefore considered to 
be too inaccurate to estimate cell number in this way. 
The results presented below are the means of the 
results derived from duplicate cultures.
bed reactor.
S U P P O R T -
P O R T S
GAS
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Figure 3,2. Effect of serum free medium upon cellular 
growth and viability of the hybridoma cell line under 
investigation, when cultured in static flasks. Two 
types of serum free medium are represented by (0) and 
(□) respectively. Control cultures are represented by 
(O ) . Black symbols indicate dead, cell numbers, open 
symbols indicate live cell count.
Figure 3.3. Effect of serum free medium upon the 
growth and viability of the hybridoma cell line under 
investigation, when cultured in stirred flasks. 
Symbols are as above
Figure 3,2. Effect of serum free medium upon cellular 
growth and viability of the hybridoma cell line under 
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(O ) . Black symbols indicate dead cell numbers, open 
symbols indicate live cell count.
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Figure 3.4, Effect of different serum concentrations 
and types upon cellular growth in static flasks. 5%
<•) and 10% (O) adult bovine serum, 5% (■> and 10% <□> 
horse serum and 5% (Q) and 10% (X) newborn calf serum 
were tested.
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Figure 3.5, Effect of different serum concentrations 
and types upon cellular growth in stirred flasks, 5% 
<•> and 10% (O) adult bovine serum, 5% (■) and 10% (□> 
horse serum and 5% (0)  and 10% (X) newborn calf serum
were tested.
Figure 3.5. Effect of different serum concentrations 
and types upon cellular growth in stirred flasks. 5% 
<•) and 10% (O) adult bovine serum, 5% (■) and 10% (□> 
horse serum and 5% (0)  and 10% (X) newborn calf serum
were tested.
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packed beds. 5% (®> and 10% (O) adult bovine serum, 5%* 
<!!> and 10% <□> horse serum and 5% (Q) and 10% (X) 
newborn calf serum were tested.
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Table 3.1. Specific uptake rates and accumulation
rates of metabolites from media.
10%I\FBCS Sti2-red cultui-e
A B C D F G
1 0. 10 0. 033 -0.050 0.0003 -0.020 0. 06
22 0.23 0. 035 -0. 06 0. 012 -0.034 7. 25
46 0.25 0. 028 -0.012 0. 003 -0.006 2. 23
53 0.34 0. 014 -0.010 0. 003 -0.005 1. 27
70 0.05 0. 008 -0.008 0.0006 -0.0003 0. 22
94 -0.15 0. 010 -0.003 0.0057 -0.0001 0. 58
124 —0.40 0. 106 -0.057 0.0040 -0.0000 12.61
Key
Column A = Culture time <hrs)
Column B = Specific growth rate hr '
Column C = Specific lactate accumulation rate (mM per
lb3 cells hr"''1 )
Column D = Specific glucose uptake rate (mM per 
103cel Is hr'" 1 )
Column E = Specific ammonia accumulation rate (mM per
103 cells hr ')
Column F = Specific glutamine uptake rate (mM per 10■,r’ 
celIs)
Column G = Specific antibody accumulation rate (p.g per 
lb’-' cel Is hr '* ) .
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\Table 3.2. Specific uptake rates and accumulation
rates of metabolites from media.
10% UbCS static culture.
A B C D E F G
1 0. 01 0. 020 -0.080 0. 020 -0. 020 1. 10
o o 0. 24 0. 055 -0.029 0. 020 -0.025 3. 60
46 0. 33 0. 027 -0.016 0. 083 l o o o Co 1. 60
53 0. 29 0. 028 -0.120 0. 008 I o o o Co 1.30
70 0. 23 0. 017 -0.010 0. 063 -0.0004 0. 80
94 -0. 25 0. 015 -0.003 0. 085 -0.000 0. 90
124 -0. 33 0. 009 0. 002 0. 009 -0.000 3. 80
Kgy.
Column 
Column 
Co1u mn
Column
Column
Column
Column
per 10s cells hr""'1).
A = Culture time (hrs)
B = Specific growth rate hr-"'1 .
C =. Specif ic lactate production rate CmM per 
lO'^cells hr""'1. )
D = Specific glucose uptake rate (mM per 10s 
cells hr ' ' )
E = Specific ammonia accumulation rate (mM per 
10"' cells hr""'1).
F = Specific glutamine uptake rate (mM per 10-' 
cells hr ' )
G — Specific antibnnv ar.numul at.i nn t'pi -f- c (i icr
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Table 3.3. Specific uptake rates and accumulation
rates of metabolites in media.
5%27BCS stirred culture
A B C D E F G
1 0. 01 0. 000 -0. 06 0. 008
c
-0.018 0. 40
16 0. 13 0. 027 -0.047 0. 005 -0.010 0. 44
40 0. 17 0. 024 -0.018 0. 002 -0.004 1. 93
60 0. 30 0. 016 -0.008 0. 002 -0.002 0. 54
88 -0. 03 0. 010 -0.010 0. 002 -0.001 0. 38
112 -0. 22 0.070 -0.089 0. 013 -0.0005 13. 40
120 -0.069 0. 017 -0. 28 0. 033 0. 000 5. 20
Column A = Culture time (hrs)
Column B = Specific growth rate hr"'!
Column C = Specific lactate production rate (mM per
103 cells hr"'1 )
Column D = Specific glucose uptake rate (mM per 10s5 
cells hr""'1)
Column E = Specific ammonia accumulation rate (mM per 
10-- cells hr 1 > .
Column f - Specific glutamine uptake rate (mM per 10-’
cells hr.'■ ) r
Column G = Specific antibody accumulation rate (ug 
per 10ir* cells hr ' ) .
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Table 3.4. Specific uptake and accumulation rates of
metabolites in media
5%2TBCS static culture
A B C D E F G
1 0. 02 0. 001 ISO01 0. 014 -0.017 0. 02
16 0. 10 0. 054 -0.043 0. 008 -0.010 2. 00
40 0. 12 0. 042 -0.027 0.0024 l o o o CO 1. 10
60 0. 06 0. 033 -0.013 0.0030 -0.004 1. 66
88 -0. 14 0. 004 l o 0
 
© 01 0.0022 -0.002 0. 80
112 -0. 32 0. 009 -0.002 0.0031 -0.005 1. 00
120 -0. 43 0. 027 ocH01 0. 061 -0, 03 6, 40
Key
Column A = Culture time (hrs)
Column B = Specific growth rate hr.'
Column C = Specific lactate production rate (mM per
iO3 cells hr"'1 )
Column D = Specific glucose uptake rate (mM per 10~;
cells hr 1)
Column E = Specific ammonia accumulation rate (mM per 
10® cells hr ' ) .
Column F = Specific glutamine uptake rate (mM per 10® 
cells hr 1)
Column G = Specific antibody accumulation rate (pg per 
10® cells hr ' :> ■
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3.3. Results.
The cell line under examination in this particular 
study was not easily grown in serum concentrations 
below 2 per cent. Repeated efforts were made to wean 
the hybridomas off serum completely, and culture them 
in serum free medium. This was done by decreasing the 
serum content of the medium by half a percent over a 
period of many weeks and allowing the cells to become 
accustomed to each decrease in serum level over at 
least six passages (typically two weeks), prior to
further reduction. This method although laborious
allowed the cells to adjust with the minimum stress 
possible. The procedure was carried out until the 
cells were being cultured in 1% W.BCS, and then they 
were subcultured into the serum free medium by 
gradually diluting out the serum containing medium 
over a period of several weeks. Typical results 
obtained for cellular growth in two types of serum 
free medium in 'both static and stirred flask 
cultures are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 
respectively. The cell numbers and viabilities
obtained from these studies were not as high as those 
obtained from cultures containing serum. An increased 
lag phase and decreased cell number was obtained for 
all serum free media tested. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show 
the effect of the various serum concentrations upon 
cell growth in both static and stirred cultures. It
may can be seen that in both stirred and static 
cultures the culture supplemented with 10% newborn
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calf serum (HBCS) showed the maximum cell number and 
the fastest growth rate. In both cases 5% NBCS 
produced the next highest cell number, followed by the 
10% horse serum supplemented cultures. There was some 
difference in the growth observed with the other serum 
supplements. At 5% adult bovine serum the least cell 
growth was produced. 5% horse serum and 10% adult 
bovine serum produced similar results. The cell yield 
was generally higher in the stirred flasks than the 
static flasks. Both types of culture showed a maximal 
cell number at 70-80 hours regardless of serum type or 
concentration.
The metabolic data presented in Figures 3.6-3.20 show 
the effect of the serum concentrations on cellular 
metabolism and product formation in static flasks, 
stirred flasks and PBR. From this data it was found 
that the glucose and glutamine utilisation by the 
cultures was dependent on cell number measured in the 
static and stirred flasks (Figures 3.4, 3.5). The
cultures with the highest cell number showed the 
fastest uptake of these nutrients, (Figures 3.6 - 3.8 
and 3.12 - 3.14) and the cultures with the lowest cell 
number( 5% adult bovine serum), showed the slowest
utilisation of these substrates. Glucose uptake in all 
the bioreactor configurations was similar, being 
reduced from 13mM to 2-3mK by 120 hours. Glucose 
consumption rate was however notably lower in the 
stirred culture vessels containing adult bovine serum 
(Figure 3.7).
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Lactate production also appeared to increase 
concomitantly with the observed cell numbers. Lactate 
production was lowest in the PBR (Figure 3.11), and
highest in the static flasks ( Figure 3.9) where four
of the six supplemented cultures accumulated final 
lactate levels of over lOmK. This reflected the
glucose uptake in all flasks.
Antibody accumulation in the supernatant media 
appeared to be proportional to viable cell number as 
measured in the static and stirred cultures (Figures 
3.18, 3.19). The levels measured in the static flasks
and stirred cultures seemed similar. However the
maximum levels obtained in the supernatants of the PBR 
were lower. By comparing the specific production rates 
of the 5 and 10% HBCS static and stirred cultures it 
appears that the antibody production appears in two 
phases, one at 20-40 hours and the second at the end 
of the culture period. This appears therefore to be 
occuring after exponential growth and at the decline 
phase of the culture. Antibody may be released as a 
consequence of cell death and lysis.
Glutamine concentration in the supernatants of all 
cultures in all bioreactor configurations tested 
decreased at a similar rate throughout the culture 
period. The majority of the glutamine was removed from 
the medium by 90 hours (Figures 3.12, 3.13, 3.14).
Ammonia production was expected to follow glutamine 
utililisation and cell number but the ammonia produced 
by the cultures containing 1LBCS was less than all
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other cultures in all systems. Ammonia production 
appeared lowest in the PBR cultures (Figure 3.17), and 
highest in the static flasks (Figure 3.15).
By comparison of these data it was possible to 
determine the effect of the different culture vessels 
upon the cellular metabolism and this in turn could be 
related to serum type and concentration.
3.4. Discussion.
The 321 hybridoma cell line proved to be difficult to 
grow in serum free medium. The conditions determined 
by means of the experimental protocols utilised above 
enabled the cell culture environment to be optimised. 
The viability of cultures in serum free medium was
often severely compromised, and the cells did not grow
optimally under serum free conditions (Figures 3.2, 
3.3). The cells were weaned off serum gradually 
allowing- at least six passages between each step to 
allow them to adapt to the new growth conditions. The 
use of a defined serum free medium would have
facilitated subsequent experimental analyses in this 
work, as in the presence of undefined serum components 
analytical results must be interpreted with great 
care. Unfortunately preliminary studies using serum 
free systems did not support the cell growth of the 
cell line under investigation in a manner which was 
adequate for further study. The disadvantages of such 
reduced cell yield and increased lag phase outweighed 
the potential advantages of a defined serum free
medium for the purposes of this work. Large scale
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cultures were required for a significant proportion of 
this work, and the cells were required to be as viable 
and robust as possible. For this reason a series of 
serum supplementation protocols were investigated. 
Glucose was measured in the supernatant medium from 
each culture every 24 hours. The level of glucose 
uptake by the cells from the medium gives a good 
indication of how rapidly the cells are growing and 
how healthy the culture is as a whole. It is very 
important to monitor glucose levels in cultures where 
viable cell numbers cannot be determined easily, for 
example in packed bed type bioreactor configurations. 
The glucose levels in all cultures decline 
substantially with time and were inversely related to
the growth rate of the culture. Glucose uptake rate
was maximal up to approximately 50 hours during the
exponential phase of the cell growth cycle.
Glucose consumed by mammalian cells can be converted 
to lactate via glycolysis, or oxidised to carbon
dioxide via the Tricarboxylic Acid Cycle (TCA>. 
Hybridomas have a characteristically high rate of 
glycolysis and therefore under typical culture
conditions most of the glucose is converted to lactate 
and the cell yield based on glucose uptake varies 
widely with the culture conditions used. It has been 
shown [Frame et aJL<i985)3 that the oxygen uptake rate 
of cells is affected by glucose levels,and also than 
the consumption rate of both glucose and glutamine is 
also affected by the concentration of glucose CZeilke
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ei. &1_(1978) , (1984)3. As the glucose concentration is
decreased, or when glucose is replaced by other 
carbohydrates, the rate of glutamine oxidation is 
increased and glutamine becomes the sole energy source 
for cultured cells. The rate at which such oxidation 
occurs is therefore regulated by the availability of 
glucose.
Lactate accumulation is also an important factor to 
monitor in cell culture supernatants. The accumulation 
of lactate is largely due to glucose metabolism. 
However at certain levels (dependent upon the cell 
type and line) lactate becomes toxic to the cells and 
may become a growth limiting factor.The accumulation 
of lactate in all cultures is clearly demonstrated, 
and it can be seen that in all cases higher lactate 
levels are produced in the static flasks. The lactate 
accumulation rate appears to be highest during the 
period of maximal glucose utilisation. The oxygen 
available to the static culture may be reduced in 
comparison to the stirred system. The limitation of 
oxygen in particular may cause increased lactate 
production. However theoretical calculations have been 
carried out [Spier and Griffiths (1984)3 that have 
determined that it is unlikely that such static 
systems are oxygen limited, although this particular 
cell line may have a higher oxygen requirement than 
this theoretical one.
Glutamine is a key amino acid for cellular nutrition, 
and is the amino acid that is exhausted from the
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medium the fastest. Glutamine levels were monitored in 
all cultures as they also give a good idea of the 
growth and metabolism of the cells in culture. 
Glutamine utilisation was similar in ail cases; most 
was removed from the medium by 80 hours. The glutamine 
appears to be removed from the medium maximally 
between 0 to 20 hours in the newborn calf serum 
supplemented cultures. Glutamine is a major energy 
source for mammalian cells in culture. It has been 
reported CSumbilla at. aJL, (1981)3, that the glutamine 
oxidation rate increases with decreased glucose 
concentration, which implies an interdependence of the 
substrates.
However, a major by-product of glutamine metabolism is 
ammonia, which is formed as a deamination product, 
accounting for about 30% of the glutamine nitrogen 
CArdawi and Uewsholme (1983)3. Ammonia has been shown 
to be toxic to cells at levels higher than 2mM [Visek 
et al (1972), Holley, £t_ aJL * (1978), Thilly e£_ aJL,
(1982)3, which is similar to the results obtained from 
this series of experiments,therefore the rate -of 
utilisation of glutamine in preference to or instead 
of of glucose may have profound effects on the 
toxicity of the culture medium.
Ammonia production is directly proportional to growth 
in all cases except that of 10% 3TBCS, in which despite 
achieving the highest cell density, and maximum 
glutamine utilisation, the level of ammonia was much 
reduced. This implied some action of the serum in the
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control of ammonia production and was further 
investigated by the measurement of ammonia in the 
presence of a concentration range of 2TBCS. The 
presence of serum however at 5%, 10%, and 15% did not
show any apparent decrease of ammonia concentrations 
when added to a cell free system. By examination of 
the specific accumulation rate of ammonia in the 
newborn calf serum supplemented cultures it appears 
that ammonia accumulates maximally in the culture 
medium late in the growth cycle after 70 hours of 
cultivation. This indicated that the UBCS may modify 
the rate of production of ammonia by the cells, as it 
appears to support more cell growth, and enable the 
cells to produce more antibody.
Antibody accumulated in the supernatant media is 
similar in the stirred and static flasks, for all 
culture types and is slightly lower in the PBR. By 
examining the antibody accumulation rates for both the 
stirred and static cultures it can be seen that the 
rate of accumulation was greater in the 10% than the 
5% serum supplemented cultures. Antibody production 
also appears greater in the stirred cultures in each 
case. Reuveny (1986) reported that maximal antibody 
titres were achieved in hybridoma cultures at low 
partial pressures of oxygen. Luan ejL aJL (1987) also 
investigated this and determined also that the highest 
antibody level was also found at oxygen levels 
suboptimal to growth. Whether these particular stirred 
cultures were oxygen limited is not clear, but
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subsequent investigations were carried out to 
determine the effect of oxygen concentrations on the 
cell line under investigation and are reported in this 
chapter (Section 3.5) .
When assessing the effect of serum on cells in culture 
it becomes important to consider several parameters. 
These are the cell growth rate, the culture 
viability,the effect of the serum on the cellular
metabolism, and the productivity of the cell line. 
This must also be related to the cost of scale up. 
Larger scale cell cultures were produced for this
project and a key factor in deciding the concentration 
and type of serum to be used was the final cost. 
Therefore it was decided to use 5% 'NBCS for ail 
subsequent studies as this serum concentration was 
considered to optimise ail metabolic parameters 
including those resulting from financial constraints. 
When the performance of ail the types of culture 
systems are compared it may be seen that each has its 
advantages and disadvantages. The packed bed reactor 
showed comparable data to the two conventional methods 
and also showed productivity with a lower lactate 
accumulation which may prove beneficial to cellular 
growth. This method also lends itself to being scaled 
up and there is also the potential to grow cultures 
continuously by modification of the bioreactor to 
provide medium feed and harvest lines. PBR are also
robust simple and well studied [Burbridge (1979),
Whiteside and Spier (1976), (1981), (1984)3, provide a
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protected environment for the cells, and increased 
process intensity. However the major disadvantage with 
such systems is the inability to obtain an accurate 
cell number and viable cell number estimation at 
intervals during the cell growth cycle. This drawback 
is usually overcome by using the uptake of glucose for 
example to monitor the progress of the culture. 
Although in all cases the packed bed reactor showed 
potential as a means of scaling-up the cultures for 
subsequent work it was considered more appropriate to 
use methods where a representative cell sample could 
be removed from the culture easily at any time. Static 
flasks have the advantage that they are cheap and 
readily available. The major disadvantage that they 
have is that a given size flask can only support a 
certain volume of culture medium, and flask sizes are 
restricted to below 175cm3 , which is only able to 
support a culture volume of 100ml. Stirred flasks are 
readily available and can be easily produced to any 
required specifications. Monitoring devices for pH and 
dissolved oxygen are available so that control of such 
parameters in a culture is possible. It was therefore 
decided to use stirred flasks for the large scale 
culture work, this was backed-up using static flasks. 
There is an upper limit above which sparging is 
required as surface aeration is not sufficient, this 
is usually above 5 litres culture volume.
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3.5. Effect of process control upon particular 
physico-chemical parameters, metabolism and
productivity of hybridomas. .
Introduction.
Several factors, both chemical and physical must be 
considered before mammalian cell cultures may be 
scaled-up. The pH of the culture medium must be 
closely controlled as cell growth is optimal only in 
the pH range of 6.8-7.4. pH is usually maintained by 
the buffering system of tissue culture medium based on 
the carbon dioxide partial pressure and bicarbonate 
concentration together with a headspace aeration to 
obtain equilibration with 5% carbon dioxide. Such a 
buffering system is based on the Henderson-Hasse1bach 
equation for bicarbonate and 5% C0j;, buffer solutions:
pH = pK' + log (HCQ-:.-")
(C0a )
Where <HCO> and (CO) are the concentrations of 
bicarbonate and carbonate respectively (M), and pK' is 
a constant.
The importance of the liquid phase oxygen composition 
for the growth of mammalian cells has been noted by 
several investigators CKilburn et al)(1968)t Bradley 
et &1_ (1978)3. Hybridoma lines have been reported to 
grow at normal or less than normal atmospheric oxygen 
concentrations [Birch et gJL (1985), Reuveny gjL aJ._ 
(1986)3. It therefore becomes apparent that the oxygen
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availability to the cells must also be considered. 
Oxygen is only sparingly soluble in medium Cthis is 
taken to be about the same as water i.e. 7.6 p.p. m. or 
0.238mM oxygen /I., Spier and Griffiths (1984)3 and 
usually suspension cultures above 5 litres culture 
volume must be sparged in order to keep the oxygen 
concentration at a constant level. This is normally 
carried out by means of a sparge tube which projects 
into the culture medium. Through this is passed a 
mixture of 5% carbon dioxide in air, or air or oxygen, 
depending on the final concentrations of oxygen 
required. Sparge tubes that have sintered bases with 
small diameter pores so that bubbles of a small 
diameter are produced are normally used and gaseous 
exchange is maximised as a result in this increase in 
bubble surface area.
3.6. Procedure
To obtain a monitored and controlled culture it was 
necessary to use an SGI 20 litre fermenter (Plate 
3.1). This fermenter has an externally driven impeller 
which has two rings of blades on the shaft to ensure 
thorough mixing in the culture vessel. It was 
sterilised in situ prior to use to 121-~'C for at least 
30 minutes by means of a steam generator. Bulk media 
was prepared as in chapter 2 section 2.1.3. . After 
sterilisation the vessel was allowed to cool to room 
temperature and the water required to sterilise it was
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Plate 3.1, SGI 20 litre bioreactor,
- Ill -
Plate 3,2. SGI bioreactor during an experimental 
culture run.
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removed. Medium was introduced into the vessel by 
pressurizing the medium reservoir, this was allowed to 
equilibrate such that the temperature was at 37°C 
before the introduction of the cell inoculum. Once the 
temperature of the medium in the fermenter was stable 
at 37°C the cellular inoculum was introduced through 
one of the ports on the head plate. The cells for the 
inoculum were harvested by centrifugation in mid-log 
phase of the growth cycle, and were introduced into 
the fermenter at a final cell density of 1.5 - 2 x
lO^cells per ml of culture medium. Sufficient
glutamine and newborn calf serum to obtain final 
levels of 2mM and 5% respectively in the culture were 
added with the cells'. The first series of runs using 
this fermenter pH and dissolved oxygen tension were 
not controlled.The second series of experiments the 
cells were grown in the same medium but the pH of the 
culture was controlled by means of continuous surface 
aeration with a mixture of 5% carbon dioxide in air, 
and sparging with carbon dioxide on demand from a pH 
control system to maintain a set point of pH 7,0. The 
dissolved oxygen concentration was held at 30% by 
means of sparging with air. This was achieved by a 
microprocessor programmed to perform proportional and 
integral control of dissolved oxygen and pH. Samples 
were removed for analysis at regular intervals over 
120 hours. These were monitored for cellular growth 
and viability, antibody production, glucose, 
glutamine, lactate, and ammonia levels.
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Figure 3.21. An example of the effect of un­
controlled culture conditions upon the cellular growth 
and viability of the 321 hybridomas. The open symbols 
indicate live cells the black symbols indicate dead 
cells grown in the SGI 20 litre fermenter. The culture 
volume in both cases was '12 litres.
Figure 3.22. An example of the effect of controlled 
culture conditions upon the cellular growth and 
viability of 321 cells grown in the SGI 20 litre 
fermenter. The culture volume was 12 litres in both 
cases. Symbols as above.
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Figure 3.23. The effect of controlled <□> and un­
controlled CO> culture conditions upon the glucose 
uptake of 321 hybridomas grown in the 20 litre SGI 
fermenter. Culture volumes were 12 litres in both 
cases.
Figure 3.24. The effect of controlled < □) and un­
controlled (O) culture conditions upon the production 
of lactic acid by 321 hybridomas grown in the 20 litre 
SGI fermenter. The culture volume was 12 litres in 
both cases.
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Figure 3,25, The effect of controlled <□) and un­
controlled <o > culture conditions upon the uptake of 
glutamine by 321 hybridomas grown in the SGI 20 litre 
fermenter. The culture volume in both cases was 12 
1itres.
Figure 3.26. The effect of controlled <□> and un­
controlled (O) culture conditions upon the production 
of ammonia by 321 hybridomas grown in the SGI 20 litre 
fermenter. The culture volume in both cases was 12 
litres.
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Figure 3,25, The effect of controlled CD) and un­
controlled <o > culture conditions upon the uptake of 
glutamine by 321 hybridomas grown in the SGI 20 litre 
fermenter. The culture volume in both cases was 12 
litres.
Figure 3.26. The effect of controlled CD) and un­
controlled CO) culture conditions upon the production 
of ammonia by 321 hybridomas grown in the SGI 20 litre 
fermenter. The culture volume in both cases was 12 
litres.
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Figure 3.27, The dissolved oxygen levels in a 
controlled <□> and un-controlled <0) culture of 321 
hybridomas grown in the SGI 20 litre fermenter. The 
culture volume in both cases was 12 litres.
Figure 3.28. The pH levels of a controlled (□) and un­
controlled CO) 321 hybridoma cultures grown in the SGI 
20 litre fermenter. The culture volume in both cases 
was 12 litres,.
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Figure 3.27, The dissolved oxygen levels in. a 
controlled <□> and un-controlled <0) culture of 321 
hybridomas grown in the SGI 20 litre fermenter. The 
culture volume in both cases was 12 litres.
Figure 3.26. The pH levels of a controlled <□> and un­
controlled CO) 321 hybridoma cultures grown in the SGI 
20 litre fermenter, The culture volume in both cases 
was 12 litres. .
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Figure 3.29. The effect of controlled <Q) and un­
controlled <o> culture conditions upon the production 
of antibody by 321 hybridomas grown in the SGI 20 
litre fermenter. The culture volume in both cases was 
12 litres.
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Figure 3.29. The effect of controlled. CD) and un­
controlled <o> culture conditions uppn the production 
of antibody by 321 hybridomas grown in the SGI 20 
litre fermenter. The culture volume in both cases was 
12 1itres.
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Table 3.5. Specific accumulation rates and uptake
rates of metabolites from media.
Controlled culture.
A B C D E F G
1 0. 02 0. 064 -0.066 0.0005 -0.0001 0. 84
15 0. 04 0. 044 -0.016 0,0042 -0.0120 1. 60
23 0. 06 0. 020 -0.060 0.0030 l o o 0. 91
44 0. 18 0. 023 -0.074 0.0010 -0.0024 1. 70
73 0. 25 0. 005 -0.027 0.0007 -0.0004 0. 04
94 -0. 45 0,0028 -0.022 0.0008 -0.0038 0. 90
114 -0. 45 0. 011 -0.022 0.0031 -0.0015 3. 50
IZ&g.
Column A = Culture time (hrs)
Column B = Specific growth rate hr 1
Column C = Specific lactate production rate (mH per
10"' cells hr 1 )
Column D = Specific glucose uptake rate (mil per 10"'
cells hr 1)
Column E = Specific ammonia accumulation rate (mM per
10‘:' cells hr"'1)
Column F = Specific glutamine uptake rate (mM per 10"'
celIs hr 1)
Column G = Specific antibody accumulation rate (p.g
per 105:' cells hr '1 )
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Table 3.6. Specific accumulation rates and uptake
rates Of metabolites from media.
Un-controlled culture.
A B C D E F G
1 0. 17 0. 037 -0.015 0.0003 -0.0370 1. 34
15 0. 19 0. 032 -0.020 0.0023 -0.0110 0. 86
23 0. 243 0. 021 -0.020 0.0022 -0.0017 1. 54
44 0. 138 0. 019 -0.017 0.0017 -0.0014 2. 07
73 0. 36 0. 015 -0.005 0.0013 -0.0071 1. 42
94 -0. 17 0 . 036 -0.001 0.0012 -0.0012 1. 95
114 -0. 13 0. 73 -0.021 0.0210 -0.003 0. 19
Key,
Column A = Culture time (hrs)
Column B = Specific growth rate hr 1
Column C = Specific lactate production rate (mM per
10iw cells hr ')
Column D = Specific glucose uptake rate (mM per 10s
celIs hr 1)
Column E = Specific ammonia accumulation rate <mM per
10s cells hr"'-1 )
Column F = Specific glutamine uptake rate (mM per 10 s*
celIs hr 1;
Column G “ Specific antibody accumulation rate (p.g per
103 cells hr ' )
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3.6. Results.
The results shown in figures 3.21-3.29 show typical 
curves for an un-controlled and a controlled culture 
using this reactor configuration. Tables 3.5 and 3.6 
present the accumulation or uptake rates of nutrients, 
waste products and antibody for each culture.
The cell numbers attained in both cases was similar, 
to a maximum of 1.1 x 10 ‘^/ml. , and cell death began 
to occur at approximately 50 hours in the controlled 
culture and 70 hours in the non-controlled culture. 
Glucose was taken up more slowly in the un-controlled 
culture, indeed when the specific uptake rates were 
compared for the two cultures it seems that glucose 
was removed from the medium most rapidly between 23-74 
hours in the controlled culture, and between 15-74 
hours in the un-controlled culture.
Lactate accumulation in the culture is reduced to 
approximately a third of that produced in the un­
controlled culture when controlled conditions are 
used. Lactic acid accumulates maximally from 5-44 
hours to a level of 6mK in the controlled culture and 
from 5-23 and from 94-114 in the un-controlled culture 
to a level of 17mM. This level of lactic acid 
production is typical of an un-controlled batch 
system.
Glutamine and ammonia removal and accumulation appear 
to occur similarly and at comparable rates in both 
cultures, the glutamine being reduced to levels of
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0. ImM by 100 hours, and the ammonium accumulation in 
this period was approximately ImM in both cases. 
Antibody production however shows a large difference, 
the final accumulated antibody level being 275/ig/ml in 
the controlled culture and 200/j.g/ml in the un­
controlled culture. By measuring the accumulation of 
antibody in the supernatant it can be seen that the 
final antibody accumulation appears much higher in the 
controlled culture. However when the specific antibody 
accumulation rate is calculated (Tables 3.5 and 3.6) 
it appears that the antibody is produced at a faster 
rate under un-controlled conditions. As the cell 
numbers in both cases are similar this indicates a 
true result. This correlates with the findings of 
Seuveny a1_ . , (1986) where greatest antibody
production rate occurred at oxygen concentrations that 
were not optimal for growth. Therefore the specific 
rate of antibody production was higher in the un­
controlled system but the total accumulated antibody 
measured was lower than the controlled system. However 
interpretation of these data must be undertaken with 
care as this does not give any indication of 
specific antibody production rate within the cell.
3.7. Discussion.
During initial batch growth a large fraction of the 
glucose is converted to lactate, and once the cells 
reach the stationary phase of their growth cycle 
lactate production is reduced. This indicates a
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glucose requirement during active growth. This is 
shown by the increased glucose uptake rates up to 70 
hours and then decreasing as the cells reach late 
stationary phase and begin to die (Tables 3.5 and 
3. 6). This requirement has been proposed to be due to 
the production of 5 carbon sugars for nucleotide 
synthesis CZeilke ei_ al_. , (1984)3. It has also been
shown that cells grown at low glucose concentrations 
produce significantly lower amounts of lactate CGraff 
(1965), Renner (1972), Glacken (1986), Hu (1987)3. 
High lactate levels have been shown to be toxic to 
some hybridomas in that they show reduced cell yields 
and decreased monoclonal antibody secretion [ Glacken 
(1986)3.The specific lactate production rate (Tables 
3.5 and 3.6) is concomitantly larger at the beginning 
of the culture period in both cases when the cells are 
in the exponential phase which indicates that a large 
proportion of the glucose uptake is metabolisedto 
lactate. Lactate formation may serve to regulate 
extracellular pH providing the external cellular 
conditions are favourable to maintain viability. In 
the un-controlled situation lactate was produced and 
the pH of the culture began to decline rapidly. The 
effect of the lactate and the pH drift may be key 
factors therefore in the reduction of cellular 
antibody production. In this case however the cellular 
growth did not seem to be compromised.
It has been known for some time that glutamine is 
essential for cellular growth [Krebs (1930), McKeehan
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<1982), Zeilke g_t_ &i_. , (1984)3. It provides nitrogen
for a number of precursors involved in the synthesis 
of macromolecules for example purines and pyrimidines. 
As the glucose concentration decreases the rate of 
glutamine oxidation is increased, and glutamine
becomes the sole energy source for the cells. High 
rates of both glycolysis and glutaminolysis have been 
determined in rapidly dividing cells such as 
lymphocytes C Ardarwi £t_ aJL (1983)3. Both pathways
provide vitally important precursors for cellular 
division. A theory has been proposed from the
application of the principles of metabolic control 
that suggests a mechanism for this [Newsholme ei al 
(1985)3. This suggests that if the flux or molecules 
transformed per unit time through one pathway is 
greater than the other then the sensitivity of the low 
flux pathway is very high. Therefore this enables high 
rates of utilisation of one pathway over the other
depending upon the energy status and requirement of 
the cell.
It appears from these experiments that the cell line 
under examination does not require levels of oxygen 
that would be optimal for cell growth to produce 
antibody at a higher specific rate, but some supply of 
oxygen is required if the total antibody production is 
to be optimal. However high antibody productivity also 
requires a combination of a reasonably high viable 
cell count and the maintenance of viability, and in a 
batch culture nutrient limitation will have a great
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effect on cellular metabolism as well as oxygen 
limitation. It appears that parameters such as 
extracellular oxygen concentration affected the 
metabolism of this cell line by increasing the level 
of lactate production and decreasing the level of 
antibody accumulation in the course of a normal batch 
culture. It is not clear however what other factors 
that were not analysed in these experiments may also 
have been altered by such limitations. The cultures 
that were grown subsequently were not monitored for 
dissolved oxygen levels throughout the culture period. 
In order to minimise any oxygen limitation effects 
cultures were kept below 5 litres so that surface 
aeration was deemed adequate.
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CHAPTER 4.
Metabolic effects of exogenous putative 'toxic'
products upon the test cell line.
4.1 Introduction.
It has been observed that cells appear to become 
inhibited and die at certain limiting cell densities 
in culture which appears to be dependent upon the 
cell line and type [Griffiths gt_ ajL. (1970), Holley 
al. (1978) Tyo and Spier (1987)]. Cultures that become
inhibited are only able to continue growing at a slow 
rate after the addition of fresh culture medium. It 
therefore has become important to identify the factors 
that inhibit cellular metabolism in such culture 
systems. The supply of nutrients may be a limiting; 
factor, particularly oxygen LTyo and wang (1979)1, or 
failure to remove the product from the cellular 
microenvironment which may lead to feedback inhibition 
[ Wei ei_ aJL. (1977)1. Waste products of metabolism
also accumulate in the culture medium, and together 
with the breakdown products of the medium itself may 
have a deleterious effect on the cells in culture. 
Ammonia and lactate have been proposed as two such 
toxic waste products of metabolism (Butler and Spier 
(1984), Reuveny et al (1986), Glacken ei al (1986), 
Jessup et al (1983), Ryan et al (1966)). The levels of 
these two metabolites may not be entirely responsible 
for the observed effects of high cell concentration 
inhibition. Several investigators have discovered 
proteins that are oroducad by such cultures but are
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not present in un-inhibited ones CLipkin gi_ aJL* 
(1974), Engelhardt (1971), Garcia-Girau 11 ei. aJL- 
(1969)3 that may have an inhibitory function. Lipkin 
et al (1974) discovered a high molecular weight 
inhibitory factor (MCIF, melanocyte contact inhibitory 
factor) which was able to restore contact inhibition 
to malignant melanocytes.However, Garcia-Girault et 
&X(1969) suggested that the accumulation of an 
inhibitor caused the exhaustion of the division
potential of WI-38 human fibroblasts and it was 
demonstrated that an inhibitor of protein synthesis of 
monkey kidney cells was detectable only after freeze 
thawing EEngelhardt (1971)3. This chapter seeks to 
determine the extent and nature of the putative
inhibitory effects of of the waste products of 
metabolism and to obtain an insight into the 
inhibitory mechanisms of the cells under test. The 
results presented were obtained from testing the 
effects of exogenous ammonia and lactate on the 
hybridoma under investigation in batch culture, and 
also the effects observed by adding a conditioned 
supernatant derived from a high concentration of the 
test cell line (called the cell exudate medium or 
CEM) . The extent of the metabolism was measured by
determining the levels of accumulation of lactic acid, 
ammonia and antibody, and the uptake of glutamine and 
glucose from the culture medium, and comparing these 
values to the observed cell number and viability. By 
measuring all these parameters it was possible to
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determine some of the effects that such putative toxic 
products may have upon the cellular metabolism, and by 
calculating the specific production and uptake rates 
enables closer comparisons to be made between 
cultures. These measurements may also give more 
insight into the mechanism of cellular inhibition 
compared to monitoring ceil number and viability 
alone.
In this series of experiments exogenous putative toxic 
products of cellular metabolism such as lactic acid 
and ammonium ions in the form of ammonium chloride 
were added to healthy cell cultures to determine the 
extent of the toxicity produced. It would have been 
useful to test the effects of sodium lactate asweli as 
lactic acid upon cellular metabolism, however sourcing 
of this compound proved difficult, and unit quantities 
available were too large and cosly to enable 
experimentation. The levels of such products chosen 
were within the range of concentrations that may 
accumulate in a standard batch culture of the test 
hybridoma cell line. This therefore should give some 
idea of the cumulative effects produced by such 
products under normal culture conditions. A cell 
exudate prepared from a high concentration of the test 
cell line was also added to healthy cells and the 
extent of inhibition was examined.
The levels of lactic acid and ammonia were monitored 
In this medium prior to use. The medium was added to 
tnfi culture systems at sucn a dilution that any effect
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observed was not likely to be due to the levels of 
lactate and ammonium present. In this way the 
relative importance of the presence of waste products 
of metabolism such as ammonium and lactic acid with 
respect to growth inhibition could be monitored, and 
compared to a cell derived product,where the levels of 
such compounds could be discounted.
4.2. The effect of exogenous addition of ammonium 
chloride and lactic acid upon the metabolism of 321 
hybridomas in batch culture.
4.2.1. Procedure.
A range of concentrations of ammonium chloride and 
lactic acid were made up in RPMT 1640 and filter 
sterilised through a 0.22/1 filter (Millipore (U.K.) 
Ltd. ,Harrow, Middlesex) . The hybridomas were harvested 
by means of centrifugation at . 1000 r. p. m. for 5 
minutes. The cell pellet was resuspended in pre-warraed 
RPKI 1640 supplemented with 5% UBCS and 2mM glutamine. 
The cells were resuspended in sufficient medium such 
that after addition of ammonium chloride or lactic- 
acid solutions to final concentrations of ImM, 2mK, 
5mM, and 8mM, the final cell concentration was 2 x 10-A 
cells per ml. Control cultures were set up by the 
addition of RPMI instead of lactic acid or ammonium 
chloride. The final volume of all cultures was 150ml, 
each experimental concentration of ammonium chloride 
and lactic acid was carried out in duplicate. The pH 
of the medium in each flask was corrected to 7. 0 prior
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Figure 4.1. The effect of lactic acid on the growth of 
321 hybridomas in batch culture. Cells were cultured 
in RPMI 1640, 5% NBCS plus 8mM < 0 >, 5mM <0>, 2mM (□>,
and ImM (B) lactic acid buffered to pH 7. 0. Control 
cultures without lactic acid were grown simultaneously 
<X> .
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Figure 4.2. The effect of ammonium chloride on the 
growth of 321 hybridomas in batch culture. Cells were 
cultured in RPMI 1640, 5% IvfBCS plus SmM CO> , 5mM <Q>,
2mM <□>, and ImM <©) ammonium chloride, buffered to 
pH7.0. Control cultures without ammonium chloride were 
grown simultaneously <X> .
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uptake of 321 hybridomas from the culture medium, 
Cells were cultured in RPMI 1640, 5% NBCS plus 8mM 
<0 > » 5mM (Q), 2mM <□>, and ImM <fl> lactic acid. 
Control cultures were grown simultaneously <X>.
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medium. Cells were cultured in RPMI 1640,5% HBCS plus 
8mM <0 > i 5mM (Q ) , 2mM CQ>, and ImM (g) ammonium 
chloride. Co.ntrol cultures were grown simultaneously 
<X > •
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Figure 4.5. Tiie eilect oi lactiic acia upon -one ictyuiu 
acid. production of the 321 hybridomas, Cells were 
cultured in RPMI 1640,5% MBCS, plus 8raM CO>, 5mM <0>» 
2mM <□ > , and ImM <B>, lactic acid. Control cultures 
were grown -simultaneously (X ) .
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5mM (0> » 2jiiM <□) , and iinM! > ammonium chloride.
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Figure 4.7. The effect of lactic acid upon the 
glutamine uptake of the 321 hybridomas. Cells were
cultured in RPMI 1640, 5% NBCS, plus 8mM CO), 5mM <0>
2mM (□) , and ImM (E3) lactic acid. Control cultures were 
grown siinult^neouslv (X > .
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Figure 4.8. The effect of ammonium chloride upon the 
glutamine uptake of the 321 hybridomas. Cells were 
cultured in *RPMI 1640, 5% NBCS, plus 8mM <0), 5mM <0>, 
2raM <□), and ImM (□ ) ammonium chloride. Control 
cultures were grown simultaneously <X>. .
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Figure 4,9. The effect of lactic acid upon the ammonia 
production of the 321 hybridomas, Cells were cultured 
in RPMI 1640, 5% NBCS plus 8raM <0) , 5mM <Q), 2mM (□> , 
and ImM (B) lactic acid, Control cultures were grown' 
simultaneously <X),
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ammonia production of the 321 hybridomas. Cells were 
cultured in RPMI 1640, 5% NBCS plus 8mM CO), 5mM C^),
2mM <□), -and ImM (E) ammonium chloride. Control 
cultures were grown simultaneously (X).
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Figure 4.11. The effect ox xactic acxa upuu 
antibody production of the 321 hybridomas, Cells were 
cultured in RPMI 1640, 5% NBCS plus 8mM CO) , 5mI»I <0>, 
2mM CD), and lmK CO) lactic acid. Control cultures 
were grown .simultaneously (X).
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antibody production of the 321 hybridomas. Cells. were 
cultured in RPMI 1640, 5% NBCS plus 8mM (O) , 5mM <0>> 
2mM (□), and ImM (®> ammonium chloride. Control 
cultures we^e grown simultaneously <X),
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Table 4.1. Mean specific uptake and accumulation rates 
of metabolites from media during the exponential 
growth phase (20—80 hours). L+ Lactic acid
supplemented cultures.
A B c D E F G
8. 0 1. 76 0. 013 0 . 02 0. 003 0. 003 0. 98
o10 1.16 0. 016 0. 12 0. 069 0. 099 1. 05
2. 0 0. 27 0. 019 0. 02 0. 018 0. 156 1. 17
1 . 0 0. 05 0. 025 0. 38 0 . 011 0. 184 1. 81
0.0 0.10 0. 018 0. 03 0. 002 0. 002 0. 96
Column A = Exogenous lactate concentration added
to cultures (mM) .
Column B — Mean growth rate iroin ,d0—80 hours per
10,:;'celIs hr '* .
Column C = Mean glucose uptake rate from 20-80
hours (mM per 103ceiis hr ' )
Column D = Mean lactate accumulation rate from 20'
80 hours (mM per 10r;' cells hr ' ) .
Column E = Mean glutamine uptake rate from 20-80
hours (mM per 103 cells hr ‘ )
Column F = Mean ammonia accumulation rate from 20-
80 hours <mM per 103 cells hr '1).
Column G = Mean antibody accumulation rate from
20-80 hours ( p.g per 10'-- cells hr '),
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Table 4.2. Mean specific uptake and accumulation rates 
of metabolites from media during the exponential 
growth phase C20-80 hours). Ammonium chloride
supplemented cultures.
' A B C D E F G
8. 0 1. 05 0. 021 0, 05 0, 194 0. 005 0. 98
01 o 1. 90 0. 026 0. 04 0. 289 0. 065 0. 13
2. 0 1. 75 0. 169 0. 052 0, 194 0. 141 0. 16
1. 0 1. 31 0. 186 0. 249 0. 058 0. 169 0. 26
0. 0 ’ 0. 09 0. 016 0. 020 0. 002 0. 003 1. 38
Column A = Exogenous ammonium chloride
concentration added to cultures (mM).
.Column B = Mean growth rate from 20-80 hours per
1055 cells hr 1 .
Column C = Mean glucose uptake rate from 20-80
hours (mM per 10s cells hr 1 .
Column D = Mean lactate accumulation rate from 20-
80 'hours (mM per 103 cells hr '• ) .
Column E = Mean glutamine uptake rate from 20-80
hours (mM per 10 3 cells hr'"'1).
Column F = Mean ammonia accumulation rate from 20-
80 hours (mM per 103 cells hr 1 ).
Column G = Mean antibody accumulation rate from
20-80 hours (p.g per 10s cells hr 1 ) .
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to incubation at 37'-'C using 5% carbon dioxide in air. 
Ceil counts were made on representative samples from 
each flask at intervals throughout the culture period. 
The supernatants from these samples were tested for 
glucose, lactate, ammonia, and glutamine
concentrations and also antibody accumulation.
4.3. Sesults.
The effects of the addition of exogenous lactic acid 
and ammonium chloride upon the test cell line is 
demonstrated in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. Figures 4.3 -
4.12 indicate the effect upon uptake of glucose and 
glutamine and production of ammonia, lactate, and 
antibody. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the mean specific 
production rates and uptake rates over the exponential 
growth period.
All the lactic acid supplemented cultures showed a 
reduced viable cell number when compared to the 
control. A lag phase was also demonstrated in some 
cases but was most noticeable in the cultures 
containing higher lactic acid concentrations. Cell 
death occurred most rapidly in the culture containing 
an initial lactic acid concentration of lOmM. These 
observations indicated that lactic acid even at low 
levels caused a decrease in the culture viability. The 
presence of a lag phase immediately after addition of 
the lactic acid may indicate some form of stress 
response.
The ammonium chloride supplemented cultures showed 
reduced cell viabilities within 24 hours. This effect
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The ammonium chloride supplemented cultures showed 
reduced cell viabilities within 24 hours. This effect 
therefore produced a lag phase and the cultures did 
not achieve high maximum cell numbers, approximately 
50% of that attained by the control.
Glucose was removed from the culture medium at a 
similar rate to the control culture in ail lactic acid 
supplemented cultures. The viable cell numbers in the 
test cultures were however lower than those determined 
in the control cultures. Therefore the mean specific 
uptake rate of glucose was higher in all of these 
than the control culture indicating that the addition 
of the lactic acid stimulated the rate of glycolysis 
within the cell (Table 4.1).
Glucose appeared to be taken up at a rate determined 
by viable cell number in the cultures supplemented 
with ammonium chloride. However by examining the mean 
specific uptake rates (Table 4.2) it can be seen that 
this was higher in the ammonium chloride supplemented 
cultures than the control cultures in all cases. The 
ammonium chloride also appeared to stimulate an 
increase in glucose metabolism. This increased glucose 
metabolism together with the increase in lactate 
production indicates that the cells are metabolising 
anaerobically, and not utilising the TCA cycle.
Lactate accumulated to high levels in the lactic acid 
supplemented cultures, maximum levels generally being 
above the control values. The mean specific
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accumulation rate of lactate was also higher in the 
supplemented cultures than the control (Table 4.1).
Lactate accumulated to similar levels to the 
control cultures in the ammonium chloride supplemented 
cultures, but the mean specific accumulation rate was 
also higher than the control value (Table 4.2). The 
addition of both lactic acid and ammonium chloride 
appeared to increase the lactic acid production rate 
also. It would seem therefore that this was a direct 
effect of the observed stimulation of the rate of 
glucose uptake resulting in a nett increase in lactate 
production.
Glutamine was removed from the culture medium at a 
higher mean specific rate than the control in all of 
the supplemented cultures.
Ammonia was also produced at a higher specific rate 
than the control culture in lactic acid and ammonium 
chloride supplemented cultures (Table 4.1 and 4.2). 
The increased utilisation of glutamine by the 
supplemented cultures therefore produces a greater 
increase in the rate of ammonia production as a 
consequence of glutaminoiysis.
The mean antibody accumulation rate was also at a 
higher rate than the control in the lactic acid 
supplemented cultures but the total accumulated 
antibody levels measured in the supernatant were 
generally lower than the control (Table 4.1).
This was not the case for the ammonium chloride 
supplemented cultures. Antibody was produced at a
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lower rate than that observed in the control cultures, 
and the total antibody accumulated in the supernatant 
was also lower than the control cultures.
4.4. Discussion.
The levels of ammonium chloride added to the cultures 
were chosen to represent a range from below those 
achieved at the end of a normal batch culture <1-2mM) 
to higher levels than would normally be expected in 
this system (5mM,8mM) . The lactic acid concentrations 
tested were a range that may commonly be achieved at 
the end of a normal batch culture (6-17mM) . Ammonium 
chloride and lactate appeared to have an effect upon 
the metabolism of the 321 hybridomas in culture. 
Ammonium chloride affected cellular viability rapidly, 
and at low concentrations (Iraki) , below those achieved 
at the end of a normal batch culture, where the 
levels of ammonia accumulated was between 1.5 and 
2. OmM (Chapter 3, Figure 3.26).
a) Ammonium Chloride
It has been shown that ammonium chloride inhibits the 
spontaneous secretion of lysozyme by macrophages and 
may also interfere with endocytosis [Jessup et al. 
(1983)3. Seglen and Seith (1977) found that the 
output of proteins by cultured hepatocytes is also 
inhibited by ammonium chloride. Weak bases such as 
ammonia cause vacuolation in cells due to their 
accumulation within the cells in regions of low pH. 
Lysosomes are the major site of accumulation, however 
there may also be accumulation in endosomes and
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phagosomes [DeDuve (1974)3. The rate of accumulation 
depends upon the pK and pKa of the amines involved. 
The pH of several of the intercellular compartments is 
raised by the uptake of amines. This causes 
vacuoiation and rapid loss of cellular integrity and 
viability. It has also been shown that enhanced or 
retarded incorporation of precursors into
macromolecules depends upon the ammonium concentration 
and the cell type [Zimber et al (1969), (1970)3. 
Ammonia is produced as a product of glutaminolysis and 
therefore is normally present in mammalian ceil 
culture supernatants. It appears clear from the data 
presented here that the metabolism of the cells is 
affected by ammonium chloride at extracellular 
concentrations between ImM and 8mkL Both glycolysis 
and glutaminolysis are increased as a response to 
exogenous levels of ammonium ions, and consequently 
the levels of lactate and ammonia are also raised. 
This response in itself may result in increased stress 
for the cells and cause accelerated cell death within 
the culture. It may be observed (Figure 4.2) that cell 
death occurs rapidly after 90 hours.
b)Lactic acid.
The levels of lactic acid tested upon the cell line 
were below those obtained at the end of a controlled 
batch culture (5-6raH, Chapter 3, Figure 3.24), yet 
even at these levels an immediate effect was shown 
upon the viability and cellular growth rate. Lactate 
has been shown to be toxic to cells in culture in
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several studies CGlacken gjt aJL<1986>, Immamura ei §X 
<1982)3. It lias been proposed that the decrease in pH 
produced by the excessive rise in concentration of the 
metabolite is a factor in the decrease in cellular 
growth and viability. However other investigators 
[McGowan aX <1984), Seuveny et aX <1986)3 have
shown that high concentrations of lactate can 
stimulate hepatocyte DMA replication, and the addition 
of up to 2.5g/i <28mM)lactate can stimulate the growth
of hybridomas. It has been demonstrated that lactate 
formation is affected by glucose concentration, 
cellular growth rate and pH l Luan e£_ aX- » <1987)3 . He 
demonstrated that the rate of lactate formation was 
raised by increasing the pH of a culture from 6.8 to
7.1, 5 days after initiation, and was also raised at
high glucose concentrations and during periods of 
exponential cell growth. In this case a similar effect 
upon the cells was observed to that of ammonium 
chloride addition, that is the rate of glycolysis and 
glutaminolysis were raised resulting in increased 
accumulation of lactic acid and ammonium ions.
From these data it appears that there was a 
stimulatory effect on the metabolism of the 321 cell 
line by both lactate and ammonia at levels below those 
found at the end of a normal controlled culture, which 
therefore should produce the effects observed at that 
stage in a normal culture. The disadvantages of an 
artificial technique such as this is that the cells 
are subjected to such concentrations rapidly and are
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not introduced to a gradual increase as they would be 
under normal conditions. This alternative was 
attempted but problems arose due to pH control and 
maintenance of controlled culture volumes, as after 
each addition there was a dilution effect if the 
compounds were not made up in medium or if they were 
made up in medium then the levels of amino acids, 
glucose and glutamine were also raised and the
experiments then became fed batch rather than batch 
cultures, which would not have been comparable with 
previous preparative work. The metabolism of the cells 
appears to be increased in the majority of parameters 
measured except the production rate of antibody is 
much reduced by the presence of exogenous ammonium
chloride. As the addition of the exogenous compounds 
did dot appear to affect the initial rates of reaction 
in the culture (for example glucose uptake, lactate 
production) the effects observed may be cumulative. In 
order to determine if the inhibitory effects observed 
at high cell density are due to ammonium and lactic-
acid alone a series of further experiments were set
up.
A ’ceil exudate mediuin’ <CEM) was prepared by 
incubating a concentrated culture of the test
hybridoma line in serum free medium. This was analysed 
for levels of lactic acid and ammonia and subsequently 
tested on the stock cell line to try to determine 
whether the inhibitory effects upon cellular growth 
and viability were caused by the lactic acid and
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ammonia alone or whether it was due to other factors 
within the CEM.
4.5. Effect of combinations of lactic acid, ammonium 
chloride and ‘cell exudate* medium (CEM) upon cellular 
metabolism.
4.5.1. Procedure.
Test solutions of lactic acid and ammonium chloride 
were made and filtered as above. The cell exudate 
medium was prepared as indicated in Chapter 2 section 
2. 2. 9. The CEM was prepared by incubating- 5 x 10'' 
cell/ml, as compared to the normal culture cell 
densities of 5 x 10~; cells/ml, that is a concentration 
of 100 fold. The hybridoxna cells were harvested and 
seeded into the culture flasks as above (Section 
4.2.1). the flasks were supplemented with final 
concentrations of 5mM, lOmM lactic acid, ImM, 2mM, and 
5mM ammonium chloride and 10% cell exudate medium. 
Therefore by using this CEM as a 10% v/v supplement 
the levels of metabolites contained in it may be up to 
10 times more concentrated than those achieved in a 
normal culture. All the combinations of these three 
variables were also set up. The pH of all flasks were 
adjusted to 7.0 prior to incubation at 37^'C in 5% 
carbon dioxide in air. Samples were removed from the 
flasks at intervals during the culture period and the 
cells were counted and viability determined. The 
supernatant was also tested for glucose and antibody 
concentration to provide information of the metabolic 
state of the cells under test.
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Table 4.3. Viable cell number and percentage viability
from cultures supplemented with combinations of CEM
and lactic acid, and CEM and ammonium chloride
0% CEM 10% CEM
Culture time (hours) Culture time (hours)
24 48 72 96 24 48 72 96
A 2.1 5. 6 6 . 1 0. 5 1.6 3. 4 5.5 0 . 0
<93) <99) (86) <5) <86) (74) <52) <0)
B 1. 9 2. 8 5. 4 0. 4 1.8 2. 7 4. 7 0. 0
(SO) (82) (79) <8 ) (83) (72) (62) (0)
C 1.8 2. 5 4. 4 0. 4 2. 2 2. 2 3. 5 0. 4
(80) <74) (66) <6 ) (90) (90) <48) <10)
D 1. 9 5. 7 4. 0 0 . 0 2. 2 3. 2 5. 9 0. 3
<88). <70) <47) <0) (90) <56) (52) <6 )
E 1.6 1. 4 3.4 0. 6 3. 0 3. 2 3. 4 0.2
<84) <60) (49) (10) <90) (60) <34) <6 )
F 1.9 1. 8 2. 8 0. 5 2.6 4. 0 2. 0 0 . 1
<70) <57) (46) <10) (87) (59) <29) (4)
Figures shown are viable cell numbers (x 10s/ml), 
those in parentheses are % viabilities of the culture.
Row A = Control cultures without exogenous
lactic acid or ammonium chloride.
Rows B & C = Cultures supplemented with 5mM and lOraK 
lactic acid respectively.
Rows D, E & F Cultures supplemented with ImM, 2mM and 
5mM ammonium chloride respectively.
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Table 4.4. Glucose uptake from the supernatants of 
cultures subjected to exogenous addition of lactic 
acid and CEM and ammonium chloride and CEM. Results 
are expressed in mM.
0% CEM 10% CEM
Culture time (hours) Culture time; (hours)
24 48 72 96 24 48 72 96
A 7.9 • 6. 5 2.6 1. 9 5.8 5.8 4. 1 3.2
B 8.3 6.6 4. 2 3. 9 4.3 5.5 1.7 2. 9
C 5.0 5. 3 3. 1 3. 4 5.8 4.1 2. 7 2. 3
D 8.0 6. 9 4. 5 4. 7 6.3 5.3 3. 9 4. 3
E 4.9 4. 6 5.5 3. 6 7.5 7.1 2. 8 4. 4
F 8.0 6. 2 4. 3 4. 8 7.9 5.4 5.2 4. 4
(Please see table 4. 3 for key to rows)
Table 4.5. Antibody■ accumulation in supernatants
cultures subjected to exogenous addition of lact
acid and CEM, and ammonium chloride and CEMl. Hesur
are expressed in pg/ml.
0% CEM 10% CEM
Culture t i me (hours) Culture time (hours)
24 48 72 96 24 48 72 96
A 55 85 111 - 16 160 243 177
B 91 116 183 304 27 102 67 60
C 16 72 182 150 22 387 213 54
D 111 83 85 32 13 85 150 176
E 25 97 142 32 41 150 131 213
F 71 61 138 21 39 95 190 190
(Please see Table 4..3 f or key to rows) .
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Table 4.6. Viable cell count and percentage viability 
for cultures subjected to combinations of exogenous
ammonium chloride and lactic acid.
Time Ammonium chi oride concentration (hlM)
(hours) 0 1.0 2. 0 5. 0
0 2. 1
(99)
24 A 2. 0 1. 5 1. 9
(90) (85) (80)
B 1.8 1. 1 1. 4
(84) (78) (80)
0 5. 6
(99)
48 A 5. 5 3, 2 2. 0
(89) (79) (72)
B 2. 1 1. 8 0. 9
(60) (69) (65)
0 . 6. 1
(86)
72 A 3. 9 4. 8 3. 0
(70) (62) (60)
B 3. 5 3.3 1. 7
(53) (48) (42)
0 0. 5
(5)
96 A 0. 4 0. 8 0. 4
(5) (3) (2)
B 0. 2 0 01
COo
(3) (4) (2)
Viable cel 1 numbers are 10scel Is/ml. Numbers
parentheses indicate the percentage viability of the 
culture.
Rows A & B = Cultures containing 5mM lactic acid and 
10mM lactic acid respectively.
Row 0 = Untreated control cultures.
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Table 4.7.Glucose uptake from supernatant medium from 
cultures subjected to combinations of lactic acid and 
ammonium chloride (mM> .
Time AmmonjLum chloride concentration (mM)
(hours) 0 1. 0 2. 0 5. 0
0 7. 9
24 A 7. 9 6.2 8. 6
B 7. 0 6. 9 4.8
0 6. 5
48 A 6. 9 7.2 7.3
B 6. 7 4. 6 7. 5
0 2-. 6
72 A 3. 5 3. 8 5.0
B 2. 9 4. 9 5.2
0 1.9
96 A 3.5 2. 7 4. 9
B 3. 0 2. 8 4. 2
(see Table 4.6 for key to columns)
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Table 4 . 8. Antibody accumulation in supernatant med:
(jjg/ml ) of cultures subj ected to combinations
lactic ,acid and ammonium chloride •
Time Ammonium chloride concentration (mM)
(hours) 0 1. 0 2. 0 5. 0
0 55
24 A 56 13 23
B 46 13 10
0 85
48 A 138 16 15
B 12 15 17
0 111 ;
72 A 465 95 78
B 102 106 76
0 -
96 A 106 150 213
B 88 150 95
(For key to columns please see Table 4.6)
Table 4,9. Viable cell count and culture viability for 
cultures subjected to combinations of lactic acid 
ammonium chloride and CEM. 
a) 5mM lactic acid and 10% CEM.
Time Ammonium chloride concentration (mM).
(hours)
oo
1. 0 2. 0 o
If)
24 2. 0 1. 6 1. 6 2. 1
(90) (86) (84) (83)
48 3. 2 1. 9 2.2 2.2
(90) (72) (71) (74)
72 4.3 4. 4 3. 4 0. 75
(88) (64) (68) (60)
96 1.5 0. 5 0. 8 If)o
(17) (11) (7) (4)
b> lOmM lactic acid and 10% CEM.
Time Ammonium chloride concentration (mM)
(hours)
oo
1. 0 2, 0
o10
24 2. 1 2. 1 1.6 1,9
(90) (88) (80) (79)
48 2.2 2. 2 2. 5 1.9
(90) (79) (74) (74)
72 3.5
If)oi 2.3 2. 0
(80) (66) (60) (62)
96 1. 0 0. 7 0. 3 0 . 0
(14) (16) (15) (0)
The viable cell count is expressed per 10scelis/ml. 
The numbers in parentheses are the percentage 
viability of the cultures.
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Table 4.10. Glucose uptake from supernatant medium
<mM) from cultures subjected to concentrations of
lactic acid, ammonium chloride and CEM.
a) 5mM lactic acid and 10% CEM.
Time
(hours) o o
Ammonium chloride 
1. 0
concentration 
2. 0 01 O
24 4. 3 7.4 8. 5 7. 4
48 3. 5 5.7 6. 5 7. 4
•72 1. 7 2. 9 2. 5 4. 7
96 2.9 3. 1 2.7 3. 7
b> lOmM lactic acid and 10% CEM.
Time Ammonium chloride concentration (mM)
(hours)
oo
1. 0 2.0 5. 0
24 5. 8 5. 9 7. 5 7. 8
48 3 . 1 6.0 4. 9 4. 0
72 2. 7 3. 2 4. 0 3. 2
96 1. 9 2.7 3. 2 2. 1
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Table 4.11. Antibody accumulation in supernatant
medium (pg/ml) of cultures subjected to concentrations
of lactic acid, ammonium chloride and CEM.
a) 5mM lactic acid and 10% CEM.
Time Ammonium chloride concentration (mM)
(hours) 0 . 0 1. 0 2. 0
oin
24 27 27 85 22
48 102 102 119 256
72 . 206 121 72 213
96 59 51 32 85
b> lOmM lactic acid and 10% CEM.
Time Ammonium chloride concentration (mM)
(hours)
oo
1. 0 2. 0
oin
24 24 32 67
48 187 106 128 85
72 213 73 146 128
96 54 42 150 48
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4. 6. Results.
Tables 4.3-4.11 show the effects of such combinations 
upon cellular viability, glucose uptake and antibody 
productivity.
The ‘cell exudate’ media (CEM) showed a toxic effect 
on the cultures tested. At 10% of the final culture 
volume it caused reduced cell viability and cell 
number by 24 hours after addition (Table 4.3.) from 
93% to 86%. By combining this with lactate at various 
concentrations the cell viabilities recorded showed 
some cumulative effect for example the cultures with 
5raM lactate showed a 10% decrease by 24 hours, and the 
cultures with lOmM exogenous lactate showed an 18% 
decrease in cellular viability by 72 hours. By 
addition of the CEM to ammonium chloride the culture 
viability and cell number were greater than those 
observed in cultures only supplemented with ammonium 
chloride, for example 2.2-5.9 x lO-'cel is/ml during the 
culture period with 10% CEM and ImM ammonium chloride 
compared to 1.9-4.0 x 10 Scells /ml in cultures 
containing ImM ammonium chloride alone. Analysis of 
the CEM medium showed that it contained levels of 
ammonia and lactate that were below those shown to be 
toxic to the ceil line (For a more detailed analysis 
see Chapter 6 Section 6.3.),
The cultures supplemented with the CEM alone showed, a 
higher uptake of glucose from the supernatant medium 
than the control cultures (Table 4.4). The cultures 
suppi erne lit ed with a combination of lactic acid and CEM
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also showed an increased uptake rate in comparison to 
the levels measured in the cultures supplemented with
the lactic acid alone. The cultures supplemented with
the ammonium chloride and CEM showed a similar effect. 
The cultures containing the CEM showed a higher 
antibody production rate compared to controls (Table 
4.5). However it is interesting to note that the 
antibody accumulation in the supernatant was generally 
reduced when the cultures were treated with CEM and 
5mM lactic acid, compared to the accumulation observed 
when lactic acid is used alone. The results obtained 
by the combination of lOmM lactic acid and CEM showed 
an increased value of antibody production in the 
supernatant (Table 4.5). In all cases the antibody 
concentration achieved in cultures supplemented with a 
combination of ammonium chloride and CEM was higher 
than those obtained from cultures containing ammonium 
chloride alone (Table 4.5).
The total viable cells and percentage viability
determined for cultures containing combinations of 
lactate and ammonium chloride alone were generally 
reduced compared to control values and also compared 
to those obtained from cultures containing the
appropriate single supplement (Table 4.6). This was 
reflected by higher levels of glucose remaining in the 
culture supernatants (Table 4.7). The antibody 
accumulation in the supernatants was similar or 
slightly less than those obtained from cultures 
supplemented by the appropriate single test substance
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(Table 4.8). This suggests the antibody production 
rate would be raised or similar to those produced by 
the singly supplemented cultures.
The viable cells present in the cultures supplemented 
with the CEM, ammonium chloride and lactic acid 
showed similar results to those obtained from the 
cultures supplemented by ammonium chloride and lactic 
acid alone. (Table 4.9) The levels of glucose and 
antibody accumulation were correspondingly similar 
(Tables 4.10 and 4.11 a) and b).
4.7. Discussion.
From the results presented above it appeared that the 
ceils were susceptible to the effects of lactic acid 
and ammonia. This caused decreased cellular viability 
and when the two substances were added in combination 
the cell viabilities recorded were lower (Table 4.6) .
The addition of the CEM alone caused an inhibitory 
effect upon the cells in culture (Table 4.3). This was 
determined not to be due to the effect of any ammonia 
or lactate present in the CEM, as at such a dilution 
these factors became negligible ( For initial levels 
of ammonia and lactate contained in the CEM please 
refer to Chapter 6 Table 6.1, 0.5-0.7mM ammonia and
5.4-6.8mM lactic acid ). When the CEM was combined 
with either lactic acid or ammonium chloride or both 
(Tables 4,9 - 4.11) the net effect upon the cells was 
not significantly greater than the combination of the
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lactic acid and ammonium chloride together (Tables 4.6 
- 4.8). The metabolism of the cells in terms of
cellular viability, growth, glucose uptake and 
antibody production as a result of the addition of all 
these potential toxic products was generally increased 
with the exception of the antibody accumulation as a 
result of 5mM ammonium chloride addition which 
appeared to be reduced (Table 4.2). The viability of 
these ceil cultures was affected rapidly after 
initiation of the culture. The increased metabolism 
may have been a response to the stress applied 
exogenously as a result of these compounds. As the 
cells go through the growth phase in a normal batch 
culture they will be subjected to higher 
concentrations of lactate, ammonia and also many other 
waste products or breakdown products from the culture 
medium itself. The CEM showed an inhibitory effect 
that was not due to lactate and ammonia per se as the 
concentrations of ammonia and lactate that were 
present in the CEM prior to dilution were relatively 
low ( 0.6raM and 6mM respectively). After dilution to 
10% v/v in 3RPMI 1640, the levels of lactate and 
ammonia that the cells were exposed to were therefore 
negligible (0.6mM and 0.06mM respectively). Therefore 
this suggested that although there are obvious effects 
produced by ammonia and lactate in cultures the cells 
themselves may produce some factor that is toxic or 
may metabolise the medium in such a way that toxic 
product(s) are formed.
CHAPTER 5.
Effect of putative toxic metabolites upon protein 
synthesis.
5.1. Introduction.
Interest in the applications of dense cell cultures of 
mammalian cells has lead to further studies on in 
vitro metabolism [Katinger and Schierer <1985), Butler 
and Spier (1984)]. It has become essential to
determine the factors that may inhibit cellular 
functions and compromise the viability and
productivity of the culture. Waste products of 
metabolism accumulate in the culture medium, which
together with breakdown products of the medium itself 
may have a deleterious ef fect on the cells C Wang 
(1976), Ryan and Cardin (1966)]. How these effects 
occur and at which biochemical level is unclear at 
present. A better understanding of the effects of 
these metabolites is required if they are to be 
overcome in culture. Ammonia and lactate have been
proposed as such potential "toxic" waste products 
[Dean et al_. (1984), Glacken et al. (1986), Jessup gt_
al. (1983)] . It can be seen from the results shown in
Chapter 4 that ammonia and lactic acid have an 
inhibitory effect upon the cellular viability and 
increase the rate of uptake of glucose and glutamine, 
and production of lactic acid, ammonia, and monoclonal 
antibody. Studies using a cell exudate medium derived 
from a concentrated culture of the test cell line also 
showed an inhibitory effect upon cellular viability
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and growth, and increased metabolism in terms of 
glucose and glutamine uptake and antibody production. 
This increased metabolism along with decreased 
viability may be indicative of a stress response that 
is switched on in response to high local levels of 
potentially toxic compounds.
Cells undergo a phase prior to death where they may 
become stressed metaboiically, which could account for 
the observed increased metabolism effected by the 321 
hybridomas when subjected to exogenous putative toxic 
products. It has been demonstrated that stress
proteins may be induced in a large number of mammalian 
cell lines in vitro by a number of different stimuli 
[Hightower C1980), Kelley and Schlesinger <1978), 
Levinson gt_ gJL. (1980), Hightower et_ gJL. <1981)1.
Some of these stimuli are simple amino acid 
substitutions, therefore it would seem possible that a 
stress response may be elicited by accumulation of 
potentially toxic metabolites.These proteins appear to 
belong to the same set or subset of proteins that are 
induced by heat shock treatment, with apparent
relative molecular masses of C.70K, 80K, 90K, 100K,
and 110K respectively. The work reported in this 
chapter involved further investigations into the 
hypothesis that the cells may be stressed by waste 
product accumulation and compared any effects observed 
with those of the heat shock response. Prior to 
experimentation all cells were passaged as outlined in 
Chapter 2.
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5.2 The effects of potential toxic products upon 
protein synthesis.
5.2.1. Procedure.
a) Cel 1 Preparation: The hybridoma cells were
harvested in the mid-logarithmic phase of their growth 
cycle. The cells were counted, centrifuged at 1000 
r.p.m, for 5 minutes and resuspended at a final 
concentration of 10s per ml in pre-warmed KPMI 1640 
(containing 2mM glutamine and 5% HBCS) which had been 
supplemented with various concentrations of the 
potential toxic products. Concentrations tested were
2.5, 5, 8, 10, 15 and 20mT£ for both ammonium chloride
(BDH Ltd. , Poole, Dorset) and L+ lactic acid (Sigma 
Chemicals Ltd. , Poole, Dorset), and 10% CEK.
Untreated cells were cultured in parallel to the test 
flasks as negative controls. Positive controls were 
also set up for each batch of cultures. The cells in 
these flasks were heated at 43,::,C for 20 minutes and 
allowed to cool to 37t:,C. All test and control ceil 
suspensions were incubated in 75cm3 tissue culture 
flasks (Flow Laboratories Ltd, , Irvine, Ayrshire 
Scotland), The pH of all cultures was altered to pH 
7.0 with either 0.1M sodium hydroxide (BDH Chemicals 
Ltd. , Poole, Dorset), or 0.1M hydrochloric acid (BDH 
Chemicals Ltd, Poole, Dorset), and incubated for 8-24 
hours at 37c-'C in a humidified incubator maintained at 
5% carbon dioxide in air.
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b) 3^S-methioni ne LaJbejJU ng. Qf_ cdl_l_ suap^jASjon. : The
ceils were harvested by means of centrifugation at 
1000 r.p.m. for 5 minutes. Each pellet was washed 
twice in PBS (Oxoid Ltd, Basingstoke, Hampshire) at 
3 7 -.c. The pellets were each resuspended in methionine 
free minimal essential medium (Gibco Ltd. , Paisley, 
Scotland) to a final cell concentration of 2 x 10^ per 
ml. This medium had been supplemented with 3ESS 
methionine (Amersham International, Amersham,
Buckinghamshire) , to a final concentration of 20 
pCi/ral. The cell suspensions were incubated for 1 hour 
at 37,;:,C in a humidified incubator at 5% carbon dioxide 
in air.
c) Preparation of samples for electrophoresis : The
cells were harvested by centrifugation at lOOOr.p.m 
for 5 minutes. The resultant pellet was resuspended in 
an equal volume of final sample buffer (FSB, 150mX 
tris-HCL, pH 6.8, 15% 3~ mercaptoethanol, 6% sodium
dodecyl sulphate (Sigma Chemicals Ltd. , Poole, 
Dorset.), and 30% glycerol (BDH Ltd., Poole, Dorset), 
and boiled for 2 minutes to denature the protein 
present.
d) Badiolabel incorporation analysis : 5/j.l of each 
sample was removed and pipetted onto two small pieces 
of Whatman Ho. 1 filter paper (Whatman Chemicals Ltd., 
Maidstone, Kent). These samples were allowed to dry 
onto the paper in air. One of the duplicates was put 
aside for subsequent analysis. The other was washed 
three times in 10% ice coid trice rboxvi ic s. old (TOA)
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(BDH Chemicals Ltd., Poole, Dorset), absolute alcohol 
(BDH Chemicals Ltd. , Poole, Dorset), and then allowed 
to dry in air. Each replicate was placed into a 
separate scintillation vial and to each 4.0ml ox the 
scintillant Aqua-Luma (Lumac/3Mbv, 6372 AD Schaesberg, 
Netherlands) was added and 1.0ml distilled deionised 
water. Each tube was shaken to mix the contents 
thoroughly, and the luminescence determined by a 13- 
counter (LKB-Pharmacia, Mi1ton-Keynes, Bucks.). By 
comparison of the total counts per minute obtained 
from the unextracted sample compared to the counts per 
minute in the extracted sample, the percentage 
incorporation of the label could be determined. The 
amount of each sample to be subsequently loaded onto 
10% polyacrylamide gels (prepared as in section 
2.2.8.) could therefore be determined,
e ) Polvacrv1ami de Gel Electrophoresis
Electrophoresis was carried out according to the 
method of Laemmli (1970). Each sample was loaded onto 
a gel and electrophoresis was carried out at 40mA 
constant current for 3-4 hours. Duplicate wells on 
each gel were loaded with a radioactive protein 
standard mixture CFA626 (Amersham International Ltd. , 
Amersham, Bucks. ), these were elec-trophoresed as 
molecular weight standard markers. The gels were 
removed, fixed for 30 minutes in a solution of 40% 
acetic acid, 30% methanol in distilled water, and 
placed into En3Hance (New England Nuclear Research 
Products, Southampton, Hampshire) for 1 hour, and
finally washed in deionised distilled water for 1 
hour.
f) Flu orography : The gels were dried using a BioRad
model 224 slab gel drier (BioRad Laboratories Ltd. , 
Watford, Hertfordshire) and placed on a piece of X-ray 
film (Kodak Ltd., Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire) in a 
light proof cassette and fluorographed at -70°C for 
at least 48 hours. The cassettes were removed from the 
freezer at least two hours prior to development to 
enable them to reach room temperature. The films were 
developed (Ilford Photographic) and the bands 
visualised by photography. The approximate molecular 
weights of proteins could be determined by means of 
reference to standards.
5.3. Results.
The effects of lactic acid and ammonium chloride have 
been examined upon the cell line under investigation 
in Chapter 4, where full results have been shown. The 
effect of the 10% CEM is shown in Table 5. 1. It may be 
seen that the inhibitory effect upon cell growth and 
viability in the case of the lactic acid and ammonium 
chloride was dose dependent and is evident at levels 
that are commonly determined at the end of a normal 
batch culture (Chapter 3, Figures 3.9, 3.15 are
typical results). The CEM at 10% final culture volume 
also shows an inhibitory effect, but does not seem to 
be due to the combination of any endogenous lactate 
and ammonia (See Chapter 6, Table 6.1).
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The cells were cultured for 8, 24 and 48 hours in
various concentrations of lactic acid, ammonium 
chloride and CEM. The data shown in Table 5.1 shows 
the percentage incorporation of ::ssS methionine per 101-’ 
viable cells for each treatment after 24 hours, as 
derived from the TCA precipitation data. It may be 
seen that all the supplements have similar effects 
upon the rate of incorporation of radioactive label. 
The rate of incorporation is proportional to the 
concentration of the applied supplement until a 
saturation level is reached. Above this the label is 
incorporated to a much lesser extent.
The SDS-PAGE analysis revealed changes in the patterns 
of labelling in the proteins produced by the cells 
exposed to the supplements. After exposure to the 
supplements for eight hours there was a slight 
enhancement of a protein of approximate molecular mass 
of 70K, which may be comparable to the protein found 
in heat shocked positive control samples. Enhancement 
of this protein was not found after 24 or 48 hours. 
Plates 5.1 and 5.2. show the results obtained for the 
lactic acid supplemented cultures. The results from 
the other supplements were generally similar in this 
respect (data not shown) that is the 70K protein was 
slightly enhanced at 8 hours but not at 24. By 
comparison between the intensity of the 70K and the 
55K band in each track it may be seen that the 
relative intensity of the 70K band is increased in the 
supplemented cultures compared to the negative
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control. In the case of the lactic acid supplemented 
cultures however a further change from the control 
protein pattern was detected after 24 hours incubation 
(Plate 5.2). By comparing the relative intensities of 
bands of similar molecular weight in each track it 
appears that there is an elevated level of a protein 
in the. 55K region in the cultures treated with high 
levels of lactic acid <8-20mM).
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Table 5.1. 333 methionine incorporation by 321
hybridomas after 24 hours in culture in the presence 
of various potentially toxic metabolites.
Metabolite Concentration % input label
incorporated per 
103 cells.
Lactic acid 2.5mM 5.2
5. OmM 5.6
8 . OmM 5.8
10. OmM 7.6
15. OmM 10.5
20.OmM 9.9
Ammonium chloride 1. OmM 5.0
2. 5mM 6. 0
5. OmM 6,7
8. OmM 10. 2
10. OmM 7.5
15. OmM 7. 5
20. OmM 7.7
CEM 1.1% 5.0
3.4% 5.2
11.1% 7.9
33.3% 9.9
Control - 5.2
Plate 5.1. The effect of lactic acid upon the protein
synthesis of hybridomas after eight hours.
Tracks B, C, and D on the autoradiogram show the 
effect of lactate on protein synthesis at 
concentrations of 15, 10, and 8mM respectively. a
lactate free control is indicated by track F and track 
M represents the molecular weight markers (molecular 
weights of 2 00, 92.5, 69, 46, 30, and 14
kilodaltons).Track S represents a heat shocked sample 
as a positive control. Three heat shock proteins are 
indicated of approximate molecular weights 100, 80,
and 70 kilodaltons.
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Plate 5.2. The effect of lactate on protein synthesis
of 321 hybridomas after 24 hours.
i
Tracks A, B, C, D and E on the autoradiogram show the
effect of lactate on potein synthesis at
concentrations of 20, 15, 10, 8, and 5mi»i respectively.
A lactate free control is shown by track F, a heat
shocked positive control by track S, and molecular 
weight markers (as plate 5. 1) by track M. Three heat 
shock proteins are indicated, of approximate molecular 
weights of 100, 80, and 70 kiiodaltons and another
unidentified protein of approximate molecular weight
of 55 kiiodaltons.
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5.4. Discussion.
Changes in the pattern of cellular protein synthesis 
as a result of metabolic stress have been well 
documented. Changes originally determined as a result 
of heat shock CTissieres et al_. (1974), Ashburner et 
al. (1979)3 have now been found to occur as the result
of several different stimuli [Hightower (1980), Kelley 
et al. (1978), Levinson et_ al_. (1980), Hightower ei.
al. (1981), Thomas et aJL. (1982), Pelham (1986)3.
It appears from the data that the results obtained 
show that the response obtained is not similar to the 
heat shock one. There is some enhancement of the 
protein of molecular weight 70K which corresponds to 
the molecular weight of one of the most abundant heat 
shock proteins [Pelham (1986)3. In every species the 
70K protein has proved to be highly conserved by a 
variety of immunological and biochemical tests [Kelly 
and Schlesinger (1982) , Loomis et al_. (1980) , Voeilmy 
et aX. (1982)3. The gene has been cloned from
Drosophila which cross-hybridises with DHA sequences 
from human, murine and avian species. The homology 
shown to the yeast DElA was 72% [ Ignolia (1983)3 . The 
secretion of these proteins is very rapid, ubiquitous 
and conserved and therefore must be of fundamental 
importance to eukaryotic ceils. This protein plays an 
important role in cell growth as it may be involved in 
protein folding and assembly. Upon heat shock or other 
stress it may help to reassemble denatured cellular 
proteins and have a protective effect on the cells
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[ Gerner et_ aJL- <1976), McAllister (1980),
Graziozi (1981), Petersen gt_ al_. (1981), Loomis e±_ aJL_. 
(1980) 3. The other heat shock proteins do not appear 
to be enhanced, but a 55K protein that is not part of 
the normal heat shock response is enhanced.
A number of workers have reported the involvement of 
cytoskeletal proteins in response to metabolic stress 
[Kelley and Schiesinger (1978), Thomas et &!_. (1982),
Biessmann et aJL* (1982) 3 , the common cytoplasmic 
target being the vimentin intermediate filament 
network. Two proteins of molecular weights 46K and 
40K, have been shown to change cellular compartments 
as a response to heat stress in Drosophila CFalkner 
and Biessmann (1980)3. The 46K protein being similar 
to vimentin and the 46K protein showing similarities 
to cytoskeletal meshworks in a variety of vertebrate 
cells. Heat shock LFalkner (1981)3, and uncouplers of 
oxidative phosphorylation appear to destroy the 
vimentin and tubulin cytoskeleton and may therefore 
cause the polysomes to disintegrate l Maro and Bornens 
(1982)3, The fact that a 55K protein should appear 
when these particular cells were subjected to
environmental stress may indicate some involvement of 
the cytoskeletal proteins, such as tubulin in response 
to the perturbations of the cellular environment. 
However why this should only occur in the presence of
lactate is unclear, but this indicates that it has a
totally different mechanism of cytotoxicity upon the 
cellular metabolism than the CEM or ammonium chloride.
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Ammonia appears to exert its toxic effect by 
intracellular accumulation in lysosomes, and lactic- 
acid may have some effect on the cytoskeleton. However 
the CEM does not appear to show either such phenomena 
to any great extent. If this work had been continued 
any further it would have become important to use a 
densitometric technique to determine the relative 
intensities of the protein bands with repect to 
control cultures.
CHAPTER 6 .
Analysis of Cell Exudate Medium.
6.1. Introduction.
The nutrient requirements of mammalian cells are 
extremely complex and knowledge of the exact levels of 
compounds needed to sustain cellular growth is 
continuously being increased. However, the role of 
serum and its constituents is only just beginning to 
be discovered. Serum is a complex mixture of hormones 
nutrients, trace elements, growth factors, carrier 
proteins and attachment and spreading factors. Recent 
developments In the characterisation of serum factors 
suggest that the interaction between them and the 
cells is far from simple. Electrophoretic separation 
of serum constituents led to the elucidation of two 
types of activities, growth promoting, and survival 
factors [Paul (1971)3. Many cell lines stop growing 
when such serum factors are depleted from the medium 
[Holley et aJL (1968), (1978)3. This may be attributed 
to their depletion below a defined level required for 
cellular growth to occur or it may be due to the 
production of an inhibitory factor in the medium 
itself [ Garcia-Girault e£_ al_ . , (1970), Tanapat et al_ 
. , (1978), Holley et aJL. , (1978). Lactic acid and
ammonium chloride have been shown to be inhibitors of 
this cell line in previous chapters. However the CEM 
produced in serum free medium exposed to high cell 
densities for a short period of time has also shown an 
inhibitory effect that could not be accounted for on
—  1 7 8  —
the basis of ammonia and lactate toxicity, and 
occurred in the presence of serum indicating that it 
was not due to limitation of serum components. The aim 
of this chapter was to carry out preliminary analyses 
on this exudate containing medium and to determine 
some of the characteristics of the inhibitory 
factor(s) that may be present.
A large proportion of the analyses carried out in 
this chapter were carried out using fast protein 
liquid chromatography (F.P.L.C.). The separations 
obtained using this method are based on the 
characteristics of the charges present in the 
constituent molecules of the sample. Manipulation of 
buffer salts, solvents and pH lead to an increased 
resolution and maximal sensitivity. The important 
features of F.P.L.C. as a technique for separation of 
biological samples are that a high percentage of the 
sample mass may be recovered, its integrity and 
activity are maintained and the separation occurs 
more rapidly than conventional methods.
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6.2. Procedure.
The CEM was prepared as outlined in Chapter 2.,section 
2.2.9., by incubating approximately 5 x 10'^cells per 
ml in serum free medium for 4 hours. This protocol was 
achieved as a result of many preliminary studies to 
try to obtain CEM that produced the same effect upon 
the test cell line and also contained comparable 
levels of ammonia and lactate. During initial studies 
the initial incubation medium proved an important 
consideration. Initially PBS was used but this did not 
allow the cells to remain viable during the incubation 
period and they began to die after an hours incubation 
at the concentrations previously stated. Incubation 
time also proved important as the cells must remain as 
viable as possible during this time otherwise other 
variables such as lysosomal proteolytic enzymes may be 
released as a result of cell death and lysis and 
cause a degradatory effect when added back to a normal 
cell culture purely due to the action of such enzymes. 
This could therefore lead to false positive results. 
An incubation time was therefore chosen that enabled a 
high cellular viability to be maintained and the 
production of the resultant CEM to be reproducible. 
Each time the CEM was made it was analysed for the 
levels of ammonia and lactate present using the 
protocols as presented in Chapter 2. The CEM produced 
were also compared xo each other when separated via 
the ion exchange F.P.L.C. column. Several CEM were 
tested at 5% and 10% final culture volume upon a stock
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culture batch of cells that were resuspended directly 
after revival from liquid nitrogen and washing into 
fresh medium containing the CEM supplement. The stock 
batch of cells had been prepared so that one batch of 
known passage history could be used to test any CEM 
for toxicity to prevent any experimental error from 
using cells produced from different passages. The CEM 
were also tested on cells that were being routinely 
grown to determine any differences in the response of 
the cell line at two different passage levels. The 
cells were harvested by means of centrifugation at 
iOOOr.p.m for 5 minutes, and resuspended at a final 
density of 5 x lO1^ per ml in supplemented PPMI. Cell 
counts and viability estimations were carried out 
every 24 hours over a period of 120 hours. Each flask 
contained a final culture volume of 15ml, and each 
supplement was tested in triplicate. The flasks were 
incubated at 37™ C in 5% carbon dioxide in air in a 
humid incubator.
Following results obtained from these and other 
combinations of. CEM and lactic acid and ammonium 
chloride (See Chapter 4 for further details) it was 
decided to try to analyse the CEM in more depth. For 
this it was decided to use F.P.L.C. as it is a gentle 
technique providing good separation and maintaining 
the activity of the components that are separated. Two 
column types were employed for analysis. Initially the 
Mono-Q column was used. This column was supplied by 
Fharmacia pre—packed as a strong anion excha.nge resin
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for resolving molecules of a net negative charge. As 
the resin used is a strong ion exchanger there is 
little variation in ion exchange capacity with changes 
in pH. The charged groups employed on the matrix of 
the Mono-Q column are quaternary amines < -
CH^ Nr*' <CH3>3 > . Negatively charged sample components 
react with these until they are eluted by means of an 
increased salt concentration.
6.2.1. Determination of elution conditions.
To determine the conditions used for elution and 
separation of the samples on the Mono-Q column 
electrophoretic titration curves were carried out on 
each sample. This was carried out using the Pharmacia 
Phast-Gel system and IEF media (Pharmacia-LK3 Ltd. , 
Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire) . The IEF gels were 
supplied ready for use from Pharmacia. The gels were 
removed and placed onto the electrophoresis bed, 
ensuring that complete contact was made. The electrode 
assembly was lowered onto the gel surface and pressed 
gently onto the gel to ensure contact. The 
electrophoresis unit was programmed as indicated in 
the Pharmacia separation technique file
No.100.(Appendix A). Such electrophoretic curves are 
produced by creating a pH gradient from 3-9 across the 
gel. The sample is applied at right angles to the 
preformed gradient and electrophoresis is carried out. 
Sample components run perpendicularly to the tdH 
gradient towards the anode or cathode depending on 
their net charge at any particular pH. The curve
produced is of pH versus net charge and is therefore 
unique to each molecule. All components of a crude 
preparation therefore will produce their own titration 
curves. The gels were stained using the Pharmacia 
silver stain and allowed to dry in air. By analysis of 
the titration curve data for the CEM it was possible 
to determine the optimal elution conditions for the 
CEM. The proteins contained in the CEM appeared to
show the greatest separation from pH 7.0-8.0.
Therefore a series of experiments was set up to 
optimise the elution conditions.
All samples to be analysed on the column were passed 
through a 0.22/1 filter (Millipore Corporation, Harrow, 
Middlesex), to remove any solid matter and also for
degassing prior to loading. A 100/il loop was filled 
with CEM by means of a syringe and loaded onto the 
column via the inlet port. it was eluted using a
gradient of 0 - 1.0M sodium chloride in 2OmM bis-tris 
propane (Sigma Chemicals Ltd, Poole, Dorset), pH 7.2. 
The eluted proteins were detected at 280nm by a U. V. 
detector and the peaks collected by a Frac-100 
fraction collector (Pharmacia-LKB Ltd, Milton Keynes 
Buckinghamshire) . The peaks were collected and stored 
at -20-’C until subsequent analysis. The peaks obtained 
were compared with those obtained from a sample of 
serum free medium that had been eluted under similar 
conditions. This procedure was repeated at pH 7.8 to 
determine whether any greater resolution was obtained 
using a higher pH. The -huiier system used in this case
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was 2OmM tris (Sigma Chemicals Ltd, Poole, Dorset), 
and a salt gradient of' 0 - 1.0M sodium chloride. The
eluted proteins were detected as above. The resolution 
of the protein peaks was analysed in both cases and 
the optimal procedure chosen for subsequent 
separations.
6.2.2. Effect of the eluted proteins upon the 321 
hybridoma cell line.
In order to determine the effect of the separated 
peaks upon the cells a series of experiments were 
carried out. The eluted peaks were filter sterilised 
by passing them through a 0 .22 /jl filter. The filtrate 
was then added to the stock cells as above and a 
viable cell count was made every 24 hours. Controls 
were also set up containing the buffer used to elute 
the proteins both before and after passing through the 
Mono-Q column, and also a duplicate set of flasks was 
left untreated, medium was added instead of peak 
material or buffer. All tests were set up in 
duplicate. The results obtained from these experiments 
were analysed, and the contents of each peak were 
analysed further.
6.2.3. Analysis of the Mono-Q column peak contents by 
PAGE and IEF.
The eluted peaks from the Mono-Q column' were analysed 
further. Each sample was examined using polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and isoelectric focussing 
(IEF).
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6*2.3.1. PAGE.
This was carried out by using the Pharmacia Phast-Gel 
system <Pharmacia-LKB, hi Iton-Keynes,
Buckinghamshire). This system allows very small sample 
volumes to be analysed rapidly. Pre-formed gels were 
supplied with this system and were selected depending 
on the analysis required. Initially non-denatured PAGE 
was carried out on all the peaks to determine the 
approximate molecular weight of the proteins contained 
in them. The gels were supplied in foil pouches and 
stored at 4,:;:,C prior to use. They were removed from 
their protective coverings and placed onto the 
electrophoresis bed of the apparatus. Thorough contact 
was ensured by pipetting a small drop of distilled 
water onto the electrophoresis bed and placing the gel 
on top of this. Air bubbles were removed from the 
underside of the gel by gentle pressure. The 
protective film was removed from the surface of the 
gel and the buffer strip holder lowered gently onto 
the gel surface. The agarose buffer strips were placed 
into the holder and the electrode assembly was lowered 
onto these ensuring even contact. The samples were 
loaded onto the sample applicator by capillary action 
and the applicator placed onto the electrode assembly. 
The electrophoresis was started and the sample 
applicator was lowered and raised at specific times in 
the pre-programmed method. A.t the end of the 
electrophoresis the gels were removed and silver 
stained using the Pharmacia silver stain method. After
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staining the gels were dried in air and analysed by 
using a light box for background illumination. By 
comparison with molecular weight markers that had been 
electrophoresed at the same time as the unknown 
samples it was possible to determine an approximate 
molecular weight for the observed bands. SDS-PAGE was 
also carried out on the peak material eluted from the 
Mono-Q ion exchange column that produced an inhibitory 
effect when added to the 321 hybridomas as above. The 
gel used for this analysis was a gradient gel (8-25%) 
supplied ready cast from Pharmacia. The samples were 
loaded and electrophoresed in a similar manner to the 
native PAGE except that SDS buffer strips were used. 
The gels were stained using the Pharmacia silver stain 
method, dried in air and any bands produced were 
compared with molecular weight standard markers.
6.2.3.2. IEF.
The Phast-Gel IEF media was also supplied ready cast. 
The gels contain carrier ampholytes to generate stable 
linear pH gradients in the gel during electrophoresis. 
In this way the proteins are separated from each other 
on the basis of their isoelectric points. The proteins 
migrate to the point in the gel where the pH
corresponds to their pi. The Phast-GEl IEF 3-9 gel was
used in this analysis which produces a gradient from 
pH 3-9. . The method for the IEF was programmed into 
the control unit. This consisted of three steps, an
initial prefocusing step to 'produce the pH gradient, 
a sample application step where the applicator was
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lowered and raised, and finally a focusing step. The 
method used in this case was as shown in the Pharmacia 
Phast-Gel separation technique file No.100.(Appendix 
A). The gels were stained using the Pharmacia silver 
stain method and allowed to dry in air. Analysis was 
carried out by comparison with molecular weight 
markers of known pi. The gels were photographed as a 
permanent record.
6.2.4. Analysis of the Mono-Q column peaks using gel 
filtration.
The column used for all analyses was the Superose 12 
gel filtration column and was supplied pre-packed from 
Pharmacia. The gel used in this column was a cross 
linked agarose based one, with a narrow particle size 
distribution of approximately 10pm. This enabled high 
flow rates at low back pressures. The molecular weight 
exclusion limit of globular proteins was approximately 
2 x 10G'. The optimum molecular weight separation range 
recommended for this column was 1000 - 3 x 10s . Vhen 
not in use the column was stored in separation buffer 
suDplemented with 0.05% sodium azide (Sigma Chemicals 
Ltd. , Poole, Dorset) to prevent damage due to 
microbial contamination. The column was prepared for 
use by flushing through with the eluent buffer that 
was to be used for subsequent protein separation. Slow 
flow rates were used (usually 0. 4ml/minute) which is 
optimum for this system and the column was washed 
until a steady baseline was observed.
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6 .2 .4.1 .Eluent buffer.
There were several buffers that could be used as 
eluent buffers in this system. To avoid ionic 
interactions the ionic strength of the buffer chosen 
should be at least 0.05. The buffer used for all 
analyses was 0.05M sodium hydrogen phosphate (BDH 
Chemicals Ltd, Poole, Dorset) in 0. 15M sodium chloride 
(May and Baker Ltd, Dagenham, Essex) at a pH of 7.0. 
This was considered to be the most appropriate pH for 
efficient separation without denaturation of the 
proteins. This solution was filtered and degassed by 
passing it through a 0.2 p filter (Miillipore 
Corporation, Harrow, Middlesex) under vacuum prior to 
use on the column.
6. 2. 4. 2.Sample Preparation.
The samples to be analysed on the column were all 
stored at —20°C until immediately before use. The 
samples were thawed and passed through a 0.2p filter 
(Miillipore Corporation , Harrow, Miiddlesex) to remove 
any solid matter and also for degassing prior to 
loading.
6. 2.4. 3. Sample loading.
a. iOupi loop w a s used no facixitate xoading onio tne 
column. This was filled with degassed sample by means 
of a 1.0ml syringe via the loading port. Once the 
1o o p  was tilled the sample was loaded by changing thei. IT J O  l_?
valve position on the top of the column . This was
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done remotely by the programming- unit. After allowing 
sufficient time for sample loading the valve position 
was changed again to enable the sample to be passed 
through the column. This was carried out by setting 
parameters manually on the programming unit. The
eluent buffer was passed through the column at a speed 
of 0. 4ml/minute into a spectrophotometric ceil 
monitor.
6.2.4.4.Elution profile.
The eluted buffer from the column was passed through 
an ultra-violet spectrophotometric cell and the
absorbance was measured at 280nm. The data was
transmitted to a chart recorder where it was monitored 
at 0. 5cm/minute. Peak f ractions were collected by 
setting the sensitivity of the monitor to determine 
every reading over 5% full scale deflection was
considered as a peak. The fraction collector therefore 
harvested each peak and by means of an event marker on 
the chart recorder and a peak data recovery facility 
on the fraction collector itself the relevant
fractions could be identified.
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6.2.4. 5. Column characterisation.
The column was characterised prior to the analysis of 
any samples. A lOOpi aliquot containing a final 
protein concentration of 0.44mg/ml of a mixture of 
molecular weight markers (Sigma Chemicals Ltd, Poole, 
Dorset) was run down the column. These standards were: 
Protein Molecular weight Concentration (mg/ml) 
Aprotinin 6,500 2.5
Cytochrome c 12,400 1.0
Carbonic anhydrase 29,000 2.5
Albumin 66,000 8.0
Blue dextran 2,000,000 8.0
The total elution volume was measured to obtain the 
void volume of the column.The individual elution 
volumes for each protein were determined and a 
standard curve was plotted of log.10 molecular weight 
against elution volume. By comparison to this curve 
the approximate molecular weights of unknown proteins 
could be determined.
6.2.5. Concentration of peak material.
Several attempts were made to concentrate the peak 
material without success. The first method used was 
ethanol precipitation at -20c:,C for 24 hours. This was 
used to try to precipitate the protein and therefore 
allow resuspension in a smaller volume. This technique 
was unsuccessful as protein could not be detected 
upon electrophoresis of the treated sample. The second 
technique that was used was concentration by
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ultrafiltration. Samples were loaded into Amicon 10 
(Amicon Ltd, Woking, Surrey) ultrafiltration units and 
centrifuged at SOOOr.p.m. for 30 minutes to obtain a 
concentrated sample. This technique also proved 
unsatisfactory as the volumes used were small and 
protein recovery in this case was not efficient.
6.3. Results
The analyses carried out on several preparations of 
CEM is shown in Table 6.1. The results presented 
include protein estimations, ammonia, and lactate 
concentrations. All these analyses were effected as 
indicated in Chapter 2. . These results show that the 
effect of the demonstrated growth inhibition due to 
the CEM is not likely to be due to the exogenous 
concentrations of ammonia and lactate added to the 
cell culture system. This is due to the fact that the 
dilution made of the CEM in the test system produced 
levels of lactate and ammonium ions that were below 
those seen to show a significant toxic effect to the 
celIs.
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the effect of adding 5% and 
10% of two preparations of CEM to a stock cell 
suspension. The inhibition observed increased from 25% 
to 60% with time as a percentage of the control value 
in the cultures supplemented with 10% CEM , and from 
approximately 5% to 40% in the cultures supplemented 
with 5% CEM.
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Table 6.1. The protein, ammonia and lactate content of 
various CEM.
CEM Tested Protein Ammonia
conc. (/jig/mi) conc. (mM)
1.0 670.0 0.6
2.0 450.0 0.5
3.0 540.0 0.5
4.0 590.0 0.7
lactate 
conc <mM)
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WPlate 6.1. Native PAGE gel (12.5%) of CEM.
M 2 3 M  4 5 M
- 3 3 0
-  220
- 67
- 60
- 36
- 18
indicate replicated sampj.es of
approximate
acKS i, ana o
M.Track M indicates marker proteins of 
relative molecular weights of 300, 22 0,
and 18 kiiodaltons.
67, 60, 36,
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Plate 6.2 IEF gel of CEM.
M  1 2 3 M  4 5
- 3 - 5
Tf« t
-
-8-4
—  9-3
Tracks 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 show test samples of cell
exudate medium (CEM) applied to the gel. Tracks 
labelled M indicate marker proteins. The approximate 
pi values of these marker proteins are indicated.
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Plate 6.3. Native PAGh gel (12.5%) of peak material.
M 1 3  4  5
330
220
67
60
36
18
i rticjks _l to y iHuicfitt: the appi icstion of sfiinpis
reaks derived from F.P.L.C, of the cell exudate medium 
(CEM) . The track labelled M indicates the marker
proteins of approximate relative molecular 
330, 220, 67, 60, 36, and 18 kilodaltons.
weights
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Plate 6.4. 1HP gel of peak material.
racks 1 to 7 indicate the application of sample
peaks derived from F.P.L.C. of the cell exudate medium 
(CEM). The track labelled M indicates the marker 
proteins, some approximate pi values are indicated.
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Table 6.2. The approximate molecular weights of 
proteins derived from the separation of the CEM by 
12.5% K'ative PAGE.
Distance from R.f Approximate
anode (mm). M.Vt.
33. 0 0. 97 17,000
32. 5 0. 96 18,000
25. 0 0. 74 40,000
22. 0 0. 65 64,000
21. 0 0. 62 74,000
20. 0 0.61 78,000
19. 0 0. 59 82,000
13. 0 0. 38 190,000
12. 0 0. 35 220,000
10. 0 0. 29 280,000
5. 0 0. 14 >330,000
3. 0 0. 08 >330,000
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Table 6.3. Approximate molecular weights of the 
proteinaceous peak material derived from the
separation of the CBN using the Mono-Q column, from a 
12.5% native PAGE gel.
Peak number P.r Approx. M.Wt.
1 0.30 200,000
0.60 50,000
1. 00
0. 27 
0. 57 
0. 60 
0. 63 
0. 96
<16,000
105,000
56.000
50.000
46.000 
<18,000
0. 27 
0. 57 
0. 72 
0. 99
105,000
56.000
33.000 
<18,000
0. 72 
0. 99
33,000 
<18,000
0. 75 30,000
1 .  0 <18,000
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Table 6.4. Approximate molecular weights of the
proteinaceous material in the peaks obtained from
separation of the CEM using the Mono-Q column, by gel
filtration.
Peak number Elution volume (ml) Approx. M. Wt.
1 1. 6 >2000 000
2. 0 >2000 000
2. 4 >2000 000
4. 4 220 000
7, 0 10 000
8. 0 4 000
9. 8 <2 000
2 5. 6 60 000
6. 6 16 000
7. 6 5 000
8. 4 <2 000
9. 2 <2 000
11.2 <2 000
3 6. 0 36 000
4 4. 4 220 000
4. 8 130 000
7. 0 10 000
5 5. 0 110 000
5.8 45 000
7. 2 9 000
8. 2 <2 000
6 6. 8 12 000
7 6. 6 15 000
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Table 6.5. The approximate pi of the proteins 
contained in the CEM as determined by IEF over a pH 
gradient of 3-9.
Distance of band from 
anode (mm)
33. 0 
28. 0 
25. 0 
24. 5 
24. 0 
19. 0 
18. 0 
14. 0 
12. 0 
8 . 0 
3. 0 
1 . 0
Approximate
pi.
9.31 
8. 45 
7. 95 
7. 87 
7. 78 
6. 93 
6. 76 
6. 08 
5. 74 
5. 03 
4. 21 
3. 87
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Table 6.6. The approximate pi of the peak proteins 
determined by IEF
Peak number Distance from anode (mm) Approximate pi
1 35.0 9.65
19.0 6.93
18.0 6.76
17.0 6.59
8.0 5. 06
2 35.0 9.65
29.0 8.63
19.0 6.93
18.0 6.76
8.0 5. 06
3 29. 0 8. 63
19.0 6. 93
18.0 6. 76
8.0 5.06
4 29.0 8,63
19.0 6.93
15.0 6.25
8.0 5,06
5 16.0 6 . 42
15.5 6.34
15.0 6.25
8.0 5.06
6 10.0 5. 40
2.0 4.04
7 9.0 5.25
1.0 3. 87
-  2 0 2  -
Table 6.7. Effect of peak material derived from the 
Mono-Q column upon 321 hybridoma cell line.
Peak number. Culture Time (Hours) .
24 48 72 96
1 1. 37 2. 67 2. 20 0. 50
<73) <72) <55) <24)
2 1. 65 2. 38 1. 55 0. 93
<67) <72) <60) <42)
O 1. 44 1. 46 1.51 1. 48
<68) <78) <61) <59)
4 1. 25 2. 67 1. 26 0. 78
<65) <73) <66) <39)
5 1 . d3 2. 51 1. 19 0. 60
<73) <70) <63) <30)
6 1. 18 0. 8 0. 48 0. 43
<66) <61) <46) <32)
7 1. 31 1. 09 0. 55 0. 36
<72) <650 <44) <25)
Control A 2. 50 3. 40 4. 50 1. 90
<97) <95) <84) <32)
Control B 2. 45 3. 1 4.6 2. 2
<97) <95) <80) <30)
Figures indicate the viable cell count recorded as 
lO-'cell/ml. Figures in parentheses indicate percentage 
viability. Control A = complete PPMI 1640 added 
instead of the peak material. Control B = eluent 
buffer from Mono-Q added instead of peak material.
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Table 6.8. Analysis of inhibitory peak material by 
SDS-Page using a 8-25% gradient gel.
Peak number Approximate
M. Wt.
3 0.85 <18,000
0.74 20,000
0.35 230,000
0.12 >330,000
6 0.85 <18,000
0.67 30,000
0.44 130,000
0,24 >330,000
0.12 >330,000
0 . 85
0. 74 
0. 44 
0.12
<18,000 
30,000 
130,000 
>330,000
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The medium used to support cellular growth was 
supplemented with serum, glutamine and bicarbonate to 
normal levels prior to culture, therefore it was 
unlikely that the effects observed as early as 24 
hours were due to nutrient depletion. The 
electrophoretic titration curve was calibrated by 
running a series of markers of known pi along the 
edge of the gel and removing them prior to 
electrophoresis in the second dimension. This enabled 
an accurate assessment of the pH gradient to be made. 
The best separation of the proteins appears to be from 
pH 6-8. The series of experiments to determine the 
best pH for optimal separation showed this to be pH
7.0. All subsequent analyses were therefore carried 
out upon the peaks eluted from the CEM separated using 
these conditions.
The protein content of the CEM was analysed on a 12.5% 
native PAGE gel shown in Plate 6.1, and the 
approximate molecular weights [calculated from the 
standard curve produced by known molecular weight 
markers] of some of the components are shown in Table 
6.2. . The results of the IEF analysis of the CEM are 
shown in plate 6.2.., and the approximate pi of some of 
the components are shown in Table 6.3.
The results of PAGE analysis of the peaks eluted from 
the Mono-Q column are shown on Plate 6.3, and the 
approximate molecular weights obtained from this by 
comparison with known molecular weight markers is 
shown in Table 6,4. The results from subsequent
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analysis by IEF are shown in Plate 6.4. , and the 
approximate pi calculated from standard samples with 
known pi are shown in Table 6.5.
Table 6.7. shows the effect of adding the peak 
material derived from the Mono-Q column into 321 
hybridoma cultures on cellular growth and viability 
over 96 hours in culture. It was observed from these 
results that three peaks appear to show the greatest 
effect, peak 3, 6, and 7, showing at least 50%
inhibition of growth compared to the control culture 
in 24 hours. The results obtained from SDS-PAGE of 
this material are shown in Table 6.8.
6.4 Discussion,
The approximate molecular weights shown for the peaks 
eluted from the Mono-Q column in Tables 6.2 and 6.5 
show some novel results. It can be seen that there is 
some correlation between these two different methods 
for estimating the molecular weights of the unknown 
proteins. The molecular weights contained in the 
majority of the eluent peaks were not at the optimal 
range of the superose 12 gel filtration column, and 
this may be the reason for the absence of some of the 
proteins detected on the native PAGE gel. By 
examination of the data shown in Table 6.7 it may be 
seen that there was an inhibitory effect exerted upon 
the hybridomas in terms of both cellular growth and 
viability. The peak materials that showed the greatest 
effect were derived from peaks 3, 6 and 7. From the
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approximate molecular weight data it may be seen that 
by native gel analysis peak 3 was resolved into 5 
bands with molecular weights ranging from 100,000 to 
less than 18,000. The gel exclusion column however 
determined only one protein of approximate molecular 
weight of 36,000. The peak material from 6 and 7 
however appeared as one band in both cases. The 
molecular weights as determined by native gel 
electrophoresis were 30,000 for peak 6 and <18,00 for 
peak 7. The gel filtration approximate weights were
12,000 and 15,000 for peaks 6 and 7 respectively. On 
examination of the SDS-Page data it was seen that 
several more proteins are apparent in these fractions. 
In peak 3 for example a protein of molecular weight of 
20, 000 was observed. This may be a component of the 
protein determined by the native electrophoresis as 
46,000, or indeed any of the larger proteins. 
Similarly smaller molecular weight proteins were 
detected in peaks '6 and 7. The appearance of some high 
molecular weight proteins not seen in the native PAGE 
and gel filtration analyses is surprising, but these 
proteins may be too big to be detected in their native 
forms by these techniques. It may be seen therefore 
that some inhibitory effect was observed with these 
particular fractions which contain a variety of 
proteins of different molecular weights. It was not 
possible to determine at this point whether the 
inhibitory effect observed was due to proteinaceous 
material present In these samples or whether the
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effect was due to other factors. However when the 
dilution factors involved with the testing of the
factor(s) upon a 'normal' stock of 321 hybridomas was 
considered it appears that these factors are effective 
at concentrations equivalent to those occurring at 
'normal' cell densities. For example the CEM was made 
by incubating cells at at least 5 x 10'7" cells/ml in 
serum free medium for 4 hours. Therefore the cell 
density can be said to be lOOx greater than that 
obtained in a 'normal' batch culture. The factors that 
may be produced therefore were iOOx more concentrated 
(assuming this is a linear relationship). This CEM was 
added to stock hybridoma cultures at 10% and 5% of the 
final culture volume in the presence of serum, and the 
control cultures were inoculated with PPMI 1640 to 
prevent a dilution effect. The concentration of the
factors in this case was therefore lOx in the 10% 
culture and 5x in the 5% culture. However when the
neat CEM was separated using the Mono-Q column, the 
total volume eluted was 8ml, for an initial loading of 
100/j.l of CEM. Therefore the concentration of the 
factors contained in this eluent were 1/80 xlOO = 1.25
i.e diluted to the equivalent of a 'normal' culture. 
When the peaks eluted from the Mono-Q column were 
tested upon the stock hybridomas an inhibitory effect 
was again observed. Inhibition of approximately 40-50% 
was apparent after 24 hours which indicated the 
factors were potent even at such high dilutions.
Several investigators have proposed that adherent
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cells show density dependent inhibition as a result of 
depletion of serum factors and also as a result of 
accumulation of inhibitory factors C Holley q x. gJL 
(1978), Garcia-Giralt qX. al_ (1970)3. Recently other 
investigators have found inhibitory factors produced 
by hybridomas (Lindberg g±_ &1L(1988) , Takeda qX. al.
(1985)3. Takeda determined that the physicochemical 
properties of the mouse macrophage cytotoxic factor 
were similar to that of the human promyeiocytic 
leukaemia HL-60 cells L Aggarwalet. ajL. (1984)3, and 
also to those of the recombinant human tumour 
necrosis f actor (TMF) i Pennica et al. (1984), Shirai e_t. 
a_l_. (1985)3. The apparent molecular mass of the
macrophage hybridoma derived cytotoxic factor appeared 
to be 55,000 as determined by gel filtration and 
17,500 as determined by SDS-PAGE. This may indicate an 
oligomeric structure that is dissociated by SDS or the 
molecule is relatively linear in shape. This type of 
phenomenon has also been reported for human TGF 
C Aggarwalei. al . (1985)3 A similar effect may be
observed with the proteins contained in peak 3, 6, and
7, whereby the proteins detected by gel filtration are 
generally smaller than those detected by native PAGE. 
It is not possible to determine which protein(s) cause 
this effect from these data. It is not necessarily 
proteinaceous material that causes such inhibition, 
but on the basis that the majority of cytotoxic 
factors studied are proteins this hypothesis does not 
seem entirely unreasonable, It may also be possible
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that the CEM contains growth promoters that are 
present at a high level and cause growth inhibition 
rather than growth promotion but they may stimulate 
the metabolism of the cells to prepare for cell 
division ie. stimulate the uptake of glucose and 
glutamine that has been observed under these 
conditions. It is likely however that these proteins 
do not act alone and probably require the availability 
of other factors to exert their effect.
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CHAPTER 7. DISCUSSION.
The aims of this project were to investigate the 
effects of various potentially toxic compounds upon 
the metabolism of the hybridoma cell line under 
examination and to determine the relative importance 
of such factors in the specific circumstances of 
concentrated cell culture systems.
7.1. Preliminary investigations..
Extensive investigations were initially carried out 
upon the metabolism of these cells under normal 
conditions, to determine an optimal system for 
studying the effects of putative toxic products with 
regard to serum level, r type and bioreactor 
configuration.
Bioreactors employing cells at high concentrations 
expose the ceils to high accumulated levels of waste 
products of metabolism and also secreted products. It 
has therefore become important to determine the 
effects of such products upon the cellular physiology. 
Most bioreactors of this type, such as hollow fibres 
for example, operate upon a perfusion basis so that 
such metabolic waste products are removed by a 
continual stream of fresh medium. However, this does 
not wholly alleviate the high local concentrations of 
such products that may occur within the cellular 
microenvironment. This area of study requires further 
elucidation to determine the effects of such products 
at high concentrations.
The levels of putative toxic metabolites that 
accumulate under normal conditions of batch cultures 
in static and stirred flasks such as lactic acid and 
ammonia, were measured to levels of 8.0-li.0mM and 
1.3-1.7mT[ respectively in stirred cultures. These 
cumulative levels were measured from cultures
initially inoculated at a cell density of 2 x 10 
Gcelis/ml, reaching a maximum cell concentration of 
1.2 x 10 e cells/ml ( Chapter 3, Figs. 3.5, 3.10 and
3.16).
The cells were also grown under controlled and non­
control led conditions to determine the effect of 
oxygen limitation, which must be established for the 
test cell line prior to subjecting it to any potential 
toxic compounds to reduce the possibility of false 
positive results < Chapter 3, Section 3.5, Figures 
3.21 -3.29).
Several workers have f ouno. that for a variety of cs i x 
types growth rate and maximum cell population are 
achieved at different dissolved oxygen levels [ Hizrahi 
et qJ_, (1971)3 However all cultures used in the 
studies reported were limited to below 5 litres such 
that oxygen could be adequately provided by surface 
aeration, and hence the need to sparge could be 
avoided [Spier and Griffiths (1982)3.
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7.2. Exogenous addition of potentially toxic products. 
The effect of exogenously added ammonium chloride and 
lactic acid was also investigated,
a) Ammonium Chloride.
The 321 hybridomas treated with ammonium chloride at 
levels between 1 and 8mM showed an increased 
metabolism with respect to glucose and glutamine 
uptake,lactate and ammonia production, and decreased 
antibody accumulation compared to control cultures ( 
Chapter 4, Section 4.3, Figures 4.4, 4.8, 4.6 and 4.10
respectively) ,
Ammonium ions are an end product of glutamine 
catabolism in mammalian cells and also from other 
amino acid metabolism. There are three potential 
pathways that glutamine may be catabolised (Figure 
7.1). Glutamine may be broken down to acetyl CoA which 
can be reintroduced into the Krebs cycle, or to 
aspartate which may be used in protein synthesis or to 
lactate. Malic enzyme seems to be important for the 
conversion of glutamine to pyruvate , alanine, lactate 
or Acetyl CoA. Ammonia is also produced as a result 
of the spontaneous breakdown of glutamine to 
pyrroiidone-carboxylic acid, which occurs at a rate of 
10% per 24 hours at 37’-:,C. CTrisch e£. ajL- (1965)3 . 
Ammonia has been shown to inhibit cell growth by 
several workers [Ryan et al. (1966), Eaton et aJL,
(1962), Furusawa ' et sdL. (1962)3 and also has been 
reported to inhibit protein synthesis and protein 
degradation in isolated hepatocytes and to inhibit
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citric acid cycle activity in liver slices [Segien 
<1977)3. Protein synthesis (antibody accumulation in 
the supernatant) and cellular viability were much 
affected in this case at higher levels of ammonia 
<5mM, 8mM) . This may be directly due to the cytotoxic 
effects of ammonia or as a result of the action of 
proteolytic enzymes released from cellular lysosomes 
from resultant cell death and lysis.
b) Lactic acid
The lactic acid treated cultures at levels from l-Sm'H 
showed increased metabolism as monitored by glucose 
and glutamine uxrtake, and lactate, ammonia, and
antibody production ( Chapter 4, Section 4.3, Figures
4.3, 4.7, 4.5, 4.9 and 4.11 respectively). Mammalian
cells grow rapidly iji vitro f and the production of 
lactic acid may produce a decrease in pH below the 
limits permitting cellular growth, [usually between 
pH 6.8-7.6, Paul <1975)3 and thus the culture becomes 
inhibited. Three parallel pathways of lactate 
transport across the cellular membrane have been 
reported in erythrocytes [ Deuticke gt_ aJL- <1982)3. 
These are a specific system, classic anion transport, 
and nonionic diffusion. It has been shown that under 
normal physiological conditions 90%' of the total 
lactate movement is via the specific system, 5% via 
the classical anion transfer system, and 5% by 
diffusion. The specific system appears to be a carrier 
type influenced by pH l Monson gt_ aJL. <1982)3, but it
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is not ciear wiietner tnis dependence is upon the 
membrane gradient or upon extra or intra cellular pH. 
It may also be possible that the facilitated diffusion 
of undissociated lactic acid is another possible mode 
of transport compatible with pH gradient dependency. 
This mechanism would be non-energy requiring but would 
tend to lower cell pHif all lactic acid thus 
transported were not converted into neutral products. 
The effect upon the cellular membrane must be great 
when subjected to high levels of exogenous lactate and 
may have some role in the perturbation of the cellular 
metabolism observed under these conditions. Ammonium 
chloride and lactic acid have been shown to inhibit 
cell growth and viability in low concentration cell 
cultures of the test hybridoma line. Under high cell 
concentration conditions the ceils may be exposed to 
yet higher concentrations of such products. The 
specific inhibitory concentrations of such compounds 
may therefore be a function of cell concentration, as 
well as cell type.
Low molecular weight compounds such as ammonia and 
lactate may pass through the capillaries that are 
employed in hallow fibre vessels (these usually have a 
molecular weight cut off of 10,000 daltons) 
relatively easily by diffusion and thus may not be 
such a problem in long term high concentration 
cultures as inhibitors such as high molecular weight 
proteins which may be retained within the cell 
population and may not be able to pass through the
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pores in the fibres to be removed with the perfused 
medium. Such proteins that may be potential
inhibitor<s) were determined in the CEM.
c> CEM.
The cell exudate medium that was prepared from a high 
concentration of cells contained relatively low 
concentrations of ammonia and lactic acid (generally
0.6mM ammonia and approximately 6mM lactic acid in its 
concentrated form) . When this was added to the stock 
cell cultures at a 10% v/v dilution, an inhibitory 
effect was observed upon cellular growth, which was 
therefore unlikely to be due to the lactic acid or 
ammonia contained in the culture as at this dilution 
(1:10) these would be negligible (i.e. 0.06mM ammonia
and 0. 6mM lactic acid).
The CEM was prepared from a high cell concentration 
culture, typically 100 fold more concentrated than 
obtained in a normal culture. Therefore at a 10% v/v 
dilution the other factors present may be 10 fold more 
concentrated than a normal culture and any inhibitors 
present may be expected to produce an exaggerated 
effect upon the normal cells. This phenomenon was 
.demonstrated, the effect of inhibition of cellular 
growth and stimulation of metabolism with respect to 
the rate of glucose uptake and antibody production ( 
Chapter 4, Section 4.6, Tables 4.3 - 4.5 and 4.9 -
4. 11). When the CEM was combined with exogenous 
lactate and ammonium chloride the effects observed
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upon the cells did not vary greatly from those 
observed when the lactic acid and ammonia were added 
alone. Therefore this would suggest that the effects 
observed by the CEM were similar to those shown by the 
addition of exogenous lactic acid or ammonium 
chloride. The effects observed were non-additive 
indicating the two mechanisms may be competing to 
achieve the same effect, and therefore may act in a 
similar manner. Conversely the mechanisms may act at 
remote targeis from each other but produce similar 
effects. The increased metabolism observed under the 
effects of these exogenously applied factors was 
investigated in further detail.
7.3. Cellular response to exogenous metabolic stress. 
Stress responses have been observed by many workers as 
response to perturbations in the cellular 
microenvironment [ Hightower et_ aJL (1981), Levinson 
et al (1980), Kelley and Schlesinger (1978)]. The 
effects of the exogenous products were therefore 
examined in this regard. Some enhancement of the 70K 
protein was observed in cells that had been exposed to 
ammonium chloride, lactic acid and also the CEM after 
eight hours, but other proteins typical of the stress 
response were not enhanced ( Chapter 5, Section 5.3, 
Figures 5.1 and 5.2). This protein may be involved in 
protein folding and assembly and may have a protective 
function upon the cell (Petersen gi. gJL. (1981)3 .
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After 24 hours there was an elevated level of a 
protein of approximate molecular weight 55K in the 
cells exposed to high levels of lactate. This is not 
typical of the stress response and was initially 
thought to be the heavy chain of the IgG 
immunoglobulin secreted by these cells. However the 
level of antibody secreted by the supplemented 
cultures was generally similar and it was unlikely 
that this should be detectable in one set of cultures 
and not the others. This protein may therefore be- a 
part of the cytoskeletal protein network that has been 
found to be affected under cellular metabolic stress l 
Kelley and Schlesinger (1978), Thomas et al_ . (1982),
Biessmann et. al_. (1982)] . This may be indicative of 
the effect that endogenous lactic acid has upon the 
cells in culture. The CEM o.id not produce any protein 
enhancement in the cells which indicated that its 
actions were different to those observed by exogenous 
lactate, possibly exerting its effect upon the 
cellular membrane.
7.4. High cell concentration bioreactors.
The potential uses of bioreactors with high cell 
densities is large, due to the ability to produce a 
continuous supply of concentrated product if the cells 
are healthy and cultured under optimal conditions. The 
mechanism of action and long term effect upon cellular 
metabolism of these potential inhibitors must be 
elucidated to maximise cellular viability and 
integrity for long term cultures.
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Lactic acid may be removed from the culture medium by 
perfusion and also by feeding the growing ceils with 
low concentrations of glucose l Reitzer gt_ aJL <1979)3 
or changing the carbohydrate source to for example 
fructose which may be utilised more slowly CEagle e£_ 
ad (1958)3 the accumulation of lactate may be reduced. 
At low levels of carbohydrate .uptake more of the 
carbon is shunted through the pentose phosphate
pathway which has been shown to stimulate the
oxidation of glutamine [ Keitser g_f_ &!_• <1979)3 and
therefore an increased proportion of the lactic acid 
produced will be derived from glutamine E Zielke et 
al. <1980)3. Ammonium production is therefore coupled
to glutamine utilisation and may be reduced by 
perfusion with fresh medium. Ammonia accumulation may 
be limited by maintaining cultures at low glutamine 
levels (less than l.OraM), such that ammonia production 
is minimal E Glacken et al (1986)3. The disadvantage 
of this method however is that the cell growth rate 
decreases as the glutamine concentration is reduced 
below ImM ElViiiler et al. (1986)3 and when glutamine
becomes severely limited lactate production due to
glycolysis is increased. This therefore may be 
overcome by some extent by supplying intermediates 
such as malate and citrate which have been shown to 
increase pyruvate oxidation and decrease lactate 
excretion E l'Takanog_t_ aJL. (1982)3 Other possible 
strategies for control of ammonia production have been 
suggested [Glacken (1988)3. These include adding
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inhibitors of glutamate dehydrogenase to the medium 
such as f umarate and pyridoxal phosphate C Smith et slL.
(1976)1 to reduce the metabolism of glutamine via this 
pathway to lactate, acetate, or Acetyl CoA. These 
products have a high level of ammonia production per 
mole of AT? produced. By directing the glutamine 
utilisation preferentially to aspartate or alanine 
transaminase alanine and aspartate may be produced and 
the ratio of ammonia produced per mole of ATP 
synthesised is smaller. The cx-ketoglutarate produced 
also as a result of this reaction must be converted to 
oxaloacetate or pyruvate for this reaction sequence to 
continue. Therefore the effects of these potential 
inhibitors may be overcome to some extent in culture.
7.5. Metabolic inhibitors.
It is yet unclear how the inhibitor(s) observed in the 
CEM act upon cellular metabolism and therefore how 
they may be overcome. Such inhibitory products have 
been observed in other cell lines under investigation. 
The results shown by Froese (1971) upon dense cultures 
of Chinese hamster cells suggested a component of the 
medium from confluent cultures limited their 
exponential growth. Adrenaline appeared to act 
synergistically with this factor, which had an 
approximate molecular weight of more than 13,000, due 
to its retention under dialysis. Burk (1966, 1967),
showed a growth inhibitor produced by Syrian hamster 
cells in culture, which was neutralised by addition of 
serum. Garcia-Girault (1969, 1970) also suggested the
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isolated from chick embryo fibroblasts C Yamada sjl a.l.- 
<1974)3 also functions in a similar manner to MCIF. 
'Regulation of cellular division.
The regulation of cellular division appears to rely 
upon the interaction between the extracellular
environment and the cellular response. The ceil growth 
cycle has been analysed both biochemically and 
genetically and much data has been obtained [Berridge 
<1975)3. The cycle has been divided into four distinct 
phases, these are the mitotic or M phase, the GI or
gap phase between the mitotic phase and the DMA
synthesis or S phase and the G2 phase, the gap or 
resting phase between the S and M phases. Cells 
traverse the cycle until a signal is received that is 
suboptimal, for example this may be nutrient
deficiency , which leads to arrest of the cycle in the 
Gl phase. A continuum model has also been suggested as 
an alternative where there are no specific Gl events 
regulating cellular division, but that an initiator of 
DSTA synthesis is continuously synthesised. Threshold
levels of this initiator are required for DM A
synthesis to occur, therefore if initiator synthesis 
is impaired the cells become arrested after mitosis 
[Cooper <1981)3,
Control of ceil growth occurs by a number of different
routes. By increasing in mass division is encouraged
to maintain the optimal size and shape for maximal 
nutrient uptake and. if the cell is adherent for 
attachment to the substratum [Riley <1981)3. Growth
factors for example the addition of serum to 
previously density inhibited cells allows them to 
grow. However the addition of chalones (normally 
secreted internally for the control of the mitotic
activity of the cell) has the reverse effect C
Laurence <1981)3. Proteolytic enzymes have been
extensively examined as potential factors for 
stimulation of cellular division in resting cells 
l Hvnes <1970), Teng ei gJL. <1975)3 . These enzymes
stimulate cellular division in resting cells and. are. 
able to alter the surface properties to those found in 
dividing cells during treatment [ Ossowski et aJ-_.
<1973)3. It has also been observed that certain 
tissue growth factors possess proteolytic functions 
[Taylor ejt_ aJL. <1970), Greene et_ aJL. <1971)3, and some 
protease inhibitors are also inhibitory to cellular
division [Collardax. al_. <1974), Chou ei_ al_. <1974),
Goetz ei_ aj_. <1972)3. A number of cellular events 
occur after treatment with proteases including altered 
levels of cyclic nucleotides [Otten et ai_ <1971)3, 
loss of a protein of molecular weight 250K [ Teng et
a_l<1975)3 , increased nutrient transport [ Sefton gjL 
a_l. <1971)3, phosphorylation of histone and non histone 
proteins and cell division [ Hynes et al_. <1973), Teng 
et aJL <1975)3. The absence of the large protein from 
the surface of transformed cells may indicate that it 
may be removed continuously by the cells own proteases 
[Hynes <1974)3. The MCIF discovered by Lipkin et suL. 
<1974), which is a large glycoprotein appears only
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"to be found, in density inhibited cultures rather than 
in non density inhibited cultures, and restores the 
ability to divide to the latter.
The changes in cyclic nucleotides may be dependent 
upon the presence or absence of such membrane 
proteins. However subsequent work has been carried our 
upon the role of this 250K protein and it appears that 
thrombin can stimulate quiescent cells to divide but 
does not remove the protein [Teng ex_ ai_. (1975)3. 
These glycoproteins may also act as receptors ’ to 
external regulatory molecules.
Three of the proteinaceous materials that caused 
F.P.L.C. peaks eluted from the ion-exchange separation 
of the CEK showed an inhibitory effect of 40-50% after 
24 hours upon normal hybridoma cells in culture. It 
appeared from the comparison of the electrophoresis 
data and the column separation data that there may be 
a change in molecular conformation in the protein when 
subjected to such conditions, similar to that found by 
Aggarwal et_ aJL. < 1985) on studies upon human TGF.
There was a wide size range of approximate molecular 
weights detected in the peak material that showed an 
inhibitory effect upon normal concentrations of the 
321 hybridoma and it is impossible . to draw any 
conclusions as to the identity of any specific 
proteins involved at this stage. What is clear from 
these studies is that there are inhibitory products 
produced from the incubation of ceils at high 
concentrations for a short time which either are not
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produced or have a masked effect -when the same cell 
line is cultured at normal levels. These proteins may 
also be growth factors that could be secreted from the 
high cell concentration from which the ■ CEM was made. 
Therefore at such levels for a high density culture 
these factors may show a stimulatory response. When 
added to a lower density cell culture (albeit at a 
1:10 dilution) the concentration of the factors may 
have been abnormally high at the beginning of a normal 
culture and together with the natural accumulation of 
such growth factors by the growing cells during the 
culture may have had an overall inhibitory effect upon 
the cell viability, but may account for the observed 
stimulation of cellular metabolism observed in these 
cases. Such products may also be produced when the 
cell line' is cultivated at high cell concentrations 
over a long period of time such as may be employed in 
a hollow fibre type bioreactor system. The effects of 
such products with time may have a more detrimental 
effect upon the integrity and productivity of the 
culture per se.
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Conclusions.
From these data it is possible to draw several 
conclusions;
1. Ammonia and lactate show growth inhibitory effects 
to the cell line studied at levels of these compounds 
commonly found at the end of a batch culture.
2. As a resit of the addition of such exogenous 
compounds the rate of metabolism of the ceils appears 
increased with respect to the uptake of glucose and 
glutamine, and production of lactate and ammonia 
compared to those values observed in a batch culture 
of the ceil line. The level of lactate produced per 
unit of glucose also appears to become increased 
compared to levels observed in control batch cultures 
indicating a shift towards anaerobic metabolism.
3. Addition of the CFM (Cell exudate media) to the 
same cell line at a dilution such that lactate and 
ammonia present in the CEM should have a negligible 
effect per se showed a slight inhibition to cell 
growth and an increased metabolism with respect to the 
glucose and glutamine uptake rates and lactate and 
ammonia production rates as compared to levels 
observed in control batch cultures
3. Addition of combinations of ammonium chloride, 
lactic acid, and CEM to the cell line under test did 
not reveal a significant increase in inhibition in 
cell growth or increase in metabolic uptake of glucose 
and glutamine than cultures that were treated with
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combinations of lactic acid and ammonium chloride 
alone.
4. When the CEM was separated into fractions by means 
of F.P.L.C. , and the fractions were added to cultures 
of the test cell line at a 1:10 dilution, these 
fractions appeared to have a marked effect upon cell 
viabi1ity.
These proteins therefore may be masked at low cell 
concentrations and inhibit cell growth at high cell 
concentrations. Alternatively such proteins may not be 
produced until the culture becomes mature, and may 
have a regulatory role upon culture integrity and 
size, or may not be wholly responsible for the effects 
observed themselves.
Future work.
These proteins could be studied further together with 
the gross effects upon the cell line itself as the 
assays for some metabolites used in this study are by 
no means exhaustive. Further work on this aspect 
could be envisaged by study of the effects upon the 
membrane proteins of affected cells. Fluorescent 
antibody techniques for visualisation of cytoskeletal 
elements would provide insight into the effect of the 
specific fractions upon the cytoskeleton with regards 
to membrane damage. By separating the protein 
fractions derived in this study into their relative 
components each component could be tested by means' of
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the fluorescent antibody technique to determine the 
extent of damage to the cytoskeleton.
Alternatively by means of radiolabelling the proteins 
present within the fractions it may be possible to 
trace incorporation or integration into particular 
areas of the cell such that the mode of action or at 
least the critical metabolic pathways effected may be 
determined. By expansion of the metabolic tests 
carried out upon the test cell line and amino acid 
analysis of both the protein fractions and cell 
culture medium during exposure it may also be possible 
to determine further insight into the effects of such 
proteins.
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APPENDIX A
Pharmacia sensitive silver staining method.
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Development Technique File No. 210 Sensitive silver  staining
This technique file describes optimized silver staining methods for detecting 
proteins in PhastGel™ IEF and gradient media. The methods are designed to 
give reproducible, highly sensitive staining with low, uniform background stain­
ing. Results are obtained within 60 to 75 minutes (depending on the separation 
technique).
The average sensitivity limit of this silver staining technique is estimated to be 
1 to 5 ng protein per band for IEF and native-PAGE, and 0.3 to 0.5 ng protein per 
band for SDS-PAGE with PhastGel separation media. This method is approxi­
mately 20 times (IEF and native-PAGE) and 60 times (SDS-PAGE) more sensi­
tive than the coomassie staining method in development technique file number 
200 .
Introduction
The silver staining technique presented in this 
file is derived from the method of Heukeshoven 
and Dernick (1). The method has been optimized 
for silver staining PhastGel IEF and gradient 
media. To compensate for the differing properties 
between IEF, native, and SDS-PAGE gels, three 
methods have been developed.
The staining strategy is essentially the same for 
the three methods, namely: fixing and removal of 
buffer ions, "sensitizing” the proteins in a glutar- 
dialdehyde solution, removal of excess glutardial- 
dehyde, reaction with silver ions in a silver 
nitrate solution, developing in a basic formal­
dehyde solution and stopping the development in 
acetic acid. A final rinsing step in 10% acetic 
acid/5% glycerol is used to prevent gradient gels 
from curling or cracking after drying.
Little or no background staining occurs with 
PhastGel gradient media (except in the stacking 
gel zone). A uniform, transparent yellow 
background will develop with PhastGel IEF 
media. This is most likely due to the lower polyac­
rylamide concentration, since the same 
background staining occurs in the stacking gel 
zone of the PhastGel gradient media. This yellow 
background does not impair reading or scanning 
results. A clear background for IEF gels can be 
obtained by modifying the method, but only at 
the expense of sensitivity.
After development, the gels are dried. Dried gels 
are easily stored in notebooks, or cut and 
mounted in slide frames.
solutions are listed in order of use. Label all bot­
tles with their corresponding in-port number to 
eliminate confusion later when connecting the 
bottles to the ports.
Prepare all solutions in the purest (deionized or 
double distilled) water available. We use Milli-Q® 
water which has approximately 1 pmho conduc­
tivity levels.
1. Fix: 20% trichloroacetic acid in water. For IEF 
and native-PAGE gels only.
2. Wash: 50% ethanol and 10% acetic acid in 
water.
3. Wash: 10% ethanol and 5% acetic acid in 
water.
4. Sensitizer: 8.3% glutardialdehyde in water. 
Prepare from 1 part 25% commercially avail­
able solution and 2 parts water.
5. Wash: Deionized water or similar water with 
low conductivity. Have at least 320 ml in a 
bottle for the wash steps in the method.
6. Silver nitrate: 0.25% (w/v) silver nitrate in 
water for SDS-PAGE gels.
Silver nitrate: 0.5% (w/v) silver nitrate in 
water for IEF and native-PAGE gels.
Ensure that the silver nitrate dissolves com­
pletely for reproducible results.
* Milli-Q is a registered trademark of the Millipore corporation.
Materials and Methods
Prepare the following solutions as described for 
PhastGel IEF and gradient media below. A vol­
ume of 80 ml is required to fill the chamber. The
Pharmacia
Laboratory Separation Division
f. jL/eveioper: u.uftvo iormaiaenyae m z.ovo
sodium carbonate. Prepare a 12.5% (w/v) stock 
solution of sodium carbonate in water. For a 
1 liter solution, prepare the developer as 
follows: 200 ml Na2C03  (12.5%) + 800 ml H20  
+ 400 pi formaldehyde. Prepare this solution 
fresh the day you plan to use it.
8. Stop bath: 5% acetic acid in water.
9. Preserving solution: 10% acetic acid and 5% 
glycerol in water. Not necessary for IEF gels.
Use the solutions only once: Do not recycle. The 
solutions, except for the developer, are stable for 
2 to 3 days at ambient temperature (20-25°C). 
The developer must be prepared fresh the day 
you plan to use it.
Notes: Since silver staining is a very sensitive 
method, do not touch the gel surface (before or 
after development). Use gloves when handling 
the buffer strips. If possible, filter or centrifuge 
your samples.
PhastG el IEF m edia
Program the method in table 1 into the develop­
ment method file for silver staining PhastGel 
IEF 3 -9 , 5 -8 , and 4-6 .5 . This method is valid for 
electrophoretic titration curves using these 
media.
PhastG el gradient m edia  
Program the method in table 2 into the develop­
ment method file for silver staining SDS-PAGE 
with PhastGel Gradient 10—15 and 8—25.
Program the method in table 3 into the develop­
ment method file for silver staining native-PAGE 
with PhastGel Gradient 8-25 and 10-15.
Procedure
The procedure for programming and running the 
development methods in tables 1, 2, and 3 is the 
same for both PhastGel IEF and gradient media, 
simply: program the method(s), connect the solu­
tions to the correct ports, insert the gels(s), close 
the lid and press the start button. Full instruc­
tions are given in the chapter on Development 
Procedures in the System Guide.
C hecklist
Before starting development methods, you 
should run through the following checklist to 
avoid easily made mistakes:
1. Are the bottles connected correctly?
2. Are the tubes securely submerged in the solu­
tions? Also, check for kinks or obstructions in 
the tubing.
3. If 2 gels are developed simultaneously: are the 
gels inserted so that their surfaces face one 
another?
4. If 1 gel is developed: is it in the lower position of 
the gel holder, and is the gel surface facing 
upwards?
5. Is the lid closed tightly?
6. Have you chosen the correct method from the 
development file?
Table 1: Silver staining method optimized for PhastGel IEF media to program into the development method file.
Step
number Solution1 IN-port OUT-port2 Time Temperature
1 20% TCA 1 0 5 min 20°C
2 50% ethanol, 10% HAc 2 0 2 min 50°C
3 10% ethanol, 5% HAc 3 0 2 min 50°C
4 10% ethanol, 5% HAc 3 0 4 min 50°C
5 8.3% glutardialdehyde 4 0 6 min 50°C
6 10% ethanol, 5% HAc 3 0 3 min 50°C
7 10% ethanol, 5% HAc 3 0 5 min 50°C
8 Milli-Q water 5 0 2 min 50°C
9 Milli-Q water 5 0 2 min 50°C
10 0.5% silver nitrate 6 0 10 min 40°C
11 Milli-Q water 5 0 0.5 min 30°C
12 Milli-Q water 5 0 0.5 min 30°C
13 Developer 7 0 0.5 min 30°C
14 Developer 7 0 4 min 30°C
15 5% HAc 8 0 5 min 50°C
1 Abbreviations used are: T C A  = Trichloroacetic acid; HAc = Acetic acid. All the solutions are made with water (Milli-Q or deionized).
2 None of the solutions should be recycled.
development method file.
Step
number Solution1 IN-port OUT-port2 Time Temperature
1 50% ethanol, 10% HAc 2 0 2 min 50°C
2 10% ethanol, 5% HAc 3 0 2 min 50°C
3 10% ethanol, 5% HAc 3 0 4 min 50°C
4 8.3% glutardialdehyde 4 0 6 min 50°C
5 10% ethanol, 5% HAc 3 0 3 min 50°C
6 10% ethanol, 5% HAc 3 0 5 min 50°C
7 Milli-Q water 5 0 2 min 50°C
8 Milli-Q water 5 0 2 min 50°C
9 0.25% silver nitrate 6 0 13 min 40°C .
10 Milli-Q water 5 0 0.5 min 30°C
11 Milli-Q water 5 0 0.5 min 30°C
12 Developer 7 0 0.5 min 30°C
13 Developer 7 0 4 min 30°C
14 5% HAc 8 0 2 min 50°C
15 10% HAc, 5% glycerol 9 0 3 min 50°C
1 Abbreviations used are: TCA=Trichloroacetic acid; H Ac = Acetic acid. All the solutions are made with water (Milli-Q or deionized).
2 None of the solutions should be recycled.
Table 3: Silver staining method optimized for native-PAGE with PhastGel gradient media to program into 
the development method file.
Step
number Solution1 IN-port OUT-port2 Time Temperature
1 20% TCA 1 0 5 min 20°C
2 50% ethanol, 10% HAc 2 0 2 min 50°C
3 10% ethanol, 5% HAc 3 0 2 min 50°C
4 10% ethanol, 5% HAc 3 0 4 min 50°C
5 8.3% glutardialdehyde 4 0 6 min 50°C
6 10% ethanol, 5% HAc 3 . 0 3 min 50°C
7 10% ethanol, 5% HAc 3 0 5 min 50°C
8 Milli-Q water 5 0 2 min 50°C
9 Milli-Q water 5 0 2 min 50°C
10 0.5% silver nitrate 6 0 10 min 40°C
11 Milli-Q water 5 0 0.5 min 30°C
12 Milli-Q water 5 0 0.5 min 30°C
13 Developer 7 0 1 min 30°C
14 Developer 7 0 5 min 30°C
15 5% HAc 8 0 2 min 50°C
16 10% HAc, 5% glycerol 9 0 3 min 50°C
1 Abbreviations used are: T C A =  Trichloroacetic acid; H A c =  Acetic acid. All the solutions are made with water (Milli-Q or deionized).
2 None.of the solutions should be recycled.
Sensitivity
The sensitivity of this technique was estimated 
using serial dilutions of the Pharmacia Calibra­
tion Kit proteins (for isoelectric point (pi) and 
molecular weight (MW) measurements). Exam­
ples are shown in figures 1 and 2.
The sensitivity will depend on the protein, since 
different proteins bind different amounts of 
silver. The sensitivity will also depend on the 
separation technique used. The sensitivity lim it 
of this technique is expressed as an average for
wit; p iu i/C iiis  a t u u ic u  jui j. iia st\jr t;i jjliij.’ cuiu g i t i -
dient media using the sample applicator 8/1 
(8 lanes, each 1 pi). The bands are approximately 
3 mm wide w ith this applicator.
The lim it for IEF and native-PAGE is 1 to 5 ng 
protein/band. This is approxim ately 20 times 
more sensitive th an  the coomassie technique in 
development technique file num ber 200.
The lim it for SDS-PAGE is 0.3 to 0.5 ng 
protein/band. This is approxim ately 60 times 
more sensitive th an  the coomassie technique in 
development technique file num ber 200.
Figure 1: Serial dilution of the Pharm acia Broad pi Calibration Kit 
on PhastGel IEF 3-9. Each vial in the k it contains approximately 
20 ug of each of the proteins listed below. The dilution volume/vial is, 
starting  from the left: 800 pi, 1,2 ml, 1.6 ml, 2.4 ml, 3.2 ml, 4.8 ml, 
6.4 ml, and 7.6 ml. The sam ples were applied in 1 pi volumes to each 
of 8 lanes.
From cathode to anode, the proteins are:
lentil lectin (basic) 
lentil lectin (middle) 
lentil lectin (acidic) 
horse myoglobin (basic) 
horse myoglobin (acidic) 
hum an carbonic anhydrase B 
bovine carbonic anhydrase B 
[3-lactoglobulin A 
soybean trypsin inhibitor 
amyloglucosidase
Figure 2: Serial dilution of the Pharm acia LMW Calibration K it 
(denatured) on PhastGel G radient 10-15 with SDS buffer strips. 
Each vial contains approximately 100 pg of each of the proteins 
listed below. The dilution volume/vial is, starting  from the left: 
1.6 ml, 3.2 ml, 6.4 ml, 12.8 ml, 25.6 ml, 52 ml, 102 ml and 205 ml. The 
samples were applied in 1 pi volumes to each of 7 lanes (the First lane 
is empty).
From cathode to anode, the proteins are:
phosphorylase b 
album in 
ovalbumin 
carbonic anhydrase 
trypsin inhibitor 
a-lactalbum in
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